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Defense Environmental Restoration Program
for Formerly Used Defense Sites

Lake Superior Classified Barrel Disposal Site
Duluth, Minnesota

DERP FUDS Project No. EO5MN025500
June 1991

REPORT OF FINDINGS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. The following report details site activities conducted by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, St. Paul District to locate the Lake Superior
Classified Barrel Disposal Site for environmental study. The project was
authorized under the Defense Environmental Restoration Program for Formerly
Used Defense Sites (DERP FUDS) on 23 July 1990. The site was reportedly used
by the U.S. Army Armament Materiel Readiness Command (ARRCOM) as a secure
location in which to dispose of classified munitions scrap from production
lines located at the Twin Cities Army Ammunition's Plant (TCAAP) between 1959
and 1962. This report contains findings of underwater surveys and barrel
recovery operations conducted in Lake Superior by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, St. Paul District under DERP FUDS Project No. E05MN025501 between
10 October 1990 and 26 November 1990.

2. Twenty-four square miles of lake bottom were electronically surveyed
resulting in the verified location of approximately 105 barrels believed to be
classified scrap produced between 1959-1962 by Minneapolis-Honeywell Inc. at
TCAAP. Two barrels were recovered from a depth of 170 feet from the lake and
opened by personnel wearing protective safety equipment for inspection. The
barrels contained cardboard boxes which had been covered with a concrete grout
mixture. The boxes were found to contain small metallic castings containing
several gears, springs and mechanisms. The contents were confirmed by
Honeywell personnel on 7 March 1991 to be safety and arming devices for a BLU-
3 or BLU-4 anti-personnel grenade/mines. Some parts were observed to contain
M55 detonators which were tested and found to be inert. Contents carried a
confidential classification as verified by markings and partial inspection
slips recovered with the barrels. Date of packing was determined to be August
1962 from inspection slips recovered with the scrap. The material had been
declassified prior to the initiation of a previous search in 1977.

3. After their discovery, 25 barrels were monitored using an underwater
gama probe furnished by the Environmental Protection Agency. The radiologic
data collected in the proximity of the barrels did not indicate any health or
safety risks exist in the area monitored. Chemical tests of water taken from
overpack containers which contained the barrels for approximately three weeks
and leachate samples taken from the recovered -crap were also within
acceptable KPCA health and safety standards for water.

4. Recommendations pertaining to continuance or cancellation of any

further investigative search of this site are not contained within this



document. Refer to the Project Summary Sheet (PSS) for Project No.
E05MN025502 for site specific project recommendations.
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Defense Environmental Restoration Program
for Formerly Used Defense Sites

Lake Superior Classified Barrel Disposal Site
Duluth, Minnesota

DERP FUDS Site No. E05MN025500
Project No. E05MN025501

April 1991

REPORT OF FINDINGS

I. BACKGROUND

1. This report details site activities conducted by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, St. Paul District in October 1990 to locate classified scrap
ordnance placed into Lake Superior between 1959 and 1962 by the U.S. Army
Armament Materiel Readiness Command (ARRCOM). The project was authorized
under the Defense Environmental Restoration Program for Formerly Used Defense
Sites (DERP FUDS) to inventory the site for potential environmental
contamination which might be attributed to Department of Defense (DOD) usage
of the site.

2. In 1959, the U.S. Army Armament and Materiel Readiness Command
(ARRCOM) located in Rock Island, Illinois, was responsible for supervision of
a contract with the Minneapolis-Honeywell (M-H) Regulator Company to produce
2,072,980 assemblies for the M-32 anti-personnel grenade and 670 762mm M-6
(Honest Joan) rocket assemblies at the Twin Cities Army Ammunition Plant
(TCAAP) in New Brighton, Minnesota, under contract DA-11-022-ORD-3319. Design
specifications for the ordnance were classified by the U.S. Army to protect
the design and manufacturing concepts from being copied. Rejected parts
(scrap) from this contract were by default considered classified material
which would, by regulation, require the proper security and safeguarding
measures designated for classified material disposal. Army Regulation 380-5,
Section 5, par. 1-503 denotes that the Confidential classification "shall be
applied only to information or material the unauthorized disclosure of which
could reasonably be expected to cause damage to national security. Examples
of damage include... inspection of classified munitions of war; revelation of
performance characteristics, test data, design, and production data on
munitions of war."

3. Disposal of classified scrap was the responsibility of M-H as approved
by ARRCOM. Records show at least four methods of demolition were attempted
over the life of the contract. A smelting furnace had previously been used in
Duluth, Minnesota, to melt rejected material into unrecognizable scrap, but
for unknown reasons was discontinued in 1959. An attempt to demolish the
material using explosives at Camp Ripley in 1959 was unsuccessful, and a

proposal to install a permanent "hamermill" at the facility was rejected. The
hamermill required continuous supervision and acquisition costs that made it
uneconomical. It was ultimately determined that "sinking the material into
great depth in Lake Superior was the most economical and secure* method of

disposal.

4. ARRCON contacted the Chicago Ordnance Division who in turn contacted



the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE), North Central Division, and was
granted permission to utilize the Duluth Area Office of the St. Paul District
COE for disposal services. See Figures 1 & 2. The classified material was
packed into 55 gallon drums, trucked to Duluth, Minnesota, under guard, loaded
onto COE barges and towed onto the lake and sank into Lake Superior.
Documentation prepared by the Commander's representative requesting disposal
assistance from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in 1959 indicated that the
drums contained no "explosive or radiologic" materials.

5. Between 1959 and 1962, ARRCOM requested COE assistance in the disposal
of classified material seven times. After 1962, records show that U.S. Steel
Corp. in Duluth, Minnesota, was used as a classified smelting facility.
Over the three year period in which lake disposal was used, approximately 440
tons of scrap was reportedly placed into Lake Superior. Materials used to
contain and ballast the scrap were included in this weight. Although no
accurate record of each barrel reportedly disposed has been found, one
shipping log suggests that each barrel weighed 40 lbs. dry, which would
account for 29 tons of the total disposal.

6. In 1968, a local fisherman, Mr. Stanley Severson, operating the vessel
"Hiawatha", reportedly netted several barrels while trawling in an area
approximately 7 miles N.E. of Duluth, Minnesota. Newspaper accounts and
letters written to the St. Paul District by the "Save Lake Superior
Association" several years later relate that the crew found a barrel weighing
approximately 700 pounds containing "metal parts, resembling buckshot." The
barrels were reportedly inspected onboard the "Hiawatha" and dumped back into
the lake in shallower water in the same general area.

7. The discovery of the barrels and subsequent inquiries eventually
identified the source of the material, TCAAP, and the agencies which
participated in its disposal. Published newspaper accounts in the wid 1970's
included an interview with the wife of the captain of the tug "Lake Superior",
who believed the material was radioactive material from St. Paul "atomic
plant". See Figure 3. From that point onward, speculation over the exact
content of the barrels became a matter of intense public speculation. See
Figure 4 and associated articles in Appendix A.

8. In 1976, an effort to locate the barrels was authorized by the U.S.
Army. A magnetometer search was executed in southwestern part of the lake by
the COE Tug Lake Superior and Dr. Thomas Johnson from the University of
Minnesota in December 1976. Crews aboard the vessel were reported to have
located 20 barrels in accounts taken from local newspapers in Duluth. See
Figure 5. Incomplete survey notes prepared by COE personnel documenting
approximate triangulations from shore to locations of the tug on the lake were
located in record searches for this project; however, no notations which could
be used to identify which of the three surveyed sites was the site believed to
be where barrels were supposed to have been located. See Figure 6.

9. As a result of this effort and continued public concern, a divers
search was initiated by Army Munitions and Chemical Comand (AMCCOK-formerly
ARRCOK) in 1977 to recover a barrel and produce hard evidence of barrel
content. A report, *Final Report on Classified Scrap in Lake Superior, 8 July
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1977" (Appendix A), detailed the search effort and included several historical
documents pertaining to the disposition of the barrels, affidavits of
personnel tasked with contract administration and miscellaneous newspaper
accounts of the issue. The exact area searched was not detailed in the
report, but it is believed that the areas pinpointed in the 1976 magnetometer
search were the focus of three days of underwater activity. The effort was
unsuccessful in locating barrels. Public releases cited difficulty, cost and
testimony from personnel involved with the production contract, attesting to
the harmless nature of the material, as sufficient reason to discontinue
recovery efforts.

II. TASKING AND AUTHORIZATION

10. In 1986, the Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization Act (SARA) was
passed requiring the Department of Defense (DOD), in consultation with EPA, to
undertake an environmental restoration program and to perform appropriate
response actions for hazardous substance releases at current and former DOD
facilities. Since passage of the bill, the Defense Environmental Restoration
Program (DERP) has identified approximately 7060 DOD sites which will be
routinely inspected to determine whether DOD usage of a site has resulted in
environmental problems attributable to the DOD. The Lake Superior Classified
Barrel Disposal Site, DERP Site No. E05MN025500, was listed among 200 sites
believed to be Formerly Used Defense Sites (FUDS) tasked to the St. Paul
District by Huntsville Division (CEHND) in 1987 for investigation under the
DERP FUDS program.

11. Initial site information came from Mr. Ron Swenson, Chief, Site
Assessment Section, Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) in November 1989
in the form of a 1985 MPCA report filed with EPA which requested the site be
listed as a Potential Hazardous Waste Site. Mr. Al Kliene of the Duluth Area
Office provided additional background information files in March 1990. On 5
May 1990 an Inventory Project Report (INPR) was submitted to North Central
Division (CENCD) for approval. The report identified the site as having been
formerly used by the DOD. The INPR was approved as an eligible site by CENCD
on 23 July 1990 and forwarded to Headquarters for project funding.

12. It is standard DERP procedure to perform a Preliminary Assessment
(PA) inspection of all project sites for the presence of unsafe debris,
ordnance and hazardous or toxic materials which are potential DOD generated
environmental hazards. The Lake Superior INPR acknowledged the fact that
identification of potential environmental hazards created by the DOD was
complicated by the unique location of this site which would require
specialized equipment to properly identify and survey the site. The report
recommended a two-phased project to first determine the actual area used as
the disposal site(s) and collect photographic evidence of location, condition
and content of the barrels. If possible, a limited number of debris samples,
or a barrel might be recovered for analysis. Results from the phase one study
would provide information which would be used to determine whether additional
study or remedial activity was warranted or confirm historical records which
attest to the barrels as containing harmless scrap which may require no
further action. DERP FUDS Project No. E05MN025501 was authorized on 23 July
1990.
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13. Notification of project funding was passed to St. Paul District in
September 1990. Contract DACW3790MI118 in the amount of $16,950.00 was
awarded to Hazard Control, Inc. of Minneapolis, Minnesota, on 30 September
1990. A $200.00 modification was made to the contract in January 1991 to
reimburse the Contractor for cellular telephone services provided by the
Contractor while on the lake.

III. SITE INVESTIGATIONS, 10-16 October 1990

14. The Scope of Work (SOW) required Hazard Control to conduct field
investigations aimed at locating 4 of the 7 reported historical disposal sites
for classified military scrap placed in Lake Superior. The four sites

targeted in the SOW were believed to be located in waters close to Duluth and

lay in shallower sections (<200 feet deep) of the lake. Goals of the project
were to electronically survey an area of Lake Superior reported to have the

highest concentration of disposal sites and collect photographic or other

recoverable evidence of barrel contents if successful in locating a site. The
Contractor was briefed on the history of the site, given an inspection tour of
available support vessels and docking areas at the Duluth Area Vessel Yard on

5 October 1990. In accordance with the SOW, the Contractor submitted a

complete operation and safety plan for planned operations at that time

(Appendix B).

15. The SOW for the project recognized that the lake is uncontrolled area
which was used by ARRCOM to dispose of materials from TCAAP, but could also

contain materials disposed of from other non-documented sources. Therefore,
each step of the project emphasized personal safety procedures designed to

prevent injury to personnel should hazardous material from any source be

encountered. Reports that the barrels could contain radioactive, chemical or

explosive materials were considered in preparing site operation and safety

plans.

16. On 10 October 1990, the contractor mobilized equipment to the Duluth
Area Vessel Yard in Duluth, Minnesota. The COE vessel "David Boyd" and four
contractor vessels, "Northern Comfort","Hey Boy","Kadeline Goodrush" and a
two-man submersible were designated search vessels for the effort. Photos 1-4
are of the actual vessels involved with the search. The SOW for the contract
called for concentrated electronic search of a twenty square mile area of Lake

Superior which records showed as having the highest probability of containing

at least four of the reported historical disposal sites.

17. Three vessels were equipped with sidescan sonar detection equipment
capable of identifying bottom structures utilizing a sonar "towfish" probe and

on-board chart recorder systems (See Photos 5&6). The probe is towed 15-20

feet off the bottom of the lake emitting an electronic signal laterally in

either direction normal to the course of the vessel. The sonar detects

variations of the bottom of the lake by mapping reflected sonar signals on a

chart recorder. Each vessel was crewed with a pilot, navigator, deckhand and

equipment technician to "search" each grid for potential disposal sites. The

"Northern Comfort" was assigned as the confirmation support vessel by the

Contractor. The vessel was equipped with a Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROY),
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tow camera, magnetometer and Self Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus
(SCUBA) equipment for verification dives. Grid coordinates are included in
Appendix B.

18. Upon completion of mobilization, the vessels went out into 90 ft. of
water to conduct a "practice" run for equipment calibration. Two empty 55
gallon barrels which were lashed together and sank to the bottom of the lake.
Several passes were then made to familiarize technicians with lake conditions
and sonar patterns associated with barrel shapes on the lake bottom. The
barrels were recovered at the end of the practice session. See Figure 7 for a
sonar print of a practice barrel.

19. Thursday, 11 October 1990 - First Complete Search Day. Weather:
Clear, light wind out of the SE, temp. in the mid 40's greeted the first days
efforts. At 0800 hours, each boat proceeded to its assigned grid and began
sonar mapping. The "David Boyd" proceeded to an area north of the Duluth
Pumping Station identified by Mr. Severson as the area where they had netted
two barrels in 1968. No barrels were sighted in the location. Each vessel
completed a full day of mapping with no confirmed barrel sightings, but
several potential areas were were noted. Submerged logs, rocks and other
depressions were identified by the ROV and tow cameras during the day. A
sidescan graph sample of what a submerged log registers in shown in Figure 8.
This log was confirmed by tow camera. Sidescan read-outs were collected for
analysis on shore should later discoveries show that the actual barrels be
confirmed as having a sidescan echo different than those used in practice
sessions. Time, location and direction of sweep were recorded on each read-
out. Operations were called at 2130 hours with no confirmed barrel sightings.

20. Friday, 12 October 1990. Vessels began sonar mapping at 0800.
Weather was again good with light winds out of the southwest and temperatures
in the high 40's. Mr. Steve Leppala of MPCA accompanied the COE aboard the
"David Boyd" as an observer. Several miscellaneous targets were identified as
potential barrel sites; however, once again no definitive sightings were
posted. The "Hey Boy" was successful in locating a small shipwreck which was
not on current wreckage charts. ROV video and later sport dives confirmed the
vessel to be a small tug, the A.C. Adams scuttled in 1928. See Appendix E for
further details regarding historical information on the wreckage.

21. Saturday, 13 October 1990. Search efforts began again at 0800
hours. A brisk wind out of the south was making progress difficult. At 1135
hours the *David Boyd" had completed a northward leg in grid "G" and was
completing a corner into a southerly leg when a lateral line of targets
stretching across the chart recorder registered as the towfish was sinking to
its proper depth (See Figure 9). A marker float was dispatched and two
additional runs were made bisecting and paralleling (Figure 10) the suspected
site. A line of sixty to seventy objects were recorded laying in a southwest
to northeasterly path in what was believed to be 180-190 feet of water. The
'Northern Comfort" was summoned to the area for visual confirmation. Two or
three barrels just out of clear camera range were believed sighted with a tow
camera before it captured a clear picture of a barrel sitting on an angle in
the silty bottom. The barrel was observed and recorded clearly for a 3-4
second duration. At 1415, the wind had increased sufficiently to cease
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operations for the day. Lake conditions (2-3.5 foot swells) were worsening and
it was no longer possible to continue mapping. The David Boyd returned to port
and a press conference announcing the find was organized by Mr. Ken Gardner,
St. Paul District Public Affairs Office.

22. 14 October 1990 (Media/Equipment Demonstration & Search Day #4). In
conjunction with our public affairs plan, the morning of 14 October had been
designated as a media/equipment demonstration day. The event was scheduled
prior to the initiation of field work and was scheduled to coincide with the
arrival of the contractor's two man submersible.

23. The event was planned in anticipation of public interest in the
search effort. The goal was to provide the media an opportunity to ask
questions and observe the contractor's equipment that was be'Ig used in the
effort. A secondary goal in scheduling the event was to present the
information to the media in a setting which might help eliminate private
vessels, whether curiosity onlookers or boats contracted by the media, from
interfering with scheduled search and recovery operations on the lake. Strict
navigation requirements, hundreds of feet of sonar cable trailing the vessels
and submarine safety considerations would all be affected by vessels wandering
about in the designated search area(s). By scheduling a two hour session for
demonstration purposes, at a set time, in an accessible location; it was hoped
that outside interference would be kept to a minimum. Upon completion of this
phase of the project, only one vessel and a helicopter contracted by a
television crew were observed on the lake in the search area.

24. Consultations with the Coast Guard indicated that a restricted zone
could be set up which would preclude private vessels from interfering with
operations; however, lead time required to file the appropriate request was
not aveilable. The search area also encompassed normal navigation channels
into Duluth harbor which could not be closed for survey purposes. As a safety
precaution, a "Notice to Mariners" was filed with the Coast Guard by the
contractor prior to initiating surface operations. Daily announcements were
included in the Coast Guard broadcasts warning mariners of the survey in
progress. In accordance with Coast Guard regulations, survey flags were flown
by all vessels involved with the search operation. Each pilot was advised not
to initiate search patterns which would be interrupted by passing freighters
until the area was clear.

25. At 1200 hours, three vessels returned to the lake for additional
sonar readings. An additional run over the confirmed barrel site aimed at
reconfirming location and the number of suspected barrels resulted in a sonar
echo graph containing approximately 105 barrels (see Photo 7). This location
corresponds to one of the survey locations done in 1976 (Figure 6). The area
near McQuade Road and Talmadge River was included in the survey notes.

26. Additional data collected was concentrated approximately one mile off
shore from the Lester River to an area near French River where a fishing net
blocked further advance. The search area was moved closer to shore than
initial search grids due to the discovery of the confirmed site approximately
5000 feet from shoreline. Initial grids had been laid out at one mile from
shore as supported by historical documentation which had specified disposal to
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be placed at least one mile off shore.

27. No further sites were located. However, the towfish being dragged by
the David Boyd did hit bottom (disconnecting the electronics) in an area
around the Duluth Pumping station were a bottom formation rose quickly from
140 to near 100 feet. While resetting the probe, rust streaks were noted on
the tail assembly, see Photo 8. The David Boyd continued in a northeasterly
direction and no further measurements were taken in the area.

IV. SONAR FINDINGS

28. The side scan sonar equipment used in surveying Lake Superior for the
barrel disposal sights worked extremely well throughout the project. Lake
bottom conditions in the search area were ideal as there is minimal bottom
structure to obscure potential disposal sites in this area of the lake. Later
observations with the two man submersible indicate a fairly flat bottom
covered with a 1-3 inch layer of fine silt throughout the search area. Sonar
readings picked up very small debris piles and charted the small bottom
anomalies (approximately 6-12 inches high) with a high degree of reliability
as confirmed by video survey.

29. Because of the number and difficulty involved with verification of
each "hit", confirmation efforts were limited to "highly" graded targets
during the search phase of the project. The belief that the barrels would be
found intact in this effort, placed a higher value on sonar targets with
highly pronounced chart echo. Each target was graded on a scale of one to ten
as interpreted by the sonar technician. Reported disposal methods, i.e. large
groups of barrels disposed in each historical dump, also led searchers to
grade multiple sonar hit patterns higher than individual echoes. Figures
11 through 14 are examples of various side scan sonar echoes of anomalies
recorded during field studies.

30. During the four days of sonar mapping, 104 anomalies were located by
the side scan sonar on a sounding "hit" list compiled by the Contractor. Each
sighting represents a distinct sonar finding or group of findings which has
been interpreted by the sonar technician as being a barrel sized object on the
lake bottom. Each find was graded by the technician as it was observed for
future verification. A record of all significant sonar "hits" was compiled by
each vessel and transferred to a map on Figure 11. The map includes all
significant hits for areas searched 11-14 October 1990.

31. While only one confirmed barrel site and shipwreck was mapped during
this attempt, the sonar map indicates areas of high probability of being
barrel sites that remain unverified. Two areas marked on Figure 11 are bottom
structures which are not believed to be naturally occurring (See Figures 12 &
13). The sonar print for these areas indicate a series of large and small
diameter circular "blotches" in a linear path at the two sites. An attempt to
verify the larger blotches (4-5 in a linear path) with a tow camera did not
produce any conclusive findings other than small areas of objects that
appeared to be like "piles of rock'. It was theorized on site that the spots
might be ballast or discarded ore from a passing freighter. The map also
shows three to four lines of medium graded targets areas which resemble the
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pattern of barrels found during in the confirmed site. The debris circles
shown in Figure 12 appear at regular intervals along a 2000 foot stretch of a
search grid approximately I mile southwest of the Duluth water intake.

32. One item of interest remaining from the 1977 survey was the report of
"barrel tracks" along the bottom of the lake. Divers reported seeing ridges
along the lake bottom that they theorized may have been created by rolling
barrels. During this project, side scan sonar clearly showed many "tracks" in
the lake bottom. See Figure 14. The "tracks" were explained by side scan
technician from the Duluth area as drag marks created by the heavy downriggers
used to insure fishing nets proximity to the bottom . This fishing technique
was reportedly was common to the area and was probably employed by Mr.
Severson in 1968 when they netted a barrel. Much of the survey area contained
anomalies of this type. Parallel sets of tracks indicative of fish netting
were plainly visible on many sidescan graph read-outs.

33. One sonar print of the small circular anomalies shown in Figure 12
contained a set of trawler drag marks which was observed to bisect the 2000
foot long pattern. At the point of intersection, a large gouge mark was
observed in bottom sediments. Speculation that this may have been the
location which the "Hiawatha" snared a barrel in 1968 was made. The location
was approximately a one mile southwest of the city water intake which loosely
corresponds with the historical report. However, because the type of anomaly
did not match sonar read-outs that of barrels observed in practice runs, the
area was noted as a potential target but not visually verified.

34. Each sidescan target location is at best an approximate location as
the accuracy of the sonar, navigation error, cable length and varying vessel
speed combine to generalize the area of each target. Attempts at confirming
each potential target required close communication between the search and
confirmaticn vessels. Confirmation of a potential barrel find with video
equipment required an accurate surface marking of the suspected location by
the search vessel. As the sonar probe would pass over a target, the
technician monitoring the chart recorder would instruct a deckhand to throw a
buoy, with an appropriate amount of anchor rope, as soon as a highly graded
target was recognized. This placed the marker, and requested Loran navigation
coordinates for the "target", at a minimum, the length of the probe cable from
the suspected target. Additional errors in location could be attributed to
not correctly recognizing the direction of travel of the search vessel marking
the target, range of target port or starboard of the search vessel and
variations in probe depth and cable length. Combine the potential errors with
the limited visibility of video equipment at 160 feet of depth (5-10 feet)
and the difficulty of verifying each target with a tow camera can be
recognized. When the confirmed barrel sight was finally located, it took 45
minutes to locate one of the 105 barrels with the tow camera. When an
additional attempt to locate the barrels was attempted three days later on a
perfectly calm day, it still required 45 minutes. Uncertain location, limited
visibility, spacing between barrels and surface conditions make verification
of targets with a tow camera a *hit or miss" proposition. While it was a
valuable tool in the search phase, the depth and great area to be searched
severely limited verification successes with a tow camera. If additional
information about the targets contained in Figures 12 or 13 is required, see
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paragraph 81 for subsurface verification recommendations.

V. BARREL RECOVERY ATTEMPTS

35. With weather conditions forecasted as worsening, COE support vessels
originally scheduled to assist the Contractor on Tuesday, 16 October were
requested by the Contractor on Monday, 15 October. As the tug "Lake Superior"
was tending the "Coleman" in Superior harbor on Friday, it had to be relocated
back to the Duluth COE vessel yard before being able to assist in operations.
The tug was required as it was the only vessel in the yard with sufficient
anchor chain for operations in 200 feet of water. The two man submersible
and all necessary support equipment were placed on the Crane Barge (CB)
"Markus". The required floating plant was assembled with the aid of the Tug
"Fairchild". Both vessels and the "Hey Boy" departed the boatyard at
approximately 1130 hours.

36. The SOW for barrel recovery required the barrels to be placed into
protective overpack containers (Photo 9) prior to being removed from the
water. As the condition of the barrels was unknown, the overpack containers
would serve as protection to the environment and personnel and minimize
potential damage or disintegration of the barrels as they were being
recovered.

37. The depth of the find also complicated the recovery process. OSHA
regulations limit diving operations at 180 feet to a maximum 20 minutes per
day with the appropriate on-board safety measures. Dives in excess of 100 feet
require an on-site decompression chamber. As pre-project planning could not
forecast what condition or depth barrels would be found in, or if any would be
located at all, no specialized deep diving teams and support equipment were
mobilized for this effort. These alternatives could be contracted as required
once site conditions were discovered.

38. Contract provisions required the contractor to have a submersible
capable of delivering a net or other remote means of capturing a barrel for
salvage. The submersible provided by the contractor utilized a clamping
mechanism which when correctly positioned by the pilot would be placed around
the circumference, at the centerline of the barrel. A rope tethered to the
clamp would then be tensioned by surface personnel, closing its jaws about the
barrel. See Photo 2. The line would then be connected to a surface winch,
raising the barrel off the bottom off the lake. The barrel could then be
moved into shallow water for transfer into protective overpack containers by
fully protected divers.

39. The plant arrived on site at 1245 hours and launch of the submersible
"Lake Diver" was accomplished using the crane on board the CB Markus at 1330
hours. The pilot of the submersible, Mr. Harold "Webb" Maynard, requested
that the first dive (Dive #1) be a reconnaissance dive aimed at familiarizing
himself with bottom conditions prior to initiating recovery attempts. A small
float was tethered to the submersible to aid in identifying its location and
keep the vessel from straying under the barge or into the anchor chain.
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40. Upon reaching the bottom, the pilot indicated that he had landed in a
group of approximately five barrels, affirming sonar findings which indicated
the site contained a multiple barrels. The site had been successfully
relocated using Loran coordinates and the surface buoy dispatched when the
site was first located.

41. The pilot returned to the surface and readied a retrieval clamp
designed to fit around the outside diameter of the barrel. Two attempts were
made to try to capture a barrel. In Dive #2, the clamp released prematurely,
on Dive #3 no barrels were located and the rope connected to the clamp became
entangled in the submersible's propeller. Recovery of the submersible took
some time as it drifted along the surface, but it was recovered and one
additional a recovery attempt (Dive #4) was made at 1630 hours.

42. After Dive #2 it was discovered that the Geiger counter on-board the
submersible had not been activated by the pilot. No indications of
radioactivity were noted on Dive #3, and surface checks of the submersible
made upon completion of each dive proved negative. Dive #4 took place to the
southwest of the initial dives. After returning to the surface, the pilot
indicated that the Geiger counter had registered 10-12 times over a minute
(single clicks) while descending toward the bottom of the lake, and 3-4 more
times as he attempted to capture a barrel. (See Appendix B for pilots
affidavit) The pilot was unsuccessful attaching the clamp and he returned to
the surface, reported his findings, and as the hour was late, the decision was
made to suspend surface operations and return to port at 1900 hours. The
submersible, anchor chain and sediments recovered on the anchor were checked
with the Geiger counter, but showed no signs of radioactivity.

43. On site recovery operations initiated the next day at 0930 hours.
Weather was ideal, zero wind conditions, temperatures in the low 50's.
Anchorage was estimated at a spot within 300 feet of the previous day. This
observation is based on the relative position of the surface buoy to the
anchorage position of the tug on each day. The first dive of the day (Dive #5)
was dedicated to performing a limited sweep of the area around the tug for
confirmation of the initial Geiger counter reading. Mr. Robert Dempsey of the
St. Paul District accompanied the submersible in a search of the area for
approximately 40 minutes before a barrel was located. The submersible
maneuvered to within 8 inches of a barrel off the side viewport and was
visually examined by Messrs. Dempsey and Maynard. Two Geiger counters on board
showed no indication of radioactivity at the barrel or at any time during the
dive. The submersible returned to the surface and was recovered.

44. It had been decided that if further radioactive readings were
detected, the project would be redirected and terminated at that point. As no

indication of the earlier reading was reproduced, recovery plans continued.

The submersible pilot was instructed to continue recovery attempts while

continuing to monitor the area for safety. Consultations with the District
Safety Officer, indicated that safe exposure limits for personnel were

approximately 40 a/Hr. The pilot was instructed to abort further attempts if

f a 20 mR/Hr reading was detected.
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45. The radiologic issue raised during Dive #4 was also followed up by
the local media and private inquiries to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) in the months following the reported Geiger counter reading. The NRC
investigated the allegation that radiologic material might have been included
in the disposals and found it to be unsubstantiated. Honeywell was asked to
review its records of past practices at TCAAP for any radiologic materials
which may have existed at the plant during the 1959-1962 timeframe. In its
response to the NRC, Honeywell stated that between 1959 & 1962 it " did not
use, nor was authorized for, any radioactive materials in its manufacture of
munitions." Additional investigation into the issue revealed that Honeywell
did not have a permit to have radiologic material at the plant until 1967.

46. After two attempts (Dives #6 & #7) to locate a barrel with the
submersible failed, the batteries aboard the submersible required recharge.
The lights aboard the submersible were dimming and the pilot requested a two
hour recharge period prior to attempting another dive. During the recharge
period, a tow camera was then used to locate the barrels and place a buoy as
close to a barrel as possible. At 1700 hours a barrel was located and a
strobe flasher slid down the buoy line to aid the submersible in its efforts.

47. The submersible was successful in engaging the clamp over the top of
of a barrel on Dive #8. The "Northern Comfort" moved over the site and
tensioned the line using a small winch. The submersible was recovered and the
tug was moved into position over the captured barrel at 1800 hours. The pilot
reported that the barrel was oriented at an angle in the bottom sediments and
the clamp had to be placed at an angle over the barrel.

48. The line was transferred to the capstan on board the tug and was
slowly tensioned. The clamp did not hold, and the barrel was left on the
bottom. Operations were called at 1845 hours. Darkness precluded any further
attempts. Discussion of why the clamp tailed to engage and what could be done
to improve its performance ensued on the return trip to port.

49. A meeting was held on-board the tug to discuss whether additional
efforts with the contractor would be successful. The original contract would
expire that evening and a contract extension would be required for further
efforts. It was determined that continued efforts with the submersible were
possible, however, problems experienced with locating and securing a firm line
to the barrels with the submersible were apparent, and the decision to let the
current contract expire was made. Alternate recovery plans would be
formulated.

50. 17 October 1990. Storms developed overnight and lake conditions
deteriorated to 8 foot breakers on Lake Superior the next morning. With the
exception of Saturday afternoon, we experienced six days of calm water during
this phase of the project. Residents of the area had warned us of typically
fast moving storm which come up quickly in October and we monitored weather
channels continuously during our time on the lake. The majority of the search
area lie within a half-hour of port which made operations less of a risk than
those which might take place farther into the lake.(
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VI. CONTINUATION PLANS

51. Upon return to the St. Paul District, plans to continue recovery
efforts and secure additional project funds were initiated. Normal
contracting procedures would require a thirty day advertising and award period
for contracts in excess of $25,000, which would place divers in the lake in
late November or early December. As a two to three day diving period was
anticipated, potential delays and problems created by divers working in winter
diving conditions resulted in the recommendation to discontinue efforts until
Spring 1991. Sufficient justification to invoke emergency contracting
procedures had not been established during the initial search operations. The
barrels observed on the lake bottom did not appear to be releasing material to
the environment and the situation did not warrant a declaration of an
emergency.

VII. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA) ASSISTANCE

52. The radioactivity issue raised during the last dive on Monday
remained a concern with both the COE and MPCA. Although the reading was never
duplicated, it was speculated that there might be a single barrel containing
radioactive material which was not encountered in Tuesday's confirmation and
continued recovery efforts. Coordination by the Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 5 in Chicago,
Illinois, resulted in identification of equipment belonging to two EPA field
offices which were capable of deep water radiologic monitoring. EPA'S
Emergency Response Team in Edison, N.J., operates a Remotely Operated Vehicle
(ROV) capable of operation in the depth of water in which the barrels had been
found. Further search located underwater gamma radiation detection equipment,
200 times more sensitive than a standard Geiger counter, operated by EPA's
National Air and Radiation Environmental Laboratory (NAREL) in Montgomery,
Alabama. After several inquiries it was determined that both pieces of
equipment were available for a limited time during the week of 29 October.
Arrangements were made on 24 October to conduct a radiologic survey of the
site beginning 30 October 1990.

53. Personnel from EPA, MPCA and the COE (Points-of-Contact are listed in

paragraph 91) met in Duluth on 29 October and began to adapt the equipment for
joint operations. The ROV (see Photo 10) would serve as the "mule" for the
non-motorized underwater radiation probe and was equipped with a underwater
television camera and sonar. The two pieces of equipment had never been used
together at the same site. Several modifications were required to mount the
probe so that it did not interfere with motors, sonar and camera. Photo 11 is

of the assembled unit being launched for a trial in port.

54. Tuesday, 30 October 1990. After merging cables and completing a
brief press conference, the David Boyd carrying COE, NPCA and EPA equipment
and observers, left harbor at approximately 1100 hours. Weather: Clear, light
winds with temperatures in the mid 50's. Upon arriving at the site, the

marker dispatched in the previous search effort was still in place. The
effort was concentrated to the northwest of the marker. This corresponded to
the approximate location in which the submersible was located when the earlier
reading was reported.
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55. The ROV proved to be an excellent vehicle for underwater exploration
and monitoring at the barrel site. Sonar aboard the ROV was able to identify
barrels approximately 100 feet in any direction from the anchorage point and
deliver the probe for study of the site while collecting excellent underwater
video of barrel condition (see Photo 12). Barrels were generally observed to

be in good condition. Oxidation bubbles marred the surface skin of the barrels
and some were observed to have large dents believed to have been created by
surface handling. Each barrel was observed to have one metal end and one
concrete filled end. The observation agreed with historical records which
indicated the barrels were filled with concrete to aid in their disposal.
Fish were observed in the general area and in two cases the ROV found eel pout
resting comfortably atop and under barrels. Several barrels were observed to
have numbers etched into the concrete end; however, no definitive markings
which could indicate their origin were observed. Underwater video was
recorded during these inspections.

56. The underwater monitoring procedure and equipment used by NAREL is
detailed in Appendix C will not be reproduced here. Readings were collected
by stationing the ROV as close possible to a barrel and allowing the probe to
collect data over a 5 or 10 minute period to a 160 channel spectral recorder.
The wide range of gamma channels would allow further analysis to identify
energy ranges emanating from the suspected source. After collecting the
reading the ROV was repositioned away from the barrels, as verified by sonar,
and a background measurement (naturally occurring levels of radiation measured
at the site) was collected for comparison against barrel readings. As water
is an excellent shield from gamma radiation, a 10-20 meter distance was
considered adequate distance from barrels to collect background readings.

57. One barrel (Barrel #11) from the group studied exhibited gamma levels
above a standard deviation from background readings. The findings of NAR.L
indicate that if not for its location on the lake bottom, no gamma activity
would have been noticeable. The barrel is estimated to have a 0.2 uR/hr

increased reading over background readings. This change would not be

measurable on dry land where solar radiation exposure rates vary between 1.5-
2.0 uR/hr. Theories of why the single drum measured slightly higher are
presented here. Paint used on the barrel could contain a small amount of
thorium (this barrel appeared to have less corrosion than others observed in
the study, supporting the theory of a different paint coating), a natural

outcrop of rock located directly below the barrel could have effected the

read-out ( localized higher background reading), or there could be a very low

radiation source in the barrel, such as a radius (luminous) dialface or
instrument tube of some kind.

58. A sumary of EPA findings is listed in Appendix C. The results
indicate that the barrels surveyed "pose no radiological health hazard from
external gse radiation to people handling then or people in their vicinity."
The report further states that "exposure levels for these drums does not
differ significantly from background". The report recomended further
monitoring for alpha and beta radiation once the barrels were opened as
concrete and water are excellent shields for this type of radioactive

particle.
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59. No readings which could verify the measurement reported by the
submersible pilot (estimated to be in the .1 mR/hr range by NAREL analysis of
the report) were encountered in the three days ofEPA site work.

60. Problems encountered during the ROV investigation were generally
solved on site and are noted here to aid in planning of investigations of this
type in the future. Differences in the two cables, a negative and neutrally
buoyant mixture caused the cable assembly to float off the bottom and become
tangled in the barrel field as the ROV searched the area. A neutral cable
which would lay on the bottom preferred. Anchor slippage created by wind and
lake conditions made monitoring difficult. Accurately locating and anchoring
over the barrel site sometimes required two or three attempts, anchor slippage
in the silt bottom would place the ROV out of range from the barrel string in
high water conditions. As the probe required 10-20 minutes at each barrel for
monitoring, slippage could not be tolerated or a new data set would have to be
collected. This is illustrated by the amount of data collected on two
successive days. Tuesday afternoon, lake conditions were ideal and 11 barrels
were successfully monitored in approximately 6 hours. Winds on Wednesday made
locating and establishing anchorage over the barrels difficult, limiting
measurements to 4 barrels in 6 hours. The survey boat David Boyd was an
excellent support vessel; however, it was not equipped with a power winch.
This required deckhands to manually raise anchor, limiting the size of anchor
which could be used. The absence of a working deck at the waterline also
impeded launch and recovery of the ROV. A lifeboat hand winch was utilized to
raise and lower the equipment.

VIII. BARREL RECOVERY

61. Hazard Control, the contractor who had completed the search phase of
this project, had been requested to complete magnetometer readings required by
the initial SOW for this project over the barrel site. The readings were
required to determine the equipment's capability for locating sites should
another remedial project be required. The Contractor agreed to perform the
survey while the COE was on site with the EPA. Sample graphs of the
magnetometer survey over the confirmed barrel site are presented in Figure 15.
In comparing the results of side scan sonar to the magnetometer findings, the
advantages of side scan sensing techniques become clearly evident. Bottom
conditions and anomalies are registered on sidscan read-outs allowing the
operator to observe more than depth and metallic readings as indicated on the
magnetometer sample. Should further efforts be mobilized to locate additional
sites, side scan equipment is clearly superior for locating under conditions
encountered here. If bottom structure is encountered, barrels might be hidden
by rock outcrops and other natural formations. A uagnetometer night
outperform the sidescan in these conditions.

62. The contractor had also developed a remotely operated clamp which was
designed to be lowered from a surface boat and be guided by an attached video
camera. The clamp was capable of grappling a barrel around its diameter in a
three point grab (see Photo 13). The contractor brought the clamp out to the
site at 0800 hours, the morning of 30 October, and finding conditions to be
ideal, attempted and was successful in engaging a barrel in approximately 165
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feet of water. The contractor then followed the previous plan of placing the
barrel into shallow water for diver recovery. A second barrel was engaged
later that day and relocated to an area near that of the first barrel in 60
ft. of water.

63. Lifting the barrels was accomplished utilizing a series of diver's
lift bags secured to the clamp line and inflated by a scuba diver in full
protection equipment using a compressed air bottle (see Figure 16). The scuba
equipped diver worked at a 40 ft. depth which required four lifts to raise the
barrel to an approximate 35 ft. depth from the surface. A video of the second
barrel recovery process was recorded. The recovery boat then proceeded into
shore until bottom structure was encountered. The clamp was then disconnected
remotely and a diver attached a marker buoy to the barrel to identify the spot
for recovery efforts. Both barrels were checked by Geiger counters used by
the contractor prior to initial movement and by the EPA once they had been
relocated. Neither barrel showed indications of radioactivity.

64. On 6 November 1990, divers from the St. Paul District (see paragraph
92 for roster of personnel) dove to the relocated barrels and placed them into
protective overpack containers. They were then hoisted aboard the CB Markus
tended by the Tug Fairchild (Photos 14 & 15). Each dive required
approximately 45 minutes of subsurface time to orient the barrel into the
protective container. Each overpack was checked with a Geiger counter as it
was brought aboard. The barrels were brought into Duluth Harbor and stored at
the Duluth Vessel Yard until plans to open and inspect the containers could be
finalized.

65. On site observations taken around the barrels before they were sealed
for storage showed that both barrels were filled with concrete from the top to
the bottom. One barrel was loaded in a manner that allowed inspection of the
metal base, while the other had the concrete rounded end oriented upward.
There was a significant amount of corrosion on the barrel surfaces, and small
corrosion holes scattered about the top and base of the barrels were common.
The numbers 686 were etched into the concrete of one barrel end. The number
is believed to be the barrels dry weight after concrete had been poured into
the barrel. This was suggested by personnel at Honeywell as being done to
document actual shipping weight on each piece for calculating truck loads.
Shipping records for a disposal completed in 1960 show typical barrel net
weight records on Figure 17.

66. Taer seals were placed on the barrels by the KPCA prior to placing
them in a secure heated storage facility. Arrangements were then finalized
for opening.

IX. Opening the Barrels.

67. A contract to open the barrels at the Duluth Vessel Yard was awarded
to O9 Inc. of Now Hope, Kinnesota, on 22 November 1990 for the amount of
$6650.00. The scope of work required the contractor to reduce the barrels into
small sections which would then be transported to Pace Laboratories in Golden
Valley, Kinnesota, for analysis. OHM's proposal included appropriate safety
measures to protect personnel from hazards which may have been placed in the
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barrels. Level "B" protection and blast shields would be utilized to protect
workers from potential chemical or explosive debris.

68. On 27 November at approximately 1200 hours, MPCA tamper seals were
removed from the barrels (Photo 16). By 1715 hours, the first of the two
barrels when broken open by a backhoe after the exterior shell was sawn off
using a carbide blade circular saw (Photo 17). The remaining concrete
interior protected a series of tightly packed cardboard boxes containing small
1 7/8" diameter gear assemblies layered inside the cardboard boxes (Photo 18).
While the barrel was estimated at weighing some 700 pounds, approximately 500
pounds of that weight was estimated to be concrete added to insure the barrel
would sink when placed into the lake. Several parts were collected by OHM and

placed in sample bottles, decontaminated, and displayed to the press which had
gathered to observe the event.

69. The second barrel was opened later that evening at 2145 hours (see
Photos 19 & 20). Contents resembled that of the first barrel, and on closer
inspection, it was discovered that the parts contained in the first barrel
were sub-assemblies of the parts found in the second barrel. Boxes contained
in the second barrel were marked in the following manner (see Photo 21)

Confidential
MH Part No. 550012
25 ea
Scrap Assemblies
For Destruction Only
Confidential

70. Careful monitoring of air and radiologic parameters was done prior,
during and at the conclusion of all opening operations. All tests proved
negative.

71. Samples of the water which surrounded the barrels in the overpack
drum from 6-27 November were collected prior to opening. Part samples and
concrete materials recovered from each drum were also collected for analysis.
Both the COE and MPCA ran independent tests to verify whether the content of
the recovered barrels could be considered hazardous.

X. LABORATORY ANALYSIS

72. The results of laboratory tests are included in Appendix D. They
were received from Pace Laboratories on 4 January 1991. Leachate tests
performed on the parts indicate that the barrel contents would not be
classifed as a hazardous waste under the Resource and Conservation Recovery
Act (RCRA). Independent NPCA tests were also done on recovered parts and
water samples. They confirm the PACE laboratory results. The recovered
barrels were repacked into the overpack protective containers and remain in

storage at the Duluth Area Vessel Yard.

XI. OBSERVATIONS

73. The findings of this project support historical records and
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affidavits collected in 1976 from personnel working at the Twin Cities Army
Ammunition Plant where the material was manufactured. The barrels were
reported to have 8-10" of concrete poured into the base, loaded to within 6"
of the top with scrap assemblies, and capped with a concrete top. Recovered
barrels had concrete poured top and bottom with boxes of "scrap assemblies"
packed between them. The packing boxes had identifiable markings which
confirm the material as once having having a confidential
classification (declassified 1974). The Minneapolis-Honeywell (M-H) noted in
the part number has been confirmed with Honeywell (the defense contractor
producing the part) as the 1959 designation for a M-H manufactured part.

74. Upon completion of laboratory testing which showed the contents as
being safe to handle, barrel contents were inspected for identifiable marks
which might indicate which assembly they were intended for. Missing springs,
gears and other manufacturing errors were easily spotted upon close
inspection. Some parts were marked reject, or inert, but most contained no
markings (see Photo 22).

75. Two packing slips were apparently contained within the boxes when the
barrels were opened. These slips where partially destroyed in the opening and
repacking process used by the crew. Careful hand searching of the debris
resulted in the recovery of 20-30 small pieces of packing slips apparently
packed with the scrap assemblies found in the second barrel. An attempt was
made to restructure the form by carefully fitting the recovered pieces
together. It reads:

( INSPEC? )TION SLIP

Part No.

Packed By Date

Inspected By Date

Sealed By Date

Gov't Insp Date

Shipment No.

81-3837-07

76. Unidentifiable, incomplete signatures were recovered for three
blanks, and the part number identified matched that on the exterior cover of
the boxes, 550012. The most important discovery on the slip is an partial date
written laterally across the date blanks by a single inspector. The date

appears to be 8/--/62 with the 8 appearing on both slips. This would
correspond with the date of the last disposals (#6 & #7) dons in September

( 1962.
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77. This discovery is important as it identifies the both the date and
location of a particular disposal. Historical records indicate that disposals
#6 & #7 were to be done in no less than 300 feet of water. If search efforts
had been targeted to find this specific disposal area, search efforts would
have centered in an area around Knife Island in much deeper water, one to
three miles off shore. Discovery of the disposal in shallower water (170 ft.),
6 miles closer to Duluth than indicated casts a reasonable doubt over using
the historical record as the basis for designating areas to search for more
disposal sites.

78. The weight of the parts contained in the barrels which were opened
has been preliminary estimated at 80-100 pounds per barrel. This would
confirm a hypothesis of why concrete was placed in the barrels. A 55 gallon
drum displaces 460 lbs. of water when submerged. If a barrel weighed less
than 460 lbs. it would have floated. To insure proper disposal, concrete was
added to each drum to achieve a final disposal weight greater than 500 pounds.
Early 1959 barrel disposals were reported to have floated on the surface when
placed in the lake. Holes were reportedly placed into the barrels with fire
axes or shot full of holes by the Army guard accompanying the disposal to aid
in their sinking. Successive disposals were reported to included concrete as
a ballast material as verified by this finding.

79. The suggested date also verifies this site as being one of the last
disposals, therefore, condition of the barrels at this site is probably better
than any other disposal. The concrete on the interior of the barrels did an
excellent job of protecting the interior lining of the barrel from corrosion.
Exceptions to that are small perforations near the top or bottom of the barrel
where air may have been trapped. Small holes were common in these areas.
About 75% of original barrel gage remained on most areas of the barrel.
Barrels sunk without concrete probably contained more air and had no inner
protection from corrosion.

80. From the condition of the recovered barrels it is unlikely that
barrels disposed of with or without concrete would be recovered totally
intact. Corrosion holes which would allow any liquid content to migrate were
common in the two recovered barrels (see Photo 23). The concrete interior of
the recovered barrels seemed to provide most of the structural integrity.
Over 300 barrels dumped in 1959 were reported not to have had concrete
ballast. Currents circulating about the barrels were observed after
disturbing sedimients in the area with a ROV. These currents were observed to
have carried off much of the sediments under each barrel until only a small
pedestal remained. These pattern can be seen in the video collected by the
EPA ROV.

81. As reported earlier, sonar readings taken in the area did identify
one site which might be corroded barrels in 155 ft. of water. Twenty circles
resembling individual debris piles were noted in a linear path, but were not
confirmed with a video tow camera as a possible barrel disposal site. The
sonar readings gathered at the site indicated that these circles were very low
anomalies measuring 6 to 8 inches high. As the focus of the search was for
intact barrels which would rise 2 to 4 feet above the bottom, the site was
graded as a low-medium level target and not verified. It is possible that the
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circles are former barrels and scrap parts which have disintegrated into the
observed pattern. A heavy trawler mark across this area supports the theory
that a heavy object was once netted here. The area also closely matches that
reported as a historical dumpsite. If additional search is authorized this
area should be rechecked using an ROV and some type of remote collection
equipment to retrieve samples from these circular patterns.

XII. PART IDENTIFICATION

82. A sample of the recovered part(s) were forwarded to three separate
entities for possible identification. Picatinny Arsenal (original designer of
M-32 & M-40 grenades), Rock Island Arsenal AMCCOM (contracting authority for
contract at TCAAP in 1959) and Alliant Techsystems (Honeywell). Initially
the request was to identify whether this part was from a M-32 or M-40 grenade;
however, the type of part recovered was too large for this munition. After
some study, both Picatinny Arsenal and retired personnel TCAAP identified it
as a part from a BLU-3 or BLU-4 anti-personnel grenade produced after the M-32
& M-40 (see Figure 18 & 19). Personnel from AMCCOM in Rock Island have
verified this munition as having been produced at TCAAP under the subject
contract.

83. Some of the safety devices (33%) were noted to have a red or green
dot in the center. These were identified by Alliant Techsystems as a M55
detonator which was designed to trigger a larger explosive lead cup in the
munition design. No lead cups were recovered in this project. Several sample
parts recovered during this project were passed to Alliant for further testing
of the detonators. Three attempts were made to trigger the detonators with no
success (see Figure 20). The detonators have deteriorated with 25 years of
submersion and are considered "safe".

XIII. CONCLUSIONS

84. In October 1990, an effort to locate and identify potential
classifed scrap disposal sites was undertaken by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, St. Paul District as authorized by DERP FUDS Project No.
E05MN025501. During this effort:

a. 25 Sq. miles of Lake Superior lakebottom was remotely sensed using
side scan sonar, tow cameras and ROV's.

b. One of the seven reported disposal sites containing approximately 105
barrels was positively located. The study also located two
potential sites which were not confirmed.

c. Remote inspection of 25 barrels was completed by EPA and contractor
ROV's and tow camera's. NAJEL completed a radiologic survey on 23
barrels at the confirmed site.

d. Recovery of two random barrels was successfully completed by remote
device in 170' of water. Barrels relocated into 30 & 60 feet of
water were successfully recovered by St. Paul District divers.
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e. The recovered barrels were opened and samples collected safely.

f. Testing and analysis completed on the recovered material showed no
exceedence of current water health standards.

g. Materials were examined and identified as safety devices for a BLU-3
BLU-4 anti-personnel grenade manufactured at TCAAP in 1962. This
closely aligns with affidavits prepared in 1976 by former Honeywell
employees who participated in barrel disposal operations in 1959-61.
The material was found to be carefully boxed and marked as
confidential scrap assemblies from a Minneapolis-Honeywell facility.

h. Developed COE/MPCA/EPA Lake Superior team.

85. The project also located a tug scuttled in 1928 and approximately 90
other targets which remain unconfirmed in the search area.

86. The project was completed with no injury to any participants. Over a
thousand man-hours of surface and subsurface operations were involved in the
recovery project. The barrels, although having been difficult to locate,
recover and analyze, were handled carefully and professionally through each
phase of the operation. Members of the search team are pictured in Photo 25.

XIV. PUBLIC RELATIONS PLANNING

87. As the barrel sites had long been a matter of speculation in the
region, a considerable amount of media coverage was anticipated. In 1977 the
media was invited to accompany the COE out on the lake aboard the Tug Superior
to observe attempts to find and identify the barrels. The vessel size
permitted the project to ta.ke approximately 30 reporters and other observers
onto the lake operation. The 1990 effort as contracted would be accomplished
by much smaller vessels spending long hours combing the lake with sonar. It
was therefore decided to restrict the media from the vessels and handle all
media relations from a temporary public affairs center located in the Duluth
Area Office.

88. Mr. Ken Gardner and Ms. Joan Guilfoyle developed a press center for
the Corps of Engineers out of the Duluth Area Office and strove to answer all
informational requests through a series of daily releases held at the Duluth
Area Canal Park Museum (see Photo 24). See Appendix F for a summary of the
Public Relations Plan for this event.

89. Television, Radio and newspaper coverage of this event was fair in
reporting the events of the search. Sample newspaper stories of the search
effort are included in Appendix E. Recorded television news reports
pertaining to the project are available for review at the St. Paul District

Office.

XV. PROJECT COST

90. The search, recovery, testing and analysis phases of this project
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was completed at a cost of $91,000.

XVI. POINTS-OF-CONTACT

91. This report was prepared by the Army Corps of Engineers, St. Paul
District, Engineering Division, Engineering Management Branch. Mr. Robert
Dempsey, was the Project Engineer. Points-of-Contact (POC) who provided input
for this report are:

Mr. Robert Dempsey CENCS-ED-M Engineer Manager (612) 220-0443
Mr. Richard Beatty CENCS-PD-ER Environmental Eng. 220-0273
Mr. Ken Gardner CENCS-PA Public Affairs 220-0201
Mr. Ron Swenson MPCA Site Assessment 297-1793
Mr. Robert Cross MPCA
Mr. Mark Semler NAREL (205) 270-3400
Mr. Brad Benning EPA Region 5 Emergency Response (312) 353-7613
Dr. Dave Charters EPA Emerg. Response (201) 321-6748
Mr. Al Kliene CENCE-DU (218) 720-5264
Mr. Mike Stitch Hazard Control President (612) 341-3411
Ms. Jan Finnigan AMCCOM Wash D.C. Public Affairs (202) 274-8010
Mr. Don Dau AMCCOM R.Island Armament (309) 782-7513
Mr. Bob Ronshiem Picatinny Arsenal Museum (201) 724-3222
Coast Guard Duluth (218) 720-5412
Mr. Jim Lynch Nuclear Regulatory Commission (780) 790-5500

92. Divers from the St. Paul District involved with the barrel recovery
effort were:

Mr. Ron Fetting
Mr. Bob Sikkila
Mr. Ed Strand
Mr. Tom Hemstreet

93. A copy of this report will be sent to each of the above points-of-
contact. An additional copy will be sent to the Public libraries in Duluth
and Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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C.

::" Barwtt/gcb/351

29 September 1959

SUaJ XT: Use o ±-L~ment in Duluth Mi.innesota
HIW.eapols--or* -e.L. ReuLor Company
Contract N,. DA-11-O22-0: D-309

T RU: Division Lnginser
U. S. Ary Zngineerins Division
North Central Diviajon
536 South Clark Street'Cicago 5, I11.Lois

TO: U. S. Arny Engineering District St. Pul
1217 U. S. Po~t Office and Custan House
180 Zast Kellog 51d.
St. Paul 1, *±nr.esota

1. It is requested that the services of the Lake Superior Office
at Duluth, ;,in.esota, be made available for the dispozal of classified
scrap material under subject and allied contracts. Mr. Knolton of your
organization .as been contacted and indicatas the ecquipment is available
and Us performed this type of service for other LJeartent of Defense

2, The Contractor will bear the cost of Lhe use of the ec.ui-ment,
H ovilL also furnish transportation and guard service for material from
Mjieapolis to Like Superior. It is cttimated that the amount or scrap

material vi41 weigh approximately 13000 pounds, including preparation

for disposal.

3. Reuest a copy of your action be made available to this office

at the earliest possible date.

Copies furnished: EO . ALK
*..CntraF144~L....Assistant

)Figure 1 1959 Dispos s asstance request Lake Superior Classified Scrap Disposal

from Division to St. Paul District. DWP DUDS Project lo. N 0SH025501

Figure 1



CPT h'e/,/9-73
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY "trc cdns

WEAOOLJARTERS. UNITED STATES ARMY ARMAMEN-/COMMANO

ROCK ISLAND. ILLINOIS 61201

A (PLY TO

ATENtONO-

ORSAR- ISL ti~ 1577

SUBJECT: Dumping of Classified Scrap into Lake Superior

District Enqineer
US Army Engineer District, ST PAUL
1135 USPO and Custom House
St. Paul, ,V S5101

1. The inclosed letter CInci 1) implies the Corps of Engineers has)
had prior experience in related waste disposal cperaticns for other
agencies. Our search, tnus far, has revealed that both k!r. Walker and
Mr. Knotton (authors of the statement) are deceased.

2. Request your comiments on the validity of implications contain~ed in
inclosed letter. Comments are considered necessary because of the
possible impact on the programmed retrieval action.

FOR THE COkM-4ANDER:

1 Inc THOMAS J. WASH

as Chief, Environmental Quality Office

Figure 2 1977 attempt to contact authors
of 1959 disposal authorization.

LAk& Superior Classified Scrap Disposal
DU M IiSproject go. 905MM02550

1
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.t P3UI --istric. Corps of E~imeers
Lake Superior Area

Canal Park
Duluth,. Minnesota 55802

^Dumped barWrels plot thicke4i~'
MP st an Mic ioficdas- adt- scem from the mauatrn re. cals that to put the matter to rest

Ing on the unsubtantiated stiny oi a mo was cliied. and for all, the sampl; hud etu
t irtg-boat Ohppe, want the federal In 133, a flshermans. Sanly Sivert- to determine their makeup.
government to find out exactly wha was son Duluth picked upo several of the Braati said the material was pit Into

contained in moethan 1.40 sea"e bar- barrels while trawling in about 25 lath-' containers qt wood. paper, and mtl
rels the Army dumped secretly into oms, or INo ofesa water. Concrete was added for ballast.

Although they hae" no hard evidencs rels back Ino the water. but that one of was niot radioactive-that it was pce
state officials ane folowing up a ninr his aiw bad looked Inside a barrel and In wood and paper." Braaz said.
that the barrels, in 100 to =W feat oIL had sai the contents looked like buck- But Jamels Pruchan. envs- mp Il
water near the Duluth shoreline. might shot or bits of metal which had been specialist for the Michian DNR m.
contain radioactive wast materials, malted and mixed with concrete. that radiation from apa ntlg

During the winter of INS, a fsermn The dumping was brought to the aften- waste such as pit"n rwol
picked up six barrels, believed to be tion Of Michigan state officials by Mari-. stopped by wood, paper or cnrt.~
some of the waste containers. about a lye Burton of Sault Ste. Mafte wh He added that putting radioactive'
mile offshore from the Duluth pumping asked Department of Natural Rasources waste materials into concrete andf
station. Director Howard Tanner during a Mar- dumping themn into water was a cr-

Both Honeywell Inc.. M51ineapolis. the quette meeting if he had heard a Story man method of disposal in the early=sx
manuactre of the dumped material, that the Army dupe radioctiv ma- ties.
and The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, tedWa inm La Supoerior. Michigan officials say they winl press
who supervised the dumping of the ma- Danford E. Anderson. now in his early, their investigation. and miay desnand4
terial. say it Is scrap metal. nontoi. 70s ann retie in the So, was the skip- ; the federal governmet dredgp on w or
noncontainating and nowsadioectlve per of a Dulut-bad tug on May W!. more of the sunken barrels so th On-

But osproefor Hloneywell Inc. 1361. Armiy record show a sere sip- tents can be xamuied and analied.]
arid the Corps admitted their recods met of 13 barrels was delivered to An-' Pegors said there are threseaaya
only go so far in identiftn the dumped derso for dumping. sites, including one in about AD feetdf
material. Anderson's wife, Gertide, was at the water off Knife River. The othersamt.

James Braatz. public affairs spoke- dock with ber husband She said they the ?00and 2W0 foot contaonr, be said. '
sperson for the Corps said that they were told by "soone Pthat the barriels "Samples should be taken brum ehd
don't bnow who decided to dmp Orders "contained Mif ft e aw tomic plant Of a thes i -, Pegw miW&
came t1=0ug channels In Wasington. on the SL. Podl Rim-"'. -- I Cal. Forrest Gay, head of the Engl-4

He said the shipment of material arI Mieota poluton 66tiu offii 4e office in St. Paul. said the ot-
uived with military police in chirgg and. said there were no uclear facillie n e tolV od him at would not abject to M~
aled packed in concrete. It was than the stat at tha tim They added they sinc the scrap ma" ba bee dsedao-.
take out on the Cw orps grs to be! ISMe checked WA Andersion's story an suetd. But. be addied. there Is sone
dumued in the lake. have all bit dismised IL. in his budget to salvag tho barrah

Bratlz said that the M.S. Army hIs But Jill Pegars. regional director of: The stao m * rI a that Sim the
told VWe Corps tha the maWteras Md th PCA nai be wants the Corps to pick Corpe diuiped do matei.L wita an-.
fransg1t w T ee p ongg d ~tll up some of the barrels and IIe"k the tifying the sAt" the Corps should
shall -n that I woeld monade laf wl contests, He agrees with Mlichigan 1 fil- dredge the samples and cover the cost.

farmparciu. e er alla as

Figure 3 - 2 Nov 1976 Duluth Herald article
in which wife of Tug Captain involved with the
disposal is quoted as having been told of
'Stuff from atomic planto was in barrels.

Lake Superior Classified Scrap Disposal
DSP FUDS Project No. ROSMN25501

Figure 3



- . C.. rtr torps o0 Engineer
Lake Superior Area

Canal Park
Culufi. Minnesota 55802 -

Pentagon explanation
of dumping disputed'

The military waste dumped Into Lake tailing more than 350 toM, were shipped earlier this month, the scrap was deliv.
Superior between zSsg and 19V conssts to Duluth from Honeywell. Inc., Mlnnea- ered to U.S. Steel Corp.'s Duluth works
of ordina steel and aluminum, a Pen. polis. The sealed steel drus came to be fed into the plant's furnaces.
tagon spokesperson said Friday. under Military Police guard, were load. The spokesperson said he had been un-

But, the official explanation did not ed aboard Corps of Engineer bares, able to locate records of the project but
satisfy John Pegors, director of the Du- taken out onto the lake and dumped. learned the details from an engineer
luth office, Minnesota Pollution Control Corps records of that period refer to who had worked on it.
Agency. the material as "clasuified" and the Pegors earlier Friday had said be

The metal scrap was left over from Pentagon representative said that, at wants the material retrieved and ana-
production of expertmental artillery the time. the frarmntation pattern was lyzed.
warheads, the Pentagon spokesperson "very crt." But the have "The question I have." Pegors said,
said, and had been scored or machined since been used in Vietnam and have :'is why they went to such extremes for
for fragmentation in a unique, secret been declassified. noncontaminant material9 "
pattern. It was dumped in the lake to While the work was going on at Hon- On hearing the military's explanation
keep it secret. eywell, he said. the only way to dispose later, he asked, "Wasn't U.S. Steel in

"The only thing that is down there in of the secret scrap was either melting or operation in i9s "
those barrels is medium carbon ste water dumping. (It was-,Ed.)
and maybe some aluminum shaving" A blast funace was nM available at "This ws the cheapest way to dispose
he said. * the time, according to the spokuper- of (the beveis)., the Pentagon spoke.
Between October, .195, and Sep IOG sperson had said.

tember, 1912. six loads of the scrap, to- After IU, a corps officer revealed

Figure 4 - 21 Aug 1976 Duluth-Neva Tribune
article explaining content of barrels.

La Superior Classified Scrap Disposal
DI? FUDS Project No. £0510025501



~EP.~MENT:F T.-E ARMY
St. Paul District. corps of Engineers

Lake Superior Area
Canal Park

Oulu+t. Minnesota 558C2

DIJL"TI"F NrWJS..TRIBtZE :U,*-.: 1 DEC 1.976

No radioactive'.1
leaching of
barrels found.

Geigw coumtit t, *nimcate tere
Apparemly mn radiactive mtra
the 1,400 baris of caiieddee
waste dumpe Wtb LakeSueio b
tween 191* uid 1961.

A report F'riby from the Envires.
nmtal Raesa" Laboratory. tdt
muid there was mo radoactire leachn
In the ame samp*led week by tbe
U.S. Anny Coa" of EFnser.

Teciiniciam are stil wairhing on water,
-ml taken trom near the arma where

several barrel werefm e Saitw-
day. tbiY1 Y0wL do" wy ieco of t
latory. said. and iwdts will to.

The OW~ caute to"t are amt im
Cheave. Youzl said bait Ais lasikey min
dmocvive matartal aims since reco
show seeral barrels wee ope neda the
dumin to make them sank nm quick.
ly.

If there bad bern he poWWe out.'
lmacin wadd he bamrt ww mid
weld he born daftcad

or amme s he MAWe to the attim
for fm~ th bd.

Figuxo 5 -11 De 1976 Duluth-News Tribune
article stating that several barrels wore found.
No location given.

aeSuperior Classif ied Scrap Disposal

DP IVUM Froject NO. E05MU25501gr 5



Figure 6, Page 1 -Dec. 1976 Survey Notes from MNepetomeatersearch by COE & Dr. Johnson U of M. Barrels found near#1 McQuade Rd Site in 1990.

LAIe Superior Classified Scrap DisposalDUP PUDS Project No. 105111025501

Figure 6
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search by COIL & Dr. Johnson U of M.
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Figu re 6, Page 4 - Dec. 1976 Survey Notes from Magnetometer
search by CQE & Dr. Johnson U of N.
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Figure 6, Page 5 - Dec. 1976 Survey Notes fromn Natomeer
search by COE & Dr. Johnson U of N. -

Lake Superior Classified Scrap Disposal
DfRP FUDS Project No. E05KN025501
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Figure 6. Page 6 -Dec. 1976 Survey Notes from Magrastonater
search by COB & Dr. Johnson U of M.

Leks, Superior Clusifiod Scrap Disposal
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DATE Sept. 16,, 1%o0 COPIES TO: Ca~rt. Domn

TO '"amu Long W-Mri

PROM L-mrin Dah1heL-mer

SUBJECT Die Cast -Confidential 3-crap

"are Wt. !t'r

1 Large Crate 91v~
1 Large Crats 105# 802# Q'
1 Large Crate 7 1.,
6 Small Crats 18 65w 3JIk#

12 Small C.MZ324 2z
1 Papmr S3nrrol 36-# 3CO#
1 Star!. 2arrol *43;.
I Steel. ?a-rl 1226r#
1 Steel Sarral 0L2  23f
1 Steel 5arral f2. 2,

1 Steel 3arrel

1 Steel 3arral . i2#/ 5CC dA-
1 Steel ar r

I Steel Barrel h5
I Steel 3arral !7C
1 Stacl Barra!.
1 JeL2arrel
1 Stee L arrel C.L
1 S U * 3arrel Ut
1 Steal 3&rrel
1 Steel B~rel
1 Steel Ia;7ral

e ctee. 3arral4 36
I 3tecl Barrel

Iteal i3rrol -.

1 'S~ 4te arrel
Steel Baarol

1 St..1 3evre Lh27. 3irj
1 stel 3arrel
1 Steel Sarrel 14 -738

1 S teel Srrai. .2 625#

(Figure 17 Historical Shipping log 1960. Barrel
Empty and loaded weights displayed.

Lake Superior Classified Scrap Disposal
Dnp VMh project No. 30510N025501

Figure 17



DIN Cast - ConfieAtial Scrap

1 Steel sorl 421 470#
1 Steel Brel 42# 592#
1 Mal sorel 4.2# 42901 Steel srrel 42# 260#
1 Steel Barrel 4.2# 35601 Steel Barrel 4213
1 Steel Barel 4.2 278#
1 Stee Barrel .2# 3731
1 Steel BarfeL 4.2# 32WI steel Barrel 42# 319#
1 Steel Barrel 421 277#
1 Steel Barrel 42# $W1 steel Barrel 42# 3630
1 steel Barrel 4.2# 40#
1 Steel Barrel 421 408#
1 Steel Barrel 42# 408#1 Pape Barrel 38f150
1 Steel Tub 248# 856#1 Steel Tub 14.3# 872#
1 Steel Tub 248# 800#
1 Steel Tub 14.8# 11W2I Steel Tub 2w 91
1 Steel Tub 148 1.206#
1 Steel Tub 248# 94

174.6# 13111.

TOTAL 3728 319730

This Is te total as of Sept. 16th and we contime to

aes2alts apW intel 2001 per di!a

(

Lake Superior Classified Scrap Disposal
DUP FUDS Project No. £0536025501

Figure 17



0

0. '

A. Vanes closed B. Vanes Open

Figure 18 -BLU-3 Anti-Personnel Grenade.
Timing and safety device located in top section of
assembly. Photo from: Anti-Personnel Weapons.
Stockholm International Peace Reasearch Institute, 1978

Lake Superior Classified Scrap Disposal
DW FMD Project No. E05MM025501

Figure 18



fTECHSYSTEMS

Alliant Techsystems Inc. Telephone 612 9392000
Twin Cities Arsenal

11 March 1991 New Bnqhton, Minnesota 55112

Mr. Bob Dempsey
U. S. Army Corp Of Engineers
St. Paul District
U. S. Post Office and Custom House
St. Paul, MN 55101

Dear Bob:

I showed some of our senior Marketing staff the parts from Lake Superior and
they have identified them as the Safety and Arming assemblies from the BLU-3
and BLU-4 grenades made by Honeywell in the early 1960's. The programs were
classified. I am still trying to locate any paperwork that may exist on the
programs but it does not appear that I will find any.

I have enclosed a copy of our laboratory report regarding the attempts to
function the detonators in these parts. The conclusion of the report is that
the detonators are not explosively sensitive. However, since only a few
detonators were tested, I would still advise the use of caution when handling
the parts with detonators. After being under water for thirty years, the
detonators are likely to vary in their explosive sensitivity, and the samples
that were tested may not be the least sensitive of those recovered. The
parts with detonators can be identified by the green or red dot in the center
of the part. One side of the dot will be green and the other red. Again.
please handle these parts with care.

I have also included copies of the correspondence between the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and Honeywell regarding the allegation that the barrels
contained radioactive material. The bottom line here is that the NRC has
closed the matter. If you have any questions, please call me.

Again, if I can be of further assistance, please contact me.

Sincerely,

ALLIANT TECHSYSTEMS, INC.

James R. Persoon, PhD
Corporate Director, Environmental Management

Figure 19 - Alliant Techaystems identification of recovered parts.
cc:C. Meier See Figure 20 for results of detonation tests.A. Davidson

S. Eich
T. Nontag

T Lake Superior Classified Scrap Disposal
DUiP FUDS Project No. E05M025501

F\MM\JRP\0311LKSUP Din S mu w

Figure 19



ALLIANT TECHSYSTEMS Interoffice Correspondence

DSG/NB1 O3
PRODUCT EVALUATION

Date: 8 MARCH 1991
Subj: EXPLOSIVE SENSITIVITY

To: J. PERSOON

On 3/8/91, I conducted an explosive sensitivity per instructions given below. The detonators
tested from the Lake Superior material, were not explosivly sensitive.

DROP TEST
Place detonator with red side up.

Mount firing pin and drop a weight to equal 3/4 inch ounce on firing pin.
A seven gram weight was dropped on the firing pin from a height of 3 inches.
Result-No function

Repeat procedure above, but increase drop weight to equal 4 to 5 inch ounce.
A 3/4 ounce weight was dropped on firing pin from a height of six inches, which equals 4.5 inch

ounces.
Result-No function.

Attempt to detonate explosivly using M100 detonator as an iniator.

An M1 00 detonator was functioned electrically so that the output end of the MI 00 detonator would

impact the red side of the Lake Superior detonator.
Result-Lake Superior detonator did not function.

Figure 20 - Detonation testing of recovered scrap assemblies.

Lake Superior Classified Scrap Disposal
DUlP FUDS Project No. ROSiM25501

Figure 20
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PHOTO #1 - Survey Boat -

'David Boyd" Operated by
Duluth Area Office of the
Detroit District COE.

PHOTO# 2 -Two Mansub-
mersible 'Lake Diver' Based
in Elvira, New York.

PHOTO #3 -Tug wLake
Superior' and Crane Barge
'Markus'. Operated by
Dulth Area Office of the
Detroit District.



PHOTO #4 - *Northern
Comfort" Served as confir-
mation vessel carying mag-
netometer, tow cameras and
dividing equipment.

PHOTO # 5 - Side Scan chart
recorder. Sonar fish transmits
echo imaging data from cable
(shown in rear) to recorder for
display.

PHOTO # 6 - Side Scan sonar
"towfish'. 7Z



PHOTO # 7 - Side Scan
readout of confirmed barrel

ite. When the course and
location of the vessel nearly
matched the barrel group,
range of the side scan was
halved. A noticeable im-
provement in image then
occured on the right side of
the readout. Approximately
65 - 70 "targetsm clearly
graphed.

PHOTO # 8 - Rust streaks
noted on towfish tail.

PHOTO # 9 - Protective
overpack salvage drums.
Recovered barrels were placed
in these containers before
being raised to the surface for
recovery.



tHT PHT 101 - Gamm prob

and ROV test launch in har-
bor.

PHOTO # 12 - Television
monitor of ROV Inspecting
Narrel concrete end at 170
.bet depth.



PHOTO 13- Remote-"i
rrel clamp. Three

on gabS adfjngiste bare
hadfrom ae suaeriri

oveveracc barree. Concrete

Iof barrel can be ob-
served.



II
PHOTO #16 - MPCA official
Robert Cross removing
tamper seal from overpack
for opening.

PHOTO # 17 - View from
Backhoe window of first barrel
opened by OHM Corp. Box
firmly embedded in concrete
can be seen at right side of
debris. Large concrete end
sections support affidavits
prepared in 1976 which stated
that concrete was poured in
both the bottom and top of
each barrel for additional
ballast.

PHOTO # 18 - Tissue packed
gear mechanisms packed in
first barrel opened. Missing
gears and loose springs can be
easily observed.



I-PHOTO # 19 - Material from
second barrel being packed
for testing and inspection.
Note protective suits worn
for safety. Large concrete
end section again visible at
rear of debris pile.

PHOTO # 20 - Close-up of recovered scrap. Concrete grout
mixture poured in barrel has preserved scrap and cardboard
boxes from disintegration. Boxes were intact inside concrete

which was crushed by backhoe for inspection.

K.d



t- #OTO #21 -Recovered

box with FMeapolis-

Note Content: Scrap Assem-
blies and Confidential classi-
fication markings. Material
has since been declassified.

PHOTO # 22 - Recovered
parts from Barrel #2. Gear
assemblies in Photo #18 can
be seen in upper right base of
recovered parts from second
barrel. Word "INERT" is also
stamped in this part.

PHOTO # 23 -interior section
of barrel sawn off Barrel #2.
Corrosion holes typical of
both recovered barrels are i
lower right corner.



PHOTO #24 - Mr. Ken
Gardner preparing for daily
press briefing in Duluth Area
Museum.

PHOTO # 25 -Participants in
barrel locating efforts between
October 10 - 16,1990.

PHOTO # 26 - Lake Superor
sunrise at Duluth Harbor
canal, October 12, 1990.
Calm water conditions were
encountered for the entire
effort.
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CLASSIFIED SCRAP IN LAKE SUPERIOR

8 July 1977

HQ. US ARMY ARM4AMENT MATERIEL READINESS COMMAND
ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS 61201



ML *ER, U5 .*t3 ~.Y'~-Ia:c, /~.7.

.J 12. : , rl-k;c-)Ort a:, C13ssificeI Scra"- in Lak~e Su:,crior

~L"c ')-aprior Arcu Mfice
bt. !,aul Listrict JLngiznoor
C.anal1 Part.
L~ixuth., Plinnesota 55802

1. Incluse! is a copy of the final reprt an the investigatior into V~ie
=ittzr of the dxzpin. of classifioe metal scrap into Lake Superior. rie
rr-ior: is the Army's nosition on the subject and has bcon authorized for

li c release.

-. Ali-itc.! nr. r of conics caa be proluceJ at th.is heiaqou.arers for
.~:t~~t! sarles; however, to cover repr&Jtsction costs, a $15 cliarl-c

4:: a .CVac is requiredi fa~r eajc: &aJ.;tional co-'Y. Copies of the report
.ac ec't r/roviiiu tO t:lo .Jdtit'. 811J Ainnca-olis ruhjic Lil,raries.

I .~.c.JAI"!S J. W'.:1nS

Dir, Instl all. Svc Dir
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Final Report on Classified Scrap in Lake Superior

BACKGROUND

During the 1959-62 timeframe, the U1S Army dumped some 1,437 barrels into
Lake FuDerior. Recent rumors that the contents of the 55 gallon barrels
were r:.dioactive have caused much public concern. News media coverage
(Appendix A) and citizen inquiries have resulted in Governmental requests
(Appendix B) to prove that the dumped material is not harmful. The St.
Paul District Corps of Engineers has tried to assure all interested parties
that the material dumped was scrap metal from classified munitions production.
Concern is such that hard evidence on the barrel content is needed. The
action to resolve the issue was given to HQ, ARRCCH. CPT James R. Hager,
DRSAR-ISC, was appointed the investigating officer.

Twin Cities Army Ammunition Plant (TCAP), formerly Twin Cities Ordnance
Plant, is under the jurisdiction of HO, ARRCO4. TCAAP is a Government-
owned, contractor-operated military industrial installation located ap-
proximately 13 miles north of Minneapolis - St. Paul, Minnesota. The
prime contractor at the plant is Federal Cartridge Corporation with Honey-
well, Inc. (Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Company during the timeframe
under study) as a tenant activity. Honeywell has occupied Buildings 103
and 502 on the installation since the 1950's. Their mission, then and now,
in Building 103 is the assembly of fuzes and the fabrication of ferrous
and non-ferrous metal parts with turning, stamping and casting operations
accomplished in Building 502.

INFSTIGATIVE METHODOLOGY

The procedure for determining the content of the barrels was to obtain
copies of the manufacturing contracts and specifications and to obtain
sworn statements from knowledgeable personnel. The Records Retention
Center in St. Louis, MO was visited and contract documents obtained.
Technical specifications of the material dumped were obtained from vari-
ous Army organizations. Sworn affidavits were obtained from as many per-
sons as possible who had firsthand knowledge or had participated in the
disposal action.

INVESTIGATIVE FINDINGS

The investigative findings are in Appendix C. Item C-1, dated 25 Aug 59,
contains a list of special purpose equipment used in Building S02. None

of this special equipment is for handling or processing radioactive ma-
terial. Additionally, the statements (C-2 and C-3 respectively) of Mr.

Al Ruby, a Honeywell employee who helped pour the concrete caps on the
barrels, and MAJ Milton Rothman, the Army's contract administrator,
testify that the material was not handled in any special manner as would
be required with radioactive material. Furthermore, Mr. Larry Eiler,



Honeywell's Public Relations Director, stated that Honeywell was not
working with any radioactive material on any project during the time-
frame involved. In support of all of this evidence, the water sample
analysis, C-6, taken on 4 Dec 76 from the lake surface in the vicinity
of a suspected dump site shows no difference between water samples taken
near the bottom of the lake and at a surface point up-current. In fact,
there was no detectable difference in general water quality among the
s-ample points.

The material that was dumped into Lake Superior was metal scrap produced
under Contract DA-I1-022-ORD-3019 and associated contracts. The items pro-
duced under this contract, dated I Dec 59, are listed in C-8. Manufac-
ture of the top and base section assembly for the 1432 Grenade and the
succeeding family of grenades - notably the M40 - produced the majority
of the scrap. The 1440 Grenade differed from the M32 in diameter only
and its metallic composition was identical (verified in C-9). The metal-
lic specifications for the M40 are listed as aluminum and steel (C-1O
through C-12).

Mr. John G. Heren (C-13) states that the scrap was disposed of by dump-
ing in Lake Superior because there were no smelting facilities cleared
to handle classified material and that the volume of scrap produced was
too large to store and safeguard. Appendices C-IS through C-23, dated
Sep and Oct 59, show that alternate methods of disposal were being sought.
These records also verify that the scrap was produced under Contract 3019
in Building 502 and that dumping was necessary due to the large accumula-
tion of scrap material and the delay in arriving at another disposal meth,-.
The alternate method of disposal finally adopted was melting the scrap in
the US Steel Corporation furnaces in Duluth. This was verified by Mr.
Dennis Nylen of that corporation.

The documents inclosed clearly show that, except for no more than six
barrels, the material dumped into Lake Superior was classified aluminum
and steel scrap. This residue from grenade production is non-nuclear, non-
toxic, and non-hazardous. The material was dumped into Lake Superior be-
cause that was the most economical and secure disposal method available
at the time. The six barrels that were not loaded in Building 502 came
from the Honeywell Hopkins Plant and contain, to the best recollection of
those interviewed, fiberglass tape impregnated with lithium chloride,
potassium chloride, barium chromate, calcium chromate, and zirconium.
This material was the scrap from a thermal battery used on a time fuze.
No reason has been found for their inclusion in the Lake Superior dumps.
However, the composition of the salt mix impregnated on the tapes was
classified. While the data collected on the six barrels is not conclusive,
there is no reason to believe they contained anything other than what has
been testified. These barrels had holes in them to insure their sinking
and have had constant exposure to the water since 1959. In order to
evaluate the potential impact on water quality of these barrels, a worst
case situation was presented to the 11S Army Environmental Hygiene Agency.
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Their evaluation is at C-24, which concludes that this disposal action

will have a negligible effect on Lake Superior.

RECOVERY ACTIONS

With the melting of winter ice on Lake Superior, HO, ARRCOM initiated
action to exhume a barrel for content analysis. On 21 May 77, Patrol
Squadron VP 4046, an antisubmarine unit located at NAS Glenview, Illinois,
flew over Lake Superior. Using sophisticated detection equipment, the
patrol was unable to verify barrel location.

On 7 Jun 77, the 86th Engineer Detachment (Diving) set up diving equipment
aboard the "Coleman", US Army Corps' derrick boat. The "Coleman" anchored
at the suspected dump site and diving apparatus was checked out. An under-
water television camera was used to scan the dump site 130 feet below. No
visual contact was made within the area scanned from the perimeter of the
"Coleman". Photographs of the diving team and apparatus are in Appendix D.

On 8 Jun 77, the "Coleman" again set anchor over the suspected dump site.
The underwater camera was used to scan the bottom. The diving crew made
six dives during the day. Divers were in water ranging fro 120 to-133
feet. An underwater SONAR device was used by the divers without success.
Divers observed marks or "tracks" in the 3-inch thick silt which possibly
could be attributed to barrels that were pushed by lake currents into
deeper water.

On 9 Jun 77, the "Coleman" ancli--ed west of the previous search area.
The search routine was repeated without success. When it became apparent
that barrels might not be in the immediate search area, COL Gay, St. Paul
District Engineer, arranged for Dr. Thomas Johnson, an expert in underwater
detection from the University of Minnesota, to bring his equipment from
Minneapolis. Dr. Johnson had located the suspected site several months
earlier.

On 10 Jun 77, the tugboat, "Duluth", carried Dr. Johnson to the suspected
dump site. Using his equipment, Dr. Johnson attempted to relocate barrels
in the vicinity of his previous find. The area that provided the strongest
indication of barrels below on Dr. Johnson's equipment was searched via
the underwater camera with negative results. Search operations of this
nature continued until rough water caused the search equipment to give
faulty results. By that time, it was apparent that the suspected dump
area was void of barrels. Because no other suspected barrel dump site
was known and search costs were $4000 per day, not including Government
personnel salaries, further search efforts were called off at IS00 hours.

MEDIA COORDINATION

A public affairs desk was established at Duluth by Mr. Peter Copeland,
Chief of ARRCOM Public Affairs Office, to coordinate with the news media.
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All information pertaining to the recovery effort was handled through
this centralized office. As a result of earlier press releases (Appendix
E, E-1 and F-2), the following media representatives were on hand to ob-
serve the operation:

(1) Pioneer Press, St. Paul, MN
(2) Duluth Herald News Tribune
(3) Associated Press, St. Paul
(4) United Press International, MN
(5) WCCD-TV (ABC affiliate), St. Paul
(6) 14SP.TV (CBS affiliate), M
(7) KSTP-TV (NBC affiliate), St. Paul
(8) DAC-TV, Duluth
(9) KDAC-AN/FM, Duluth

(10) WDID-TV, Duluth
(11) XBJR-TV, Duluth

On 8 Jun 77, the first day of diving, the press boarded the tugboat "Lake
Superior" and were briefed on the search operation by COL William Green,
Chief of Staff, HQ, ARRCG4. Photographs are provided in Appendix F. The
press observee the diving attempts and talked to crew members for approxi-
mately four hours before returning to Duluth to file their stories. This
was repeated the following day as the area of search was moved from the
original marker buoy. Mr. Copeland remained in Duluth to handle press in-
quiries while maintaining close radio contact with COL Green.

On the third day, 10 Jun 77, the press did not depart with the search
team, but waited at Duluth. The media was advised of the arrival of
Dr. Johnson. A press release (Appendix G, G-l) was prepared to cover the
possible termination of the search effort. It was given to media in at-
tendance upon COL Green's return to the OCE Duluth Area Office at 1600
hours. COL Green held a press conference based upon the release and a
question and answer session followed.

Media publications received during the search effort are contained in
Appendix G (G-2 through G-9). Additionally, three articles (G-l0 through
G-12) appeared after the search was terminated. Copies of additional news
items will be forwarded as appropriate.

CONCWSIONS

1. Suspected dump site does not contain barrels.

2. No barrel dump site locations are known at this time.

3. To continue search operations without a starting point would be
counterproductive, especially at $4000 per day.
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4. Contents of the barrels have never had a significant toxic effect
of any nature -- chemical, physical, or radiological -- upon the water and
biolorical life of Lake Superior.

S. Contents of the barrels have conclusively been established and
are/were of no environmental consequence.

6. Press relations during the search operation were excellent, and
the media was kept fully informed of all search details.

7. Reporting of events in printed and electronic media were fair
and accurate.

8. The efforts made to resolve the barrel controversy outweigh the
adverse public reaction generated when the matter was initially brought
to light.

RECOWENDATIONS

1. Discontinue the barrel search.

2. Provide copies of this report to interested parties.

3. Place this report in the Army's permanent records.

S
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By no. 1;.XM1rIll: D teeri in an apparent effort to sat.
Staff Wrihr isy pubfic curiosity over the Co:-

Those volc! rted Irtrr!i. on the toids of 1.400 drums dumped into
botUon, nof J.:,ko S:;i'ur coutuin [ako So:;'crior near Duluth be-
thle renlIns oi a ive:tpon krown Lo twecn r s$ m 1%I-.
the U.S. Army as a " at." There had lten speculation

di buni.e. nceird'i,.g to th from as far away as Michigan
si'orn testimony of a rctir:d ord- tat the drms contained radioac-nance olicer. is a small bomb. tive, toxic or explosive material.

.Illcd %idlii small shot or ball and the corps. which carried outt-'
bearings. the w eapnn woas a "clus- the dumping program under cotti
ter boirb unit" ctiined (or nti. tract. has said it would fetch I.
personnel and antimaterial use. barrel or two from Ike lake at-

toTh t it had to iu order to end theThe testimo, v is €onained in the controversy.
throe.page affidamit of MM= M.
Rothman. who served more than It appears aow that noAm of the
2 Years In the vmn.y Ordnaace barrels will be sc(aced this win-
Corps before -his retirement in ter because the UL Eavirnmeu-
ML -. tal Potulon Agenc's (EPA)
TM- TESRTIMO~was rodeae water quat lab at Duluth is set-

by the U.S. Army Corps of Ezi- ",e Bomb, Page

Con: h,'ed from F.pe 21 Cnti..1i.h, . Rn1., "'P said. *-
isfied the d::,; are not coatzaii- ter , h h. d khn of t'ic e: MtP.*

a~tjn- It wato. Pr~hct ha Nd lunch ;.A m1e Dtz.DaUV : thu water. lath Air Xai-ai Gr1 asC and
ANALYSIS 07 wIVCR s4ncs3 returmd ti %is duty gs:,tor, at tte

taken from th: vicni-y Qf the Twin Cities arsenamflor dtbrelfn-.
d'rums czrlier this mont 3,iows For his ptt In the bomblet is.the water Is no different in quoity sioan,. -Rothin Indicated. he wasfrom sUmpIcs taken in another awarded an oak leaf cluster ftr
part of the 01.14. his Army CommeudaUon Modal.

Whila it 4.,c* nr.o zow sontem.-
late fish. a drum or t oot of

Ils :-Ie.tenrps said t wiU con Hennepin jury•.-Urnue to scorch for records ihow.
"s Q* rmist nAtureofthearul to probe shooting

nance waste.
-- Rothma. meanwhile. described The fatal shooking of a teen-sae

0te operation - now det.ssified ouith at the scene of a roslery by
- that produced the mysteious a Mllnneoi eis park policeman All
waste. -be invcssUgmd -by a llennepin

"Production of the bamblet.t in- County ;ra ud jury.
volved the use of siegi." he re- Co u a t y Atty. Gary Flankne
called. MVI the st@i bomhets said Thursd.y t!ie Jury sill probewere filleJ wil. I.id ,ect ba.1s. the shnwtirZ of Xer.neh W. '-am-
Any balls left over were taken out bert. 1. a week a-o. It occurred
on a mum ry ran and destrenmonr the Nicolil Te.his Center in
with eaploafrs t reader them south Minnepoli wtuch authort-
sha pe he said In his aflMitit. ti sd had bee, robbed me.

T lEY TII W1EE PAC6t. meats earlier by two pelmu.
In drums. seeled with ca-ee. Darrell J. alak, IS. wasaken 10 11tut urAr cloe A .- oirg with ru% n; the center
Miy and dumped by the m-rps into wihI aomtteaLthe tak in an apparet vtftirto lawk rIeh ima Jams Dale
elude forei'u agoms who im.h said he sht Lauhert after heliL* to knmw wim! th% coengs. of a thot on oft I10002 1:rsm
bsmh.t haot.d like. habt M him. h Uar lirat Amo ac." "Atl so -nt In t e-rli re tully wag fired I.v anOtJrp-Arkthem any VfrfastRA60 lINeL by p m I i v" m an. llsdk said tacyany Prnf" aPia*t radef.aMle t io afterwrd.



2~.4Li~i~d'DE.PAR,'1Nhl.: or TIE ARNY~fl
St. Paul DistricL, corps of iEi;incrs

W~.a 1135 U. S. Post Orrice zuid Custom i1ouSc
,r~ea~ j ~ St. Pasul, 1lfirncsota 55101

- St. Paul, M.inncsota

T ruPad dioneer Press
L aIand Regional

B3y DOX DOXM11EEIR -to 30 fedt of water near D4luth by Cahow said he co'ntinued to haul'
Still Writer ofthe U.S3. Army Corps of Engineers tMe Honeywell drums to Duluth af.

under contract to Hloneywell, Inc. trthe inlake dumping wasThe reeo~!ect'as efaveteran. Both 'the corps and Honcywrell stopped in 1962 because it was "antruck dr 'vc:r :zy -help clear up the have maintained that the d~rums onsY run and good money."
mytrs u o! - ;£OO contaimed lhen-classled scrap After In=2 the drums worn lar-~ o ~~itrv~waste dumped metal left over fromn testirgZ ord. en to the U.S. Steel plaut at Dua-
I." .~~ ~e . we 5! n nance at the Thin Cities Arms luth and mealted down.
W Do Ca~',v o1 4= 104th Ave. plant at Arden HitIs I I has been suggeZsted that tho

NE. Ml..ret said cednesday he Cahow. a 25-year em'ploye of drum caches be located and a rep-c~resn't :ijet wdIt s-,S:~.bion hat Briwfgs 1'rans-portatioii Co., said he resentative sample of drums
02 inateial. cc:.-.u. ki 55fl was told the drums cortafrecd met- hauled to the surface to be ana-lon siei d:ums, =.; be radloc-. a, "SlampIgs." and wrere topped lyzed to conclusively determine if
tive. J* off mth aplayer of concrete to seat they are radoactivo.

"Fromon h a the drums wer Me load. *But blinnerota Pollution Contrrilha'n :ed zrtl from tat way wes "Therl*Cr dij~ dn't touch the Agency (PC.%) Director Peter
1124.;d it."' Cahb.w- sad. --it just drms.." he said. "They (I!lneywell Gove said this wreek there dors notcouldn't have tern ri~octive." eniployes) loaded our trailt-rs with appear1 to be any solid ovidernco
*'rhe stale 0!Mci:.and an en- forklifts. I could tell the drums that the drums contain radloac.rrt*) 'ir.;:2~ Ncrthern wera ery*~ heavy. thoughi." Uve material,lie said he cannotEnvirornc.-.11 cnunciI i~xOfEC). Cahow said he made "quie a at the-present time recommend. &~t -d federUal enles *.O few" runs from the TWin Cites to pfdlgloeytreieeayfconrplcte!y Inves~ito recenly Duluth durifig Mhat period and thedrums.- -* -. ~pzlblished su.;ttitin n that 501D0. usually In convoys of thee andc! the 1.43 drums contained ra- four trucks.ctioactive waste from a nuclear. £ r.
power plant.Th rn odbeofaedt
LThe dr-ums were dumped in 100 Duluth. placed on a corps barge

and taken about a mile offshore
f61 dumping.

Cahow said hi could not recall
seulngi a military guards at e-
Her curl or th~e line. but t!.c trips

-and dumnping operations wore al-
ways observed 1sV one or tWo n
is Civilian clothing he thought
WOe 1loneywefl people.

34li said no precutlons. such as
Wearing protective clothingt. or

amsnltsrig the boads for radioic.
ttvt. 'Wee eGM taken leading
Ida now to ~ the driems did

.. f 3CoaoAinAlaa rn halads.
* . "Res.es.e e added. O"we are!requined by the lnterxtate Comt-

'IMeM Cea."M e.(C) to sigal.
# ubo asivlr ledis with placards
Ina, brk UUU si1N2& %v vsmsd any placards an 11"ae
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CLIPIN SEWI CE -

NA Clipping Blureau

DAILY CLO TIE

*NOV 2 19763

BY Tle Associated Press Anderson's %-.ife, Gerivde. was at
Michigan officiais., Fctinin on the un. the dckl with her husbaind. She said

Subsantiated StOz-' Of a retired tug- they were told by "comeone" that the
boot skipper. want m~e federal govern- birrels "contahit'd stuifi from the
Ment to find Cut cxacz~ whtt wns con. m:omic plant on the St. Pru! ?.iver.01
tained iq mor h1 ,400 scaled bar. Minnesota pollution caitnral officials
refs the Army durnpcd secretly irto . s3id there war* ra ruclc;.r !acilitics in

*Lake Superior 14 ycarz ago. the state at that time. ThceY added
Althot~th they have no hard they have checked out Anderson's

-eviden~ce. state ofticinis are followinig story and have all but dismi~ssed it.
up a rumor that the tharrels. in 100 tot The Anderscins have beartn telling
300 feet of water near the Duluth9  friends about the stran--e M.ime~I
shoreline. miit contain radioactive operation for years. but it Was Only
waste materials. when Mrs. Burton brought it up to

The Army Corps of Engineers said Tanner that the state got wind of It.
Monday the-bmerelWibflV'1hIlfied. Preliminary DINR 1nvestio-'tiofl
nonradioactive scrap metal. produced turned up another witness to the!
during the n;rufacture of secret dumpings, 50-year-old Leona rd Yeo of
weapons used in Viet Nam. The corps Lauriumin the Upper Pq'n;.isula.
admits there were 1.4:37 container., Yco said be remembered par-
dumped between 1":) and 1V2. '.iclpating in the durupir4; operrtion

The dunipi-." was Woagxht to stat- arnd bein.: disturbed b W Ct C.
attention by Marilyn Burton of Sault Michigan officials say they. will
Ste. Marie. who :sked Dquartonent of press their invesuigation. and may de,

*Natural Resourcs D~iretor Howard mend the federal gfiverament dredge
Tamner during a ".irfuctie, meeting If up one or iiurc of the sunken barrels
he had heard a story that the Army .so the contents can be examine'd WW
dumped radioactive m atcrlal Into alalyzed.
Lake Superior. Col. Forrest Gay, head of the

Danford K~. Anderston. now In his Engineers office In St. Paul. Main.,
early W0s and retired in the Soo. was said the Pcntaffo told him it would
the skilpper of a Puluthbbs.ed tug on not object to that. %ince the srCIP
May-2.. 1961. Army rectords showt a metul has been dciansified. But. he

seat shipme'nt of 160 barrels 1171 added. there i n nuine., In his budet

AdImeed toA4erSon for duampin.I to satvapg the bands -vl&.
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z St. Paul District, Cop of Fnginccrs

1135 U. S. Post Of ficc zind (.ustort House
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The DispMatch
St. Paul, Minnecsota

VW, Fri, Nov. 5. Iju --

M'Iinnesota Polkuion' Control *-

Agency officials said there were.411.1WN PR., -vno nuclear fatilities in the state atChr *I th~fat time. They addd they liav-
ii cheked out Aiderson's star; and

/OckN OM 0But J1ohn Pegors. regional PCA
r 2 -r 0 CD. n diror, said hie wants the Corpts

BIL%,'Z &%M thni the t.S. a*eto c thienten brrel
fiIe esSrceArm.y 1133 told the curps that the nDRATZ said the material was

DU;LUTHi - Minnesota and. material is she'l fragments. Thea pt:intO contaimers of wood. p3.
Mich~ precess a( castinig the J!10- 10 that pIe. and metal. Concrete was add.

0 y..~fe it w.,ould exp~ode into uniforni par- ed for ballast.
t ugb Z, ! .. ;. .a -it t he I -!Jer al tie as rom *t!: maicr ial t " That would indicate the ate-

Zorn;:; -l fird cate r :czly swr.prm Uemufctr rial wvas not radioipetivc - that it
1.4'.1 sttld L (It e A%:'riyse In 103, a fij.rmnn. Stolcy BrMA~Z said.
etly W-mie uWo La.ke Superior Siersttn of Dushith. p~icked up Pout James Prot-!-an, environ.

*14 :v-s n-o. -sevem'l of t~h~e c h trati. inent siteeftw1ist for the Michi.-an
*AN;rr:!: 5!31e' VMr! hav rig Ing In snbout futhomns %1 0 feet) DNI adta ti.t~nfo l

herdc'.i..re ~ f wmAer. > sna-milhing wasc such ^3 IO!U-
' ~~~cnu . wouldnsad b, stopped LYup 3 IS*or tZ zi- ..e va i 0hvrsnsdle diiwincd at.e ii-Mo paper or C01Cc.1Cto 300 :.,t c4 %%tcr necar thL% lhu* barrels bacl"7into* the water. One. .addui aingria-luth i.hcontain r2- of his Crew met.. however. hnd. live wvasle matli1,j; into ec'cretc,

.~i ac~e wa~euntor~!. oo ed InSd a bar - ba c!. 7h: imping thc~n hinto water was
DLZING the winter of 1963 a aid the can' ants letee-id lik D* C-. a Common nitthod of disposal In~

1fs'er:an pc":d np six barrls, Sh t or bits a! metal which had
* r tleved to be sojme of the waste xc been melted and ie -illi co the early.11-e.~s.

~.IT~e. ~ a mile offshore Crete.
*f;on1,t!-: MD.%an %rater pumopirg Tno dumrina vas brou~rht to the:

stationi. attentn of 'Micleian soflcials by
Bot) l~ontevy.--Vl Ire.. linneao. Marilynl Burton of Sault Ste. Mar.:

Ls. the mnifacturcr of Me to. v.U~ skod iehiran Natural
~: ~! unidthe U Resources Direcor tow ard Tan..

~~ine're- duratne a 11arqitotte. .Ih:
~ or t~i~r.~ao- tr~etiih-, Ut ierh.. harci the

1):.z of %.t nita Afal ny duteiped ihe r;ws,7c live nia-
le. no::cozt aanatLn," and.nourn- tt'fl
dioactive. . DANFORD) E. Anfiorson. nlow 1n7

But llowv:.r!1 and th~e Cars ad- e arly 70s vnd rplirrcd. was.
ni-M~cd Vaeir -?Cards armly!.* so far skipper of a Duluth-bascd tua on *

in I* dc-ii!amn the dwurcd miateri- M. 2.Vl Arm-- rocutli s~lwv

-rs a *% Wto Anesnfor
*Janmes P~ra~itz. xpeaking for the dumping. Adro
crps. 92idt *!.*) orders to dlum
came fen 'Vaslni M D.C. Anderson's wife. G'ortrtsde wai.

lie aidtheshimen tAmutrl. at Me. dock with Ivor hla.%ba td. SM:o
lie ~mi theshimentof at aid~ rmsrat&~ ulwy wato bold by

li*Indw; -d already mbarked *sotme'*e (bu the barrcls "con-
In cuncrele. Ttcf M~ %*oar* ta. .taitngf stff (in tI!e atomic plan
an c;;; ed tl'e tiog 6 barges to Wlite St. lo ~iveur."

0 nt~~ped Ins t'n Like. .*,***-



STATE OF MICHIGAN

R iL CES COMIdMS..IN Y"/4A?~4
% -A WILLIAM G. MILLIKEN. Governor
jEON

SA,. S,,iLL DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
;my H W.UTELEY STEVENS T. MASOer BUILDING. LANSING. MICHIGAN 48926

.N L WOLFE HOWARD A. TANNER. Oitotter

&R.LS a YOUNGLOVE

Decemnber 22, 1976

Mr. James L. Liverman
Assistant Administrator for

Environment and Safety
U.S. Energy Research and

Development Administration
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Liverman:

Thank you for your letter of December 7, 1976 explaining the results to
date of your investigation concerning the contents of the barrels which
were dumped into Lake Superior by the Army Corps of Engineers. I realize
that your agency has spent considerable time and effort in reviewing your
records concerning nuclear waste material which could be contained in the
barrels; and that the EPA and Corps of Engineeir- have conducted water
sampling which showed no radioactivity or elevated water quality parameters
in the vicinity of the 20 barrels that were located.

However, it is still our position that to provide a completely satisfactory
-nswer to the public, representative barrels must be removed from each of
-he dump locations and be opened for analysis. I realize that your agency
is only peripherally involved, however, our position is that the Federal
Government dumped the barrels in the waters of the Great Lakes without the
states' knowledge or approval and we feel that it is their responsibility
to assure the citizens of these states that the barrels do in fact contain
inert materials.

By copy of this letter, I an notifying Governor Milliken, Congressman Ruppe,
the Corps of Engineers and other states which border on Lake Superior that
our position has remained unchanged and urge them to support efforts to

: obtain conclusive information on the contents of these barrels.

Sincerel

Howard A. Tanner
Director

/

c: Governor Milliken, Cong. Ruppe, Gen. Moore.
- ,.: Mr. Alexander, Mr. Goye, Mr. Gebken

, e, , " ,'



10 PEETTHE POLLUTION OF LAK E SUPER IOR-

£ Dan Rau
117 W. 2nd Lve., Z
Duluth, Mix.iesota

1-,5805

2nd August, 1976
Col. LYax W7. NOah
1135 U.S. Post Office and Customs House
St. Paul, M~innesota 55101

Dear Colonel Noah:

I har been trying to determine the contents and origin of
some 55 gallon dz-ms which were d-zoed 2ato Lake Supwior
near Dalulh and Some of w~hich were subsequently 'caught i~n
1968 by a fishi4ng boat in a trawl net, brought to the sur-
face and !upaa again in shallower wat-6er. I have talked to
the ncreon wiho h~idled TChose drum.,s. Hie described thom as
ieighig about 700 - 800 lbs., having sand in them, and be-
ing nearly rus~ed through in placesi. He said there were no
iharks evident on the barrels, except numbers which meant
no*thirg to nm On two soperato occabions,'this beat picked
up drums of this description, once two drums, ind the second
time four dru~is, 'bothh times about li miles east (up current)
of the intake for the Duluth City' water pumping sysTem, which
is about16 two miles nort'heast of the Lester Rivor.

I have tal!--ed twice 4#to Court '.6ueller of your Duluth office and
he has giv'en me a (barely Legible) copy of a letter to Rep.
Phili± K. rappe dated 12th Jim.,e 1975 signed by you, and sail
that hehsno more information on any drum dumping, except
possibly tbhe tug logs. Knife River, -where the drums describe
in that l etter rsr supposedly dumped is 12 miles east of whG~s
the above drums were rocovered and the recovered drums were

* picked up in about 25 fathoms hl50 feet) whereas-the drums in
your lctvcr were suppocedly dropped intio 350 feet of water.

ammt 3aticflod th-at the dru^ desCribed in your letter -'
the ones which were picked up in the trawl of the M~AWATRA in
tie winter of 1968. Since you obviously have some records of
dumpiing which are apparently not available in Duluth, would
you pleaso go through those recordo to bee if there was any
other, passibly earl.ier, dumping blosor to the p=umpin- station
which eight reasonably account "or the drums recovered by 4..n

HIAA~A.NeedlO5s to aty, any h-armful material in that area
v'ould hive a high chance of bain- taken in b7 the LDuluth acit.1
wator intake, baIU3o Of the provailing curront northocas to

sothoat along -the 11orthho.

* 1h many thanks for your attention. Sinerely,



NCSPA Inquiry Regarding Disposal of Waste
Material in Lake Superior by Corps

Memo for Record Chief, Public Affairs Office 10 Nov-76

1. Public Affairs Office received a telephone call in the morning
of 2 November from Kirk Schaffitz, a reporter for the Detroit Free
Press. Schaffitz wanted information on steel drums dumped in Lake
Superior between 19S9 and 1961 by the Corps and which rumor al- M
leged contained nuclear material or radioactive wastes. His basic
question was whether the Corps would consider raising one or more
of the barrels so that the contents could be analyzed. The call
was transferred to District Engineer who told Schaffitz that mate-
rial dumped -- produced by Kinneapolis Honeywell Regulator Company
for Chicago Ordnance District -- was several hundred containers,
mostly 55-gallon drums, which contained classified metal scrap
shown on Corps records to be non-toxic, non-radioactive and non-
explosive. DE said he would check further on exact number of con-
iiners dumped, how many dumps and locations. Schaffitz said that

story had resulted from statements of Mrs. Joseph R. Burton at
sting of Michigan DNR. Mrs. Burton, Schaffitz said, declared
•e meeting that the wife of a former Corps tugboat captain,

-:rd Anderson, told her that her husband in 1961 had pfrtici-
pated in a dump in Lake Superior of steel drums that were said to
contain radioactive wastes from the Twin Cities. Schaffitz further
stated that a letter from Michigan DNR Commissioner Howard Tanner
to the U.S. Energy Research Development Administration (USERDA)
requested a Federal investigation. DE phoned Col. James Miller in
Office of Ass't Sec Army Victor Vessey and was told Corps had no
authority to exhume barrels.

2. DE received telephone call 2 November from Jonathan Kane,
Special Assistant to Michigan Governor Milliken, asking for infor-
mation on alleged dumping of materials. DE responded with informa-
tion from District records, assuring Kane that the dumped ma-terial
was innocuous. The exchange discussed the possibility of retriev-
ing some of the containers to have them examined. DE pointed out
that he had no authority or money to conduct such an operation.

3. DE called reporter Schaffitz back afternoon of 2 Nov and in-
formed him that about 1400 containers had been dumped in six opera-
tions at two locations -- mouth of Lester River, at about 100-feet
depth, and mouth of Knife River, about 300-foot depth. DE again re-
iterated that material was not radioactive or toxicrand we could not
initiate recovery and examination.
4. PA Office 2 Nov contacted Mrs. Gertrude Anderson, wife of Dan-
ford, at her home in Sault Ste. Marie. We were informed by her that
her husband had suffered a stroke in recent years and she must talk
for him. She stated that while she had never made any statement
that the Corps had dumped radioactive waste in Lake Superior during
her husbands period of employment, that at the time of one of the
dumps, in 1960, she had witnessed the loading of the barrels on
her husband's vessel and that it was rumored then that the contain-



:.Iemo for Record 10 Nov 76
NCSPA

ers "must have contained radioactive wastes because of the heavy
military escort that accompanied them." Mrs. Anderson also made
reference to "radioactive stories" in local newspaper.

5. PAO called E.J. Sundstrom, r-po:ter for Sault Ste. Marie
Evening News, and asked him about stories referred to by Mrs.
Anderson. Sundstrom told us that Mrs. Anderson had attempted
to get him to run such a story three years previous but after
talking to her he gave it little credence and did not follow
through because he considered her unreliable.

6. Also on 2 Nov, DE spoke by phone with Mrs. Burton, discussing
dumping and allegations of radioactive wastes, informing her that
Corps records and circumstances clearly prove that dumped material
was harmless.

7. 3 Nov PAO received call from Steve Gadler, member Citizen's
Committee of Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, asking details
of barrel dumping. He stated dumping was bad judgement even if
barrels did not contain radioactive waste. Queries were also
received from WCCO-TV which sent camera crew and reporter to
interview DDE in the afternoon. Treatment in local news hour
was balanced and indicated strong unlikelihood that materials
dumped 15 years before were in any way dangerous.

8. Emergency Operations Office received telephone query from
official of USERDA asking for background on dumping. He was
briefed on the background of the story and seemed satisfied.

9. Queries from media, State officials and citizens continue
to be received by Office of DE and AO once or twice daily.

JA1'ES E. BRAATZ
Chief, Public Affairs Office

6Y
wp
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MAOISON, WISCONSIN 53701

IN REPLY REFER TO: 1600

Colonel Forrest T. Gay, III, District Engineer
St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers
1135 U.S. Post Office and Custom House
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Dear Colonel Gay:

On December 14, 1976, representatives of the Department of Natural Resources
me% vith officials from the Corps of Engineers, Environmental Protection
Agercy and the Kinnesota Pollution Control Agency to discuss the most recent
findings concerning the contents of 1,437 fifty-five gallon barrels of scrap
=etal that were dumped by the Corps of Engineers in the Minnesota waters of
Lake Superior near Duluth. Although investigations to date indicate that
th* contents of these barrels have not significantly affected water quality
in La%.e Superior, there appears to be scme doubt on the exact content of all
the barrels.

Consequently, I would urge you to continue your investigations until conclu-
sive infornation is obtained on the contents of the barrels. It is the
Depa=tment's position that the Corps should secure the Honeywell defense
contract in addition to recovering a representative sample of the barrels
for inspection of the contents. This information should then be made
available to the public.

7hank you for your efforts in resolving this sensitive matter.

" 'cerely,

AnU-)ny. Farl

cc: Executive Director - Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
Howard Tanner - Michigan DXR
Dr. Donald Mount - EPA

165 nnmn to u a"rrcye. nn so^ am



UNITED STATES [-.VONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

St4 m¢" ENVIRON:.F:'TAL RESEARCM LABOR4ATORY -DULUTH

6201 CONGDON BOULEVARD

DULUTH. MINNESOTA 55304

November 11, 1976

Mr. Peter Cove, Executive Director
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
1935 Wast County Road B2
Roseville, MIinnesota 55113

Dear Mr. Cove:

During the past few weeks, there have been articles in the local
news media regarding waste material from Honeywell Corporation which
the Army had dumped in Lake Superior some years ago. Coincidentally
with this publicity, we have noticed again a change in the water
characteristics coming into our lake water intake at the laboratory,
such that some of our animals have stopped spawning and other
behavioral abnormalities seem to have cropped up. We have noted
instances of this .nature from time to time in past years, as well.
Naturally, I couldn't help but wonder if there is any connection
between these two since it has been some time since the drzms have
been put into the lake, and undoubtedly some of them may have rusted
through by this time.

Furthermore, as you are well aware t am sure, the content of some of
the organic hydrocarbons in the lake are higher-than common sense
would seem to suggest they ought to be and this, too, has made me
suspicious about some identified source of materials other than fall-
out and rain-out from air transport.

The purpose of my memorandum is to suggest that we attempt to learn
=ore about what was in those barrels ard if need be, that we lift one
or more of them out and do some analytical work to find out what is In
then so that we have a better idea of what to empect should one break.

I have talked to an individual who assisted with the dumping operation
and information from that person indicates that there was perhaps k
hundred tons of the material dumped in the lake. Judging from the
sb-urit7 viich curroundad the dump, it see=s reasonable to suspect that
it was pretty bad stuff that was conta-ned in the drums. For our own
interests, we would like to look into :his further and solicit your
help in doing so.

Very truly yours,

Donald 1. Mount, Ph.D.
Director 0 1 2' 7

L,,N, pOLLU7II,
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DI41POSSIiON! FORM
FILE NO. SUBJECT

TOA=I RON John G, Meren, RIO DATE 25 Auguzst 1959 COMMENT NO.1I
TWAO Y~ps-ftoywoll Reg. Co. J. Heren/Is

TWin Cities Arsenal Mdg. 9A.'
3by Brighton, XIUn.

1, The following list of facilities and special processes to be utilized b7
Yinneapo'isa-o~cl Regulator Co. at T4n Cities Arsenal fitilding 5W2 on Contract
D&-1l-o22-Oflr-3tl9 facilities Contract DA-11-022-ORD-205.

(a) Chemical Analytical Labarator7.
7his laboratory ill be utilized to ascertain tnat materials manufactured
here or ;urezassed outside corply vith the applicatl, specifications per
the Ordnaence, 1rawln; or Engineerin: Parts List. This laboratory will
perfom the corntrol finction on caer-dcal prOCesses3 utilized at this plant.

(b) Meter Direct Reading Spectogrzpz.
This special test macniine is used to anlylse nstal alloys manufacbzred
at this pl~at to ascertain that they meet specifications per Ordnace Lvvf
or Engireoring Parts list. The in±rcrzatiun derived by wnalys3is or. netal
slug: -c.--es az a control ror thier casting operations,

(c) PhdIllips X.-Ray ref.-tion an~d Flotarescence.
Utili--od In anaiu-,is of miaterial as to strmvztb--e and compositioiId. This
an&lysis i.s used as a basis of certification of material proccd.

(d) Plaxiop'aphic X-la7 (lu'jWV-1XL
This equiprent *.ll be used to chock weldnents and castines in case of
doubtfual %aztc.--al as to portsity or inclusionse '-II0Wapoli3--nnY'W'O1
Regulator Co. are also contemplzt.ng atteampting to evalutet visual stAn-
dards for th03e type of defects.

(e) Alunizu 1ll0y Freat ATeatment, Cvens.
This equipment is to be used by Xllnmeapolis-ftouqvell Reg, Co. for the
treatment of~ it~is produced on Contract D'%.-122-O?.D-3U19

(f) Htal Finish (Zinc Flate; C?.emical Films for AlJT.7JI Alloys; Diohrimate;
Chwlcal Clearing of Materials.)

2. All the above eqaipumut Is to be utiLlized by I1Mpnsapolis-oaeywll Reg. Co.
to supply certification as required by PA-Pns-212; 669; Wl also as required by apec.
Ifications as noted on Creisac. Dawines and Enginw-ui.g Parts lists for Contrxct. DA-
1-U?2-O.f-31Jl9. Thn -Awo is to aquaivat all concerned with new mqpyrum being used
and to ascertain If an- approvals or certifications of processes will be required.
This equivaent is all lasated at Twin Cities Arsenall hilding SU21 ow Brightn,
Minnosota anW Is Dot eqAIpment found at other-- miuepg -hon@ywel Realator Co,
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Ruby, Allan LeRoy 1 472-18-7521
*OANIZATION 04 A00335

Honeywell Inc., Avionics Div., 1625 Zarthan Ave, St. Louis Park, MNI
I

WANT TO MAKe Tc FO6.OW6iN $TAT9IUNT UNCR OATH

During the 1959 thru 1961 time frame, considerable scrap
material of a classified nature was accumulated by Honeywell
at Building 502 at the Twin City Arsenal. Some small quantity
was from the Hopkins facility, the majority being metals from
product produced at Building 502. This was security classified
material awaiting disposition authorizing instructions from the f
Chicago Ordnance District. Far and away the majority of pcrap
was steel and aluminum mixed into concrete. The material was
scrap from hemisphere manufacture of a configuration similar tothe photograph shown me by Captain Hager during our discussions 1
on 2/25/77. I can recall two and possibly three occurrences in I
which I was involved in witnessing the disposition of classified
scrap. I know that some and very possibly all of this material
was supplied to the Corps of Engineers for disposition within
Lake Superior. The preparation by putting material into fifty- I
five gallon drums did not correspond to the final submersion
dates as a number of filled drums were stored at Building 502and only part of them were placed on trucks at a time.

The material placed in the drums was all non-toxic and
handled without requirements for any special cautions or special
safety instructions. Material involved was:

" Ceramic . Concrete . Impregnated
" Magnesium . Steel Paper/Fiber-
" Brass . Aluminum glass Tape

Due to the lapsed time :and absence of records, the fore-
going statements are my beet recall at this point in time.
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£I7RPAVIT CC MtILTOV It- AMMO

I* KZLTW K. FT)DEMM being first duly sworn on oath, d.eoes and says&-

Z SOMA~ iO the GUjted States Army from March 19343 until of retiggmitat

* ~ I Nvme~r 10"4. 2 was commissioned an an officer in June 194S. 1 Served

S, an of ficer In the Army Ordnance Corps from December 1945 to November 19".

*t u agust IMQ to January 1964 2 :Serfed as a contracting officer's

**. D Oitstativs, at the Twin Cities Away Amunitin Plant. Nev xrjghtc.,

xiaaeseta. -my offic* was located at the plant. This of fice vas & subsidiary

* @f9 the Chicago Ordance District, chicago. Zlliaei.

* orN duty as a esatracttng officer's representative was to Insure that

11eyel Incorporated coplied with the texms and conditions of its contracts

* With the 0tetd States. -1 administered ither Contraets Viah Noniyvell and wit!%

* other motractors. z vas responsible for Insuring that the material use* in

*the manufacturing met the contract specifications,* that the Products met the

* Statical1 quality control standards and on a uited basis I negotilated

* with the contractors an" approved chaniges within the contracts.

. I2140oa the Ileseywoll contracts@ i administered,* wort for the production of

SESl )jonblets, one at isnland are anti-materiel. These bomblets were

kow as cluster bom units. The contract was classified as confidential. 1%

Was net claaa~fied an top secret. The project was classified because the

heshlets were now and the configuration ad manufacturIg teheiqus were new.

* Daring vy term at Wvin Cities Aimy Amunition Plant, x was In the plant on

* the pemiuctioe line, *m a daily basis. I bad to wer safety glasses while I

%S& I^ the plant. At no tie Aid 2 ever see, anything that would indicate there

wee amy radieceivc material La the plant.

thU productien of the bombleta. Involved the use of steel. One of the

Mb~lets hed steel bel bearings in the bomb casing Itself. X know of 0.0

arousal treatments Involved.* I know of me radi~actvo Material in the tw

Mmsvel ildings. I did be% see radiaemoer or geige omnter or any Other

End msetiw. measuring device and I dii met heve to wear amMItesing bad"e.

4
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"W production of the cluaster bomb Units resulted in disposable steel

scrap. Upon my arrival in August of 19Q3 that* vol @CraP aCC~miulated. Zt

Wa disposed of in September 1963. ?he scrap was transported to CP MCO

and destroyed en a rage with C-4 explosive. we thea essame the scrap t

"ee that no particle* of Identifiable size remained.

28 tile later part of September or iA arly October 1943. a load of

9Uty-f ive walles drugs filled with the steel scrap wore takes, to the cops

Of XBUGsera aock in Duluth and loaded go a boat. I understood these din.

Were te be dumped in Lake Suporior. -

Us swap was transpacted, by Ueneyuell, Ia trucks to Camp Mcfty, Duluth

se Camp Ripley. ase tricks at all times we unider guard by Uoaeywli. Zn

late October 1962. or early Noember, another load of scr was takqn'to

*Camp Ripley and destzoyod.* I acompanied this toa" and vitnessed the

*fthe scrap which vent to Lake Superior, was loaded In the fifty-five

galls. &runs util the d2rt were about three fourths full, The top ee

fourth was filled with concrete. The draws were three and oe half to four

teet tall - Each drum was tha sealed with a cap. ro the production line

*accumlation * the scrap weat directly into the drums, mVA 4 were settino

ot deaignated places on the production line. At so time during the )andlim..

or treaporLin of the scrap did 2 see anyone, veczia spec"i protective

clothing or eqimmat. I cover had to wear special clothing or equipment.

The scrap takes to Duluth vas loaded em the trucks, under guard, and was

*aeseqeaned by ae end %&Jec Does in a asr. We had a ear in front and behind

the truck with guards, so therei Lme chawas that any other material could have

beass Placed in the trick. These was aething wausul shout tile trip. we. bad

* - beet fifty barrels Im ome trick. The onoey took the scrap straight to the

* dock In Duluth. -The barrels were placed am the boat $a deck so they cosld be

pushed or welled late the lake. The boet persnel had mo special clothing.

I" heat had me special equipomen At.



• ~ ~~~ . .........-. ..

•e trip took place !n tha ornilng. I ae lunch At te Air NatioWa

_ ./ ase in Duluth, after the delivery.

fthIs the only scrap shipment to Duluth that X war witnse. I

IPlOdU have known about any and all shipments to Duluth, du ing my tour of duty.

Men 2 arrived at TwLn Cities Arsenal, Z received a security brLefi'%q

ad When I left I was debriefed. I Was given no waroigs, nor was Z

GsUomed aout special handling procedures or health hazards.

Z WsO honorably retired from the g.S. AM in Novebr 136". X was

S • • given o ak leaf cluster for my ArMy Comendatimo Mo.ed.

.ther afiant sayeth not.

° •-

, . €, N. 7,OI

30 cribed wad wworn to before me this r

.- dayW t f .A/ .

-7 .. county, HIResta

*~ ~ ~ ~~P up sissien expires O ~-L s ''

-o •* S
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Sunary of Water Analyses
Pertinent to the Barrels in Lake Su~erior

Samples of water were taken near the bottom among the barrels and at

a point some 100 or more feet "upstream" from the barrels. At the time of

sampling on December 4, 1976, the current velocity was about 0.1 FPS.

The current direction was such that we expect water discharged from the

harbor to have been moving through the area being sampled.

Rigid precautions were taken to avoid contamination of the samples by

containers and sampling equipment. A minute quantity of oil from the new

winch cable used to lower the sampler, was noted on the like surface.

Precaut ions were taken to si old contamination from this source.

The plan of data evaluation was to compare the concentration of

metals, organics and radioactivity in the samples collected from among

the barrels to the concentrations in water samples taken upstream. Any

higher concentration in water from among the barrels would suggest contau~n-

ation from the barrels or their contents.

An analysis for eleven metals revealed no detectable differences be-

tweer. the two groups of three samples each. All concentrations were vithis

the range of values observed In the western tip of Lake Superior.

* A CC-14S analyses for a variety of organic chemicals again revealed

no detectable differences. The PMI co.. :entration in both sample locations

was a few 'trillion higher than open lake values. These elevated values



may have been the result of 1) o1l contaminants from-the.cable, .2) a

.small asunt of sediment in the samples or 3) increased amounts from

harbor water.

Checks for beta and Sama emitting radionuclLdes' shoved no difference

.-between sampling points, -The analytical methods used-did not Include a-

major sample concentration step so detection limits could be lowered to

soue extent. The methods used are considered adequate for purposes of

these analyses.

EKL-D concludes that water quality around the barrels is good. We

find no detectable contributions from them by the elements and chemicals

we are able to mmasure routinely. No Information has been found to con-

firm or deny that the barrels contain steel, aluminum, and zinc, and any

solution that might be taking place is not detectable by our methods even

though the methods we employed have significantly greater sensitivity

than those normaly used In routine laboratories.

(.
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DAT_--- CPI To'. C. "CC GaqS i*G. V~. 11%M- 8e31.Uod-p - P.
TO aes8. !cCli -. C. 1 02'.

FROM~ L. J.~r qva ID-34.. Wz .Oe
J.O Evic -3O ao (l.e ., 1).l.

2) -3160. rccla - C47

':.A 1.ntl *O3 L~r'

bJj. - . .* i.
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Fin 1 7~.1 MIMON .0M.T UNIT WMT iR1c:!!.3

Ambket M4 L~TT 670 1 $,620.33 $1,092,321.10

*(b) fts, 0Ocnada, 3212 2.0on,9IN 3,094 4 069.50 2,726vS19.E)

Ta) p 3aeLou Anaby for

8C432,072,100 3o034 1.150. 47 770,01440

for Grwde 32
00. 1b. 0710A4 2,072.980 3,094 1,15.4 7701614
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IDISPOSITION FORM
IPm af * o1 bse. we AN 34.6S& gb. peep... o TAGC11N.

lapsagwucas OFFICI pami IWOJICT

?ODRSAR..ISC FROM DRCPMSA-LS-RI DATE 14 April 1977 CMT 1

CPT Hager Mri. Britt/jh/6841/6572

1, Reference is made to Lake Superior disposal.

2. The only difference between the two subject grenades was the diameter. When

assembled, the metal and make-up of the grenades were the same.

XXVNG. BRITT
W dustrial Program Specialist

DRCPN-SA-LS-RX

W 9 P A C 2 _0 0 F 4 W ft W I C N 1 8 1 1 M L T 9 4 U . S . G .P .O . 1g 7 6* e 6 g 7 I C I s



mei.-war 4.e 4in **" S wufwo sw e m I.. Swan -10 s .w.,a bd .w4 ft* on 4GEhW. eowa, mam . s I"
Gamo M - " .0" m"A amat00w. "wr, a Id 9% Sol la w mmon a" .m Ww w a - a" ow so" an me S04 oma ai~n

a .o m .I -ow" I wO00 ae sm..s a -" mw~ me so M" ar an -" own & . a go" 0% Smo *&4m* sn S,. q

PHYSICAL 00 NOT APPLY PART NO. AMv'SsOuS
PROKIBS Do AS SPECI0hE0
TIP APPUCATION I OOCS-I2 -68'
ciSaeB EOPA 9131 1-- a.

BALL
NOTE:-D95 t .005 SPHERICAL DIA

SI -SPEC MIL-A-2550 APPLIES.
2 -MATERIAL:- WIRE, STEEL, STEEL NO. 1010, 1015 OR 1020,

FINISH NO. I.TEMPER HARD. PRACTICE A OR B, SPEC
QQ-W-461(NOTE4),OR WIRE, STEEL, GROUPIZ STEELI NO. 1013, FINISH 1, TYPE 3, SPEC 00-W-409
(NOTE 5)

*~ j - WEIGHT OF 600 BALLS, 34.5 t 1.5 GRAMS.
4"- AF PROVED SOUNCE:-- MINNEAPOLIS - HONLYVIELL REGULATOR

CO, HOPK!NS, &1=N. HANSMIERMIL1-LED, FLASHED. (NOTE 6)
5- APPROVED SOURCE- HARTFORD STEEL BALL CO, HARTFORD,t CCNN. EITHER DOUBLE - FLASHED OR; HEADED, FLASHED AND

UNGROUND (NOTE 6).
6- ALL SOURCES MUST SUPPLY AN ITEM EQUIVALENT TO THE

MANUFACTURER'S ITEM INDICATED. ORDNANCE CORPS
APPROVAL REOU.IRED.

ORDNANCE PART NO. 8793328
s'ims"ows AftI eucwa OP v t . .FPT 2 - !*- PICA7INNYARV
T@LIMR'ct5 On AK..e aa r o

,m9ctaow S ociA"M "of.3 ORDNAN'CE CORPS
LA9MBALL ,nbs11£3

on 4$vaiv rw -mvws -782%
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pot wee f Ohio 60aM. ose Aft I9@3O ,cORH *I The Prevost "wowh. Geemio.f

DATE TINEPIE UNE
aCASPRO Plant Office Hopkins 2-25-77 I1030 ________

LAST NAMEC. YIRS? NAME. MID04L9 NAME SjOCIAL SICCURITY 14YM119. exaIge STATUS

HEREN, JOHN4 GERHIARDT 476-18-9268 GS-12/Supvr
ORGANIZATION OR ADORMS

DCASPRO Honeyw~ell Quality Assurance Re p 600 2nd Street NW, Hopkins, !MK 55343

IJohn G. Heron WANT TO MAKC 141 FOLLOWING STATEENRT UNOER: OATH,

concerning the contents of the steel barrels sunk in Lake Superior T~i basics are
(1) classified material was being manufactured at Honeywell locations .(2) due'to
problems no classified smelting facility was available (3) safeguarding and stortge
of this vilwne of scrap material from mass production was not feasible. - It vai:-
determined that sinking the material to a great depth in Lake Superior was the most
economical and secure method of disposal. The Army Material Command Trranged*for
the material as generated to be placed in 55 gal. steel drums with concrete poured
in the base, classified material to within approximately 6 inches of top and a layer
of concrete on top Holes were punched in the side to allow water to enter. (Orig-
inally this was not done and some barrels floated due to their displacement being
greater than the weight.) These barrels were stored until a quantity sufficient
to justify the use of a Corp of Engineer's barge and tow by the Coast Guard. They
were then transported by semi-truck under guard to Duluth or Superior , loaded on the
barge and then to a point selected by the tow Captain for dumping. This was witnessed
by various employees of the Chicago Procurement District or Chicago Ordnance District
The material as generatud :msisted of two types of met=! rarts. One type was an
'Sossed strip steel that was formed into hemispheres. Both the flat embossed strip

--. t into pieces and hemispheres with connecting parts would be in some barrels. The
second type was a die cast aluminum with steel shot in a matrix; this could be
hemispheres, broken pieces of hemispheres or ingot consisting of shot and aluminu
matrix. In addition, small quantities of expended test items were placed in a few
barrels. I was a Supervisor ^.f Goverment Quality Assurpo'. per 'sonnel during this
period and the course of my duties took me thru these areas each day and I personally
saw the content of 75%. to 807. of the barrels as they were being filled. In addition,
all the barrels filled at the Bldg 502 Honeywell facility were reviewed by one of
our personnel prior to final cementing. Further if ueuor,- can be relied upon, I
believe, that there were a few barrels (no more than 6) of material from Hopkins
Honeywell included In one shipmet, these contained therml battery parts and materi-
&1s. To the best of my knowledge and memory this was the content of all barrels
filled at the Honeywell facility and shipped to Lake Superior for disposal. The
items being nmnfactured at the Bldg 502 Honeywell facility at that tim were the
upper and lower shell for the T57(1143) muition and upper and lower hemispheres for
the AM and 1140 gremafes.

M7 r ON OF BACit 481(iAL PAGS NW? WDR tuM mflALE OSuT~atlW OMIA VEW? '
Me IAITIALN AS "PAS&- ram.- ste Mv AMS VAL PA 065 4WVLMUt-r*&Az 6
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DATE Sat-t 17a 290~ COPME TOX D. Scbma
T.§a

Zmdlto Slp aw atwl.2.

The amp has bee tmled ULMg (I) diffMWn -C=WLditio f the
load in tto barrel cr ndz~e of i* to mzrp. It ha. boss d~temnd
ftt the best owditlon WouM be &bout W% rock - 40% comp ad about

0D'mtJdZd of a barrl ftUal of Wtm'laL. Tis ixtcwe sboUl be tudgad
in iwr for about 8 beam~ to rwms 60% o-0 ths raw =tealul.

To hdie the a&n= of zwap ;roduod an the lime womu requtIe
(2) tUmb3±ng barrels as lage as the D34hOO Alz~ barrels =min us
inu thio ba1X srup Me barel.. wii haiua to be bult oveds' to
3td the aaotiof the 60 to On aums. A bware vi downs wth
1/80 diametev haoe mwy uwk better to z'emw. tas iw ustwln as IS
Isa km -ast re.I ths =&U pleass arm left in~ tke buvels tkVy at
as a cushio to ;nvsnt fiwtbwr br~alge of zaterlale

Te()arl.vudbyt@be mnm ateady fer at liest 6 waslw,
3 shifts t* t'le the ar.p avaiLable. After this azrap in all uzed
Up i-V h-%I4 zquifre 26 how'e a day to harcdle the sorap oz'oated saob

V11IL'2 W aent Crm~hW =ud Puliurirner CcnayIc can Nqpwr a
a'716 h~ud &'= 01900, less catar =d onmla~n This
hm, d.2. .cald ft=Udlo tis job ad breakc up all the msap am& 4
int about 2 h=tw. ?II. =0I VASt 12 a-21"b2. bui it "Inged.f
in 2 ;-a*!= and ulith Mhe Esent whta f arOM' hs q L 4e

An a cocca,1sxk it wwUl requie about 40 bows lo break up a
1000 pouw4 of sa.p with the tval~rg bu'rel and about 3 boars wift
tAe Willigm, t* L2=wnd'l3. Ths baLusos of tha opwatioa vced be
about u~s es= 9wa tha Im at Usth ra-2 uteri&u. Th duse net
maza t.3 a ope'tc wmUl h~ave to be at the tumWUSn barrl f me tse ftU
50 hmr.zv but tUe 2.bo. Mo be at las 9 houw/)I Ubse us.s tUe

?t is exAzmtsd Ust tUe ba'wi2. would be a cleame opt~m
t%,= the thlig bowl. ad woud raw-w 1/A of the flow msas
required for -he tuhblg bannvs

cIs



MIe WILU avt Of -rar 1!2t~6Zm3 salvaged to data PaInts cut that
it is possible to -Macae this u'itarAan d retu2Zf it to u~eab3e r
mtaria.% The 44-Anion '413 te changed .0005 to .=03. but the iiatez1.al

v±12 8tiZ be won. witbin opo.

It is recinnded that a Ii.24sal haw-.zU is pmdwoh~d or rem" -
as Soon a3 pov~bla and tis maiags rropV 1 i u'ked out1 both'to,
salvag the rwk mtMAwls and to clean up the dis cast az's.

BBifz

16b



5 URITY CIA ATION UIleau-

SEP2 8 1959

DISPOSITIOM FOWM

ll NO. SUJECT Disposal of Scrp Material
ORMC.X Contract BAP11-a2-7.0-3O19

TO Cw&&diz& Officer FROM Special r-.eent.tive DATE 22 Sept 1959 COMMENT NO. 1

Chicago Oraace Distict of Ocmmading Officer Capt Deen/oJ

1e Me eaelooed NeMaersAdn, weho ws prepared by Minuapolie Ioaeoll
Raglator CO=p&= efle ts1. the results of aspeuia a2 wozic carried" oa as a result
of District "onadtlO rolatlve to the above subject. e reaults of this
ezperizat ldicate tbat the recovery of salvage isv matnitQ as a result Of
tubling would result Ia cosiderable equipea$ t6 be acq Utrd as wall as the
tecetsi t7 for accruing oosiderablo cost from drook latoT.

2e Present plans call for. disposal of accuulated scrap at .d d 5W2 by
d~upiag in LAk Supe:ior "4th the aesistance of the U. S. Aqrt Coxs of Szencers.
Mhie action has becase necessary dua zo the lage aco =c loa f :cr o ter.al

and the delay ia arriving at the fo. sibill7 of this sugaste& to thod -of disposare-

3. It is requested that the enclosed Memorandnm be reviewed by appropriate
per ous and that expeditious action be taken to resolve the system for disposal
of this material which msu be used in the Wuree

G-P Ree VsEAt

We Xe UP..aptea

' .'. .. ... .. . .,
Ze '.uet



Fi~j Lv.Barnott/gcb/351

--o.U=-QL 29 Septinv e 1959

SU3JXT: Use of ,ipment, in Dulut~h 24innesota
Xweapol.1-Honywell Regulator Caspany
Contract go. l-U1-04-OH1,3019

TMU: Division Lngiuser
U. S. Army En&Lnering Division
North Central Division
536 South (,L-rk Street
"Chiclip 5, LU,1iois

TO: U. S. AM. 7 Engineering District St. Paul.
1217 U. S. Po3t Offce and CustaL Puse
laO Z;at Kellog 3:vd.
St. Paul ., ;.±nnesota

1. It. is reCUestsd that the services -f th.e Lake Superior Office
at Luluth, Unzesora, be macs available for t.e d± poaal of cla3-siied
scrap material uner subject and a.lied contracts, M, Knolton of You
or- nazzatian %as been contacte" and indicates the equipment is availabl
=id As performed tbis type of service for other Dopartment of DeCoem
Agencies.

2. The Contr-ctor wil.l bear the cost of the use of the erui;=mt.
i ewil also furnish transportation A guard service for material froM
JiAwepols to "s, Superior. It is eatimzated thA tw amount of sorap

asterial uLL wei h approxdbmary 13,000 pounds, incluing pr9Patio
for disposal.

3. Resuest a co7 of your action be =Wde available to this office
at the earliest pos4ble date.

FOR TlIM CM81M~Us

copies ?uuaeds *17' 91 4 *%UI
Assistant



/. . p. - -

Division Eng ceer
U. S.- AM~z E-Mileering Division
North Cantrl %vifsion
536 S. CLark Stree t,
Ch icago ,\vl 1 1 s.

1. Request utili-atio of exsting available equipmmnt In Deluft,
Minn. for the disposal of classified scrap material under classified
contract.

2. The coatmetor vi1Mbea the cost of the us of the *Wu±eent. Mr.
Kaowtou, Lake 4.#bNficr has been contacted and Indicates the.
equll ent is avalable, and that he has don, this type or Wrk befzm.
The contractor vll fmiin'ish transportation and gu"A service for matelial
frc Minneapolis to Lake Superior. This letter sheuld be vriAtten and
hand carried to the ChIcago Office of the Division Engineer. and after
it is approved, sent direct to me in Minneapolis. I will than hand-
carr- the infor-ation to the St. Paul Engineer Office and then to. the
Lake -sb w Office.

6.A. - -
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0304-Z SUWJC: Disposal of Scrap atera1, Contract DA-UL -022-

T : Comanding Officer, n=: &Ja. C. V. Vansant DATE: 1 Oct. 195
Chicago Ordnance District 032M #2

TO: Capt. P. R. Dean, ajor Yansant/ar
SpeeLal Representative of
CMdtng Officr

1. Arrangements have been made to .zedlte the disposal of
srap as reflected in Coamet #1 above. Details of these rrangmeas Wro
discussed during Capt. De's visit of 29 and 30 September.

2. With reference to theXeuoranduz submitted by M. H. R. proposing an
additional method of segregating scrap material, it is r uested that the
followIng additional -- formation be obtained fras the cantractcr for presen-
tation to this of ice.

a. Confimation that the process reconendsd has been suf-
ficiently explored to produce the. results desired.

b. Preparation of an estimate of costs for the reprocess-
ing of the metal recoered that. wil be reused.

c. The costs of a motor for the hmezill and the expense
for inst&LaI ion wiJJ also be required.

3. Screening of Goverfent sources for the availability of a hii mdl
of the sae or like model has been initiated.

Jo In the meantlae, it ma be th desire of X. H. R. to prepa' & pm-
chase order with complete Justification for the needs of this equimet with
cost estimates as omersted above for future presentation.

(

* -qn*+ - -o

•.c- v.+dll l
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Au ha. SUN---- use of An 'fe-e 3quipme*5 In Dau1 j.
* - .. ; f~ ort Disposal. of Classified. $Cray

M Qzsul C1ber MROM Spoeial 3eprag0At.tj. DATIE 7 Co CO9MEN No. I
-- A~la 1z. ~zet - df .MawA± Officer -

~***1.RfeeneIS ms"e to letter dated 29 September 1959, subject aiM
.which was seat throngh the Division 24a1eer in Micago to the bAin .AC District4.

-.Iz St. Pftl.. -r ize 1 A 3auserip Jre, Chief of tbe Opagatisa5 Offie In 3t, -sut,*1 - SoAS-rad In, the basia letter aad en6 Ocober 1959. a brill urns as to te'sstrict
2aiear' v Office In Dolut to fatzher -imsstig"S'e theSW aeeu~P""oazess

2.i mwemud that adsut nm4rjaL ,a.L-It og~et vUa 91

-:-were avollablo for' this opeation, au&. a miug amount of utofta haadLing Voul
,.')a zacsasar7 fts to przity of docks an" type of vessels to be use& eotat
'sas nane with Xr. Vans and Ure -ovto34 who were &cat oepemsttv. In tbeir actieaa.j

.. osermip zrrlal which we disposed of b7 this nothod In pres ent~r being prepared,
zovst b7 MAmaapolis Eduaywoe1 !he presesnt plans a"e to utillse cmwrea34

,sa.4. ib~leew between '1inueapolls and Da1uth. ftafutV amraneneats hawe been
- oor-d±.am d with the Coweanding Officer of the We Detachment at 7ort Snulling,
Aujoi Sta1pleZou, and necessi:an urs will be ade available for the SMipmoul
a n rouza as well ia the tize interval prior to piakig. It to &ss==act tbas tl.*,%
difosai wiii be Aopl3had. withft the next two weeks.

*~~r - ord * :
s~~or -azn

. -691

Sa....*.Sam

DO 10=196
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY Mr. Eichhorn/rhc/584-3816
U S. ARMY ENVIRONMCNTAL HYGIENI AGENCY

AIMOEEN PROVING GROUNlO. MARYLANO 21010

HSE-EW.A s0 JUL X 7

SUBJECT: Environmental Hazards of Waste Disposal in Lake Superior

Cons.ander
' SA Armaent Materiel Readiness Command
ATTN: Environmental Quality Office
Rock Island, Illinois 61201

1. References.

a. FONECON, 17 June 1977, between NAJ Daniel Wilking, your
Headquarters, and Dr. Donald Emig, this Agency.

b. FONECON, 28 June 1977, among MAJ Wilking, Dr. J. T. Wyatt,
and Mr. Henry C. Eichhorn, this Agency.

2. Reference la requested this Agency to evaluate, on a worst case
basis, the potential enviropmental.hazars. due.to chemical toxicity of

*-4sposal in Lake 'In-.".l Z jf six sealed
-- . ton drpnimu Jt. cloride, barium

and calcium chl ciu chl6ide andzirconium metal). The
following simplifying assumptions were proposed by your Headquarters.

a. Instantaneous dissolution and diffusion of contents of the
drums.

b. A mixing zone 1 mile in diameter 100 feet deep.

c. Each drum filled by about 50 percent with each toxicant.

3-y Reference lb requested a ition'of environmental
hazard due to-chemital toxicity of smkeT40 dru (55 gallons) of
steel and aluminu parts, consisting of six dumps at the sam site
during the period, 1957-62. Sam efforts have been made to retrieve
the drums which, to this date, have been unsuccessful. Findings of
this Agency will be a basis for decision as to whether further retrieval
attempts will be made.

( 2- . . .. .-._. ;;_ --.-



HSE-EW-A
SUBJECT: Environmental Hazards of Waste Disposal in Lake Superior

4. Based upon technical considerations summarized in the table appended
as an inclosure to this letter, it is our considered Judgment that the
dum referred to in reference la, should the sealed drums open, represents
negligible environmental hazard with the exception of chromum, due to
barium and calcim chromate, wtich represents low hazard as a result of
propensity of chromium to bloaccumulate in biota of the food chain
leading to man. However, we feel that the simplifying assumptions, together
with the criterion chosen, have been sufficiently conservative as to caume
the probability of the event of bioaccuulation of chroamium to be exceedingly
small.

5. In our opinion, the environmental hazard due to chemical toxicity of
aluminum and steel parts is also negligible. This opinion is based on the
exceedingly small solubility of steel- and aluminum. Because of this tiny
dissolution rate and the vast volume of Lake Superior, we are certain that
the dissipative capacity of the Lake far exceeds the dissolution rate of the
metals, and that the chemical background of the Lake and of the mixing zone
specified will never be exceeded due to this small addition.

6. This Agency recommends that no further attempt be made to retrieve the
drums referred.

FOR THE COIANDER:

as COL, MSC
Director, Environmental Quality

-- - . -

- -. . ~ .*

-. t . ... ...



'EMORANDUIM FOR RECORD:

SUBJECT: Classified Scrap in Lake Superior

1. From the historical records available, which are limited due to
required record destruction and the sinking of one tugboat and the
burning of another~both with logbooks, the following is the dump dates
and depths of the six known dumps of barrels into Lake Superior:

a. Dump No 1 o/a 27 Oct 59 in not less than 100 ft of water.

b. Dump No 2 o/a 2S Sep 60 in not less than 100 ft of water.

c. Dump No 3 o/a 15 Jun 61 in not less than 100 ft of water.

d. Dump No 4 o/a 14 Oct 61 in not less than 200 ft of water.

e. Dump No S o/a 26 May 62 in not less than 300 ft of water.

. Dp.,Noj 6o/a. 26 Sep. o than300 ft of water.

.--. - . . - -Io.r aWte -ns specified

dumping to be done not less thmii 3 mil-es from shore.

2. Actual diup sites are not known except for the one which was
located with the help of a camercial fisherman who unintentionally
caught some barrels in his fishing net and with a sonar device that
gives a bottom profile of an ae of the lake. The St. Paul District
Engineer's Office stated that without a starting point, such as given
by the fisher man, the remaining dip sites would be nearly impossible
to locate.

.. . _ .. _ .. _C T .

Civil Engineer

(2-
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US ARMY ARMAMENT MATERIEL READINESS COMMAND
PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201
(309) 794-5838, 5421, 6144
AUTO VON 793- hM

DATE: 29 April 1977 NO: 96-77 PSC

ARMY TO RAISE SCRAP FROM LAKE BOTTOM

HQ, US ARMY ARMAMENT MATERIEL READINESS COMMAND (ARRCOM), ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS,

29 April 1977 ---- Several barrels of formerly classified scrap material

dumped by the Army in Lake Superior nearly 20 years ago will be raised from the

lake bottom to ascertain their exact contents, Army officials announced here today.

The material, dumped during the late 1950's and early Sixties, has recently

evoked concern from a number of Government officials and environmentalist groups

as to whether the scrap was affecting the lake's water quality.
" £-'--' umatton of se.r barrels W -undertals- as soon aS weather conditions

and plans are finalized, the Army announced. A detailed analysis of the scrap,

made up of such metals as zinc, steel and aluminum, will be done by the

Environmental Research Laboratory in Duluth.

Although water samples, taken in December 1976 by the EPA, Duluth, around

one of the known damp sites, indicated good water quality, Ary officials

acknowledge that environmentalists and other interested parties will continue

to speculate on the barrel contents until the analysis of the material is made

public. - -

, Some 1400 barrels were disposed of in the lake during 1959 through 1962. The

-- -4_esidual scrap material was left over from production lines of Honeyrwll, Inc.,

the Minneapolis electronics firm WAich had an AriW contract to produ

fragmentation greades.
-E N -



US ARMY ARMAMENT MATERIEL READINESS COMMAND
PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE ROCK ISLAND, IL 612C-
(309) 794-4838, 5421, 6144
AUTOVON 793- [2212&A62

DATE: 16 May- 77 NO: 113-77 PSC

ARMY DIVERS TO RAISE WAR SCRAP

HQ, US ARMY ARMAMENT MATERIEL READINESS COMMAND (ARRCOM), ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS,

May 16, 1977 ---- An Army diving team will raise one or more barrels of formerly

classified scrap materiel from Lake Superior during the second week in June, an

Army spokesman said here today. Colonel William T. Green, Chief of Staff of the

US Army Armament Materiel Readiness Conmand, announced that divers from the 86th

Engineer Detachment (Diving) from Fort Belvoir, Virginia, will be in charge of the

recovery operation. The dive will be subject to weather conditions, said Colonel (-ee,

Some 1400 barrels of scrap were dumped in the Lake during the late 1950's 6. -

-earlv .t h seap was lftowe _to MJ reduction lines of the Minneapolis-

.- - -. "4 - '-- produce fragmentation

grenades. The process of casting the shell so as to explode into uniform particles -

as secret; the scrap from the manufacturing process was classfied. It was later

de-classified during the Vietnam War.

A fully equipped derrick boat with decompression chamber and other diving

apparatus will act as mother ship for the salvage operation. Ar divers hope to

locate one of the suspected dump sites in same 120 feet of water near the Knife

River estuary.

According to Army sources, once the site is located, divers will bring one or

more barrels to the surface. Representatives from the Environmental Research

:" Libraory, Dullh, wl be on hand to observe and later analyze the content f

such metals as zinc, steel and alminu. *#MORE -



N.R. 113-77
Page 2

Aruv' officials acknowledge thiat environmentalist groups have been concerned

over the barrel contents. Said Green, "Ever since the barrels became a subject

of discussion, rumors have been flying that they contain same form of toxic or

radioactive substance. Wie want to lay those rumrs to rest.'

Although water samples taken by the EPA last Oeceewr discount any water

impurities, public speculation has continued.

E -4- 0 -



Headcuarters, US Army Aromment Materiel
Readiness CO-nd. ROCIC Island, :.linois

N _3 R A ESE DATE: 10 June 1977

Dateline: Duluth, %Iinnesota, !0 June 1977 -- A three day search by Army

divers failed to locate and recover barrels of formerly classified scrap

materials from lake Superior, an Army spokesn said here today.

Some 14W0 barrels, sunk in depths ranging frm120 to 500 feet of water

nearly tventy years ago, contained left-over meta scraps frmthe pro-

duction lines of the Minneap>olis Regulator Company which vas under Army

zonzracz to produce metal parts for controlled fragmenzation munitions.

-bese munitions were classified during the late 'fifties' and early

sixties', and later de-classified during the Vietnam War. The Army di-

ving team from the 86th Engineer Detachment (Diving) froFrt Belvoir,

V irginia, made approxmately 12 dives and spent more tlha 6 hours on the

-4Aka %bottom- searchI d-seem4 &~-site one and half miles off the North

e-3f the Iake, am 10 miles fro Duluth.

orin ith underwater detection gew, includin TV caneras and Sonar

-?quipmenT, they searched for the elusive barrels. The Army c rewvwere joined

La-.their quest by Doctor. bma. Johesn of the Unirsiaty of Minesota,

one of the country'sa leadin experts on underwater detection.

Colonel-Wlliew T. Green, Chief-of-Staff for the U.S. Arvy Armament Materiel

*Readiness Comad, Rock Islmatd Ill., stated that while he was disappoine

that a sample barrel could not be opened to convInce skeptics of the (barrel)

contents, sufficient evidence does exist fro old records and eye-vitaess

_-W acows ~t hecoisents awe as the Ary Mes said all a&o=*.

( - . e~aaisd tt no evidene exi~sts tht the bals are a ma~tln the

He s~halzodt-M



22222

Lake or hazardous to public health. "But, : 'm also mindful of those

wano have express concern over this parr~cular issue. However, it does not chzange-

the documented evi.dence we uncovered during an exhaustive investigation,

that these conzaineri are filled with other than metals of zinc, steel and

aluinum encased in cement. They are neither toxi~c nor radioactive", he said.

"It 'a been a tough decision to call-off the operation buzt, we've given it

our very best try. It I expensive ad to continue would be a waste of the

taxpayr's money"t, he concluded.
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rIP.VARVENT CF THE ARMY
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DEPARTMENT C, 7H ARMY
St. PsAu District- Corcs a' Engineers
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Search called off

Unable to find
sunken barrels
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june 23, 1-985

LAKE SUPERIOR 3ARREL JZ4S

:70. :ATE DEPTH AREA BARRELS WEIGHT
NO. (lbs.)

I. Oct. 26, 1-959 100' 3 miles out from 380 190,000

Lester River

2 Oct. 11, 1960 100' Approximately same 75 50,000
as #.

3 Jue 15, 1961 100' Unclear, maybe same 180 90,000
as #1, 2.

4 Oct. 14, 1961 200' 100-125 50,000

5 June 26, 1962 300' off Knife Island 206 200,000

Sept. 25, 26, 300' 18 miles frm COrps 500 250 -
1962 vessel yard, -li 300,000

vicinity of Knife
* *-- -. _-" __ ___._ -,-.' ,. - -,- . 4 .--;-.

ir-- 2a%.
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DRMA. ZSE 4* A$*~ IM7

ATTACRMET Oc*

EIOfANDU0 FOR RE=:

SUJECT: Classified Scrap in Lake Superior

I. Frm the historical cords available, which ae limited due to
required record destruction and the sinking of one tugboat and the
burning of anovtheboth with logbooks, the following is the dump dates
and depths of the six known damps of barrels into Lake Superior:

a. Dump No I o/a 27 Oct So in not less than 100 ft of water.

b. DLap No 2 a/a 25 Sep 60 in not less than 100 ft of water.

c. Dump So 3 a/ 15 Jun 61 in not less than 100 ft of water.

d. Dump No 4 a/& 14 Oct 61 in not less than 200 ft of water.

e. Dmp No S o/a 26 May 62 innot less than 300 ft of water.

f. Dump No 6 0/a 26 Sep 62 in not less than 300 ft of water.

In addition to water depth, -the.Umping instructions specified
dumping to be done not lep-tham ".-I.-es from shore.

2. Actual dunp sites are not kown except for the one which was
located with the help of i cmmercial fishersa= who unintentionally
caught some barrels in his fishing net and with a sonar device that
gives a bottom profile of an area of the lake. The St. Paul District
Engineer's Office stated that without a starting point, such as given
by the fishers=, the remaining dump sites would be nearly impossible
to locate.

Civil gnineer

-25
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DRSAR- ISE

M4EMORAN4DUMb FOR RECORD:

SUBJECT: Cost of Records Search and Barrel Retrieval Operations;
Classified Scrap in Lake Superior

The subject action required expenditure of the following funds:

a. Direct Costs:

(1) Contract document search - S 550 TDY

(2) Deposition taking - iSO TDY

(3) Coordination visits - 600 TDY

(4) Corps of Engineers involvement - 10,000 Equipment Rental

(S) Army diver costs - 2,500 TDY and
Equipment Rental

- -" -

b. Indirect Costs:

Salaries of all governmt employees estimated to be 1,200 man-hours
@ SiS/hour *$18,000.

DANIEL L. WILKING
WJ, M6CI USAR
Smitary &4g0ner
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HAZARD CONTROL, INC.

CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT:
Underwater search of Lake Superior's classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

This report submitted as required by: Mike Stich
President
Hazard Control, Inc.



December 10, 1990

St. Paul Army Corps of Engineers
1421 USPO & Customs House
St. Paul, Mn 55108-9808
Attn: Bob Dempsey
Reg: P0, DACW379OM1118
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Underwater search of Lake superior's classified
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

october 25, 1990

St. Paul Army Corps of Engineers
1421 USPO & Customs House
St. Paul, Mn 55108-9808
Attn: Bob Dempsey
Reg: PO# DACW3790M1118

CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT:
Underwater search of Lake Superior's classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this report is to summarize all actions and events which
led to the completion of Hazard Control's contract with the Army Corps
of Engineers, (St. Paul), regarding the search for the barrels in Lake
Superior. This can be accomplished most effectively by a
chronological detailing of the days and events as they happened.

I've enclosed the "contractor's work schedule" (attachment "F") as
part of this final report. The final report will refer frequently to

e numbered boat crews and lettered search areas, so it is highly
.commended to familiarize yourself with attachment "F" before reading
further.

Chronology of Contract

October 5, 1990 - Contractor meets with contracting officer (Bob
Dempsey) at the Duluth Army Corps of Engineers office. Also present
were Dick Beatty, Joan Guilfoyle, Al Kline and two other local corps
workers (Randy and Norm). I submitted my contractors schedule to the
CO and we discussed the facilities, personnel, boats, working hours,
safety, public and press relations. It was decided that the Duluth
Corps facility would serve as our base of operations. The four survey
vessels to be docked behind one another on the Eastern pier. The work
day would run approximately 12 hours (weather permitting) with all
four vessels, in order to maximize coverage of search areas. All
contact with the press and public would be channelled through Bob
Dempsey or Joan Guilfoyle. A 'press day' would be held on Sunday Oct.
14 from 9:00am till 11:00am. No press to be allowed on survey vessels
for safety reasons. It was further agreed that we would officially
begin our search Oct. 11, at 7:00am, allowing one day (Oct. 10) for
practice and electronics tuning.

October 9th - Contractors equipment delivered to the Duluth Corps
facility. Vessel #1 prepared for the operation with EG&G side scan

v and winch. The rest of the equipment stored in the corps warehouse
I lding.

1



CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

October 10th - Practice day began with the arrival of the other
vessels, #2, 3 and 4. The rest of the equipment was then installed on
the boats and a meeting held with all crew members. During the
meeting the search plan was laid out and quadrants assigned to the
three boats (1, 2, 3), outfitted with side scan sonar, boat #4 to be
the verification vessel. Each captain was given a chart of his
assigned quadrant, with one of two options for searching it. They
were ordered to strictly follow the Loran courses mapped out for them,
with no stopping or slowing. They would then call boat #4 for any
strong target verification, if needed. In addition, the captains were
advised to bring all sonar readings, areas mapped and any target
records to the meeting room, each evening, after the daily search
effort, to analyze the findings and prepare for the next days effort.
For the practice session, we assigned 3 practice quadrants directly
Southwest of the main search area (which basically expanded our search
area along the already existing Loran lines #45812 and #45860,
Southwesterly to Loran line #32590). Boat #4 departed first and
dropped 3 empty 55 gallon drums in the practice zone at a depth of 105
feet. Boats 1, 2 and 3 made runs by the submerged barrels with their
sonar activated. After they became accustomed to how the drums
appeared on their sonar graphs, they then proceeded to searching the
practice zones. Boat #4 with it's verification equipment
(magnetometer and underwater video equipment) also made several passes
by the practice drums and then aided the other vessels in searching
'ie practice zones. At approximately 6:00pm all boats were called

±nto port, due to rough seas. A meeting was held to review findings,
procedures and to prepare for the following day. Craig Scott and
Chuck Haber arrived with a Klein side scan sonar and it was installed
on boat 3 in place of a Westmar side scan. All crew members were
advised to be at the corps facility by 7:00am the following day.

October 11th - Upon completion of the 7:00am briefing of the crews,
vessel #1 proceeded to search quadrant A, vessel #2 quadrant C and
vessel #3 quadrant B. Vessel #4 trailed vessel #1 and awaited calls
for verification of any targets (grade 6 or higher) from any of the 3
sonar equipped vessels. Boat #3 proceeded to search approximately the
Northwestern half of quadrant B, boat #2 searched the middle 2/5 of
quadrant C and boat #1 the Northwestern half of quadrant A. All boats
were searching in a Southwest to Northeast (and vice-versa) direction,
along predesignated Loran lines 500 feet apart. The sonar were set at
ranges of 2-300 feet either side of the vessels, in addition to
quadrant A, boat #1 expanded it's search area Northwesterly 1/2 mile
to Loran line 45808, so as to include an area that our pre-bid
investigation had shown to reveal some sonar targets worthy of further
passes with the sophisticated EG&G sonar. At 10:40am, boat #4
received a call from boat #1 to verify 2 cylindrical target that their
sonar had detected at Loran coordinate 32571.15/45810.10. Boat #4
lowered the R.O.V. (remote operated vehicle) at this location and
video taped two large logs and nothing further. Boat #1 also detected
Pnother target at Loran #32572.18/45809.91 which was verified as a

rge rock by boat #4's video tow camera. Boat #3 called boat #4 for
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verification of 2 different target sightings, but only uneven
topography of lake bottom in these areas were noted. All boats
returned to the dock at 8:00pm. A meeting with all crews immediately
followed, where sonar readings, videos and other findings were
discussed and reviewed.

October 12th - Boats #1, 3, 4 departed at 7:30am. Boat #2 departed at
9:30am. Boat #1 proceeded to search the balance of quadrant A, boat
#2 an additional 2/5 of quadrant C and boat #3 the balance of quadrant
B. At approximately 10:00am boat #1 called boat #4 to verify 3 barrel
like targets at Loran #32575.2/45623.0. After 14 passes with the
magnetometer, boat #4 was unable to detect any metallic object and
discontinued this particular verification effort. A short time later
boat #1 called again and they had detected 9 large "blotches" on the
lake bottom. These "blotches" were 20-30 foot in diameter, about 50
feet from each other, and in a Linear pattern. The "blotches" are
located in the area of Loran #32584.5/45830. Boat #3 also detected
similar "blotches" at Loran #32585.7/45824.9 verification by boat #4's
section scan sonar and video cameras revealed these "blotches" to be
groups of small rocks that apparently were dropped in piles by passing
surface ships. At approximately 2:00pm boat #3 called boat #4 to
verify a large target they had detected at Loran #32576.01/45821.34.
Boat #4 lowered the R.O.V. and verified the target as a small
shipwreck. With the help of Pat Labodie, of the Duluth Museum, a
ositive identification of the vessel was possible. It was revealed
i be the A.C. Adams, a 65 foot tug boat, built in 1881, sunk in 1929

in 112 feet of water. Pat felt that it was of little historical
significance and there appeared to be nothing of value left on the
ship. The wreck is fairly intact and will probably be open to amateur
scuba divers. All vessels returned to the dock at 8:30pm. A meeting
was held and sonar, video and all findings were studied and reviewed.

October 13th - Boats #1, 3, 4 departed at 7:00am. Boat 2 departed at
10:00am to begin searching the Northwest section of quadrant E. Boat
#1 proceeded to search the Southwest section of quadrant G and boat #3
searched the balance of quadrant C. Boat #4 proceeded to verify
various targets the other boats had detected the day before. Rocks
and tree parts were the only things revealed by boat #4's verification
equipment during the morning hours. At 11:43am boat #1 called boat #4
and stated they had targets of grade level 10 (positive sighting cf
barrels). Boat #4 arrived and lowered it's tow camera to a depth of
180 feet. After several passes with the tow camera, visual recorded
confirmation of the barrels was accomplished. There were 65 barrels
counted in depths ranging from 194 feet to 151 feet. The line of
barrels began at Loran #32563.7/45812.0 (194 feet) and continued 2200
feet along a northerly "S" shaped curve towards shore, Loran
#32562.8/45809.1 (151 feet). The longitude/latitude coordinate of the
middle of the line of barrels is 46 52'46"/91 54'75". The barrels lie
approximately 1 mile off shore from the mouth of the Talmadge River,
directly in front of Lakeview Castle Resort/Hotel.
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After several passes with the underwater tow camera, all boats were
called into port about 2:30pm to review findings, due to wavy
conditions on the lake. Upon arrival, all crew members were called in
for a de-briefing and the video of the barrels was studied. The
barrels appeared to be in excellent condition (some surface rust),
concrete on one end and metal on the other. After the briefing the
crews were released for the day and ordered to report to the dock at
7:00am, to prepare for press day. This same evening the submarine
Hazard Control hired, arrived from Lake Seneca, New York.

October 14th - All crews arrived on the dock at 7:00am for 'press'
day. All video, side scan, magnetometer and other electronic
equipment was unloaded off the survey boats and placed on the dock.
This equipment was displayed, so the press could see it and ask
questions about it. At this time, our second submarine from Duluth
arrived, and together with the other one from New york, they too,
displayed their capabilities for the press in the corps dock Lagoon
area. The press event lasted 3 hours. At noon boats 1, 2, 3, 4
departed the corps dock and began finishing their mapping and survey
work. Boat #1 finished surveying the Southwest 2/5 of section G and
also mapped an area directly NE of where the barrels were discovered.
This area was approximately 3/4 of a mile from the North shore, 1/2
mile wide and extended NE about 4 miles. Boats 2 and 3 finished
surveying the Western half of section E and also re-surveyed some
-issed areas in the practice zone. Boat #4 searched a half mile area
.irectly Southwest of the practice zone. All survey and mapping work
ended at 7:00pm this day and the boats returned to the dock shortly
there after.

October 15th - At 7:00am a brief meeting was held at the corps
facility and plans for recovery of 1-2 barrels were formulated- The
Duluth submarine developed a leak and was unable to assist in any
recovery efforts. The New York sub was loaded on the corps Markus
crane barge along with all recovery, haz.mat., and hard hat dive
equipment. The corps provided the Lake Superior tug to pull the
Markus out to the barrel dumping site. Boat #3 accompanied so as
provided surface support and would tender the submarine during
recovery efforts. We arrived at the dumping site at 12:30pm. The sub
was lowered over the side of the barge by the crane and began it's
initial dive at 1:00pm. The sub located 5 barrels and attempted to
place it's clamping device over one of them. The device was triggered
prematurely and the sub had to be hauled back onto the barge to reset
the clamp. During the second attempt, the sub became entangled in
it's buoy line and had to abort the dive. At 5:30pm the sub made it's
3rd and final dive of the day. As the sub approached a barrel, the
geiger counter in the sub, began to register minute levels of
radiation. The pilot aborted the dive and returned to the surface to
report these readings. Other readings with another geiger counter
were taken on the sub, the buoy line, the tug's anchor and anything
else that was in the water, and the results were negative. The tug,

-ge and boat #3 returned to dock at approximately 8:30pm. A brief
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weeting was held and plans were made for final recovery efforts to
take place on tuesday the 16th.

October 16th - The Lake Superior tug, Markus crane barge and boat #4

departed the corps dock at 8:00am, arriving at the dump site at
9:00am. the purpose of the first submarine dive was to verify any
radioactive readings. The corps' project manager (Bob Dempsey)
accompanied the sub pilot with a second geiger counter. Together they
were submerged in the barrel area for nearly one hour and received no
indications of radioactivity. The barrel clamp was reinstalled on the
sub and a second dive got underway at 1:00pm. After 1 hour the sub
surfaced and reported that his batteries (for his lights) had failed
and that he was unable to locate a barrel during the dive. While the
sub's batteries were being recharged, boat #4 proceeded to locate a
barrel with it's underwater camera. A barrel was located, marked with
a buoy and underwater flashing strobe. At 5:30pm, with batteries
fully charged, the sub made it's final attempt to recover a barrel.
it followed the buoy line down to the barrel and placed it's clamping
device on the barrel. Upon releasing the clamp on the barrel, the sub
returned to barge. Boat #4 then kept tension on the clamp retrieval
line, until the tug was able to maneuver along side and grasp the
line. Upon applying more tension with the tug's winch, the clamp
disengaged itself from the barrel. Unfortunately, the day had expired
and any more recovery attempts were impossible. We concluded that the
'amp wasn't precisely placed on the barrel correctly or was too weak
-o handle the weight of the barrel. All boats returned to the dock at
9:45pm. All equipment was then unloaded and all crews were dismissed.
Hazard Control's concract with the corps was, for the most part,
complete.

October 25th - During a phone conversation with the project manager
(Bob Dempsey) it was made clear, that Hazard Control had developed a
barrel clamping device, capable of retrieving the barrels remotely
from the surface. The project manager stated that he was interested
in the clamp and would have to get approval from his superiors, he
also indicated that he would like Hazard Control to take magnetometer
readings over the barrels. The conversation concluded with the
project manager stating that we would be permitted to run the
magnetometer over the barrels the following Tuesday (Oct. 30th) since
he would also be there with EPA officials to conduct radioactivity
readings and video more barrels with an R.O.V. He said "If there is
a problem with you using the barrel clamping device, I'll call you
back", end of conversation. No call back was ever acknowledged by
Hazard Control people.

October 30th - Hazard Control crew (boat 4), EPA officials and corps
officials meet on corps dock at 7:00am. Boat 4 departs for dump site
at 7:30am. Lake conditions at this time were conducive for
experimentation with the barrel clamping device. By 8:30am a barrel
h~d been located (by underwater camera) and buoyed. The camera was

.ached to the barrel clamping device and the whole apparatus was
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±owered down the barrel buoy line. Within one hour, the device was
maneuvered over the barrel and secured remotely from the surface. The
device (with the barrel) was then slowly raised and brought to 27 feet
of water near the shoreline and then the barrel was gently released
after it was attached with a buoy line. During the whole process
(approx. 2 hours), the barrel and the clamping device are constantly
being monitored VIA the attached underwater camera, so as to demect
any stress, deformation, deterioration, etc., of the barrel, but none
is noted. At noon, boat 1 arrived and was informed of the successful
experimentation with the clamping device. The project manager states
he would like to witness a second experiment with the clamping device
after the EPA crew do their work with the R.O.V. At 4:00pm the
project manager comes aboard boat 4 and assists Hazard Control in the
second experiment with the clamping device. The process was repeated,
with the same results. The second barrel was left near the shoreline
in 52 feet of water with an attached buoy line. Boat 4 returns to the
corps' dock at 9:30pm.

October 31st - Boat 4 returns to the barrel dump site and finishes
it's proton magnetometer readings during the morning hours. By noon,
all Hazard Control equipment has been removed from the corps' dock
facility. The Hazard Control contract with the Army Corps, had been
completed.
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SUMMARY

Hazard Control has met all it's obligations and goals as set forth in
the attached 'scope of work'. We thoroughly surveyed (searched)
approximately 24 square miles of the lake bottom. A total of 88 man
hours was spent by 3 surface ships equipped with side scan sonar and
8 more hours with a magnetometer, by a fourth ship, which summarizes
the underwater metal detection effort. (The magnetometer was found to
have limited effectiveness in this area of Lake Superior). Thirty-six
hours were spent by underwater video cameras, a remote operated
vehicle, and a submarine, completing the underwater inspection portion
of this contract.

As a result of the detection effort, one barrel dump site consisting
of 105 barrels was located. With the aid of the submarine and
underwater cameras visual confirmation of the barrels was
accomplished. By using a camera mounted, remote operated, barrel
grabbing device, two barrels were safely relocated near the shoreline,
enabling the Army Corps to easily remove them from the lake. The
entire contract was successfully completed with out any incident or
violation of any Federal, State or local laws, and without any
incident of injury or damage to persons or property.

This report submitted as required by: Mike Stich
President
Hazard Control, Inc.

MS/amm
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Attachment "B"
Loran Coordinates of Areas Searched

Area Four Corner Coordinates Area-square
miles

A 32576.0/45812.0 32565.0/45812.0
32565.0/45828.0 32576.0/45828.0 4.05

B 32587.0/45812.0 32587.0/45828.0
32576.0/45828.0 32576.0/45812.0 4.05

C 32576.0/45828.0 32576.0/45844.0
32587.0/45844.0 32587.0/45828.0 4.05

SW-G 32565.0/45812.0 32565.0/45818.0
32560.0/45812.0 32560.0/45818.0 1.65

NW-E 32587.0/45844.0 32576.0/45844.0
32587.0/45852.0 32576.0/45852.0 2.02

PRACTICE 32587.0/45812.0 32590.0/45812.0
)NE 32587.0/45860.0 32590.0/45860.0 3.15

SW-P.Z. 32590.0/45812.0 32592.5/45812.0
32592.5/45860.0 32590.0/45860.0 2.25

NW-B.A.G. 32580.0/45812.0 32580.0/45808.0
32543.0/45808.0 32543.0/45812.0 2.975

TOTAL SQUARE MILES= 24.195
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ATTACHMENT "C
Boats, Crew, and Equipment

BOAT CREW (CORPS) EQUIPMENT

#1-"Boyd" Roger Chapman Bob Dempsey EG&G Side Scan Sonar
Terry Aldrich Ken & Randy w/1500ft. of armored
Ken EngelBrecht cable and winch
Ken Knutson

#2 "Madeline Jerry Buchanan King-sonic side scan
Goodrush" Peter Buchanan sonar, underwater

Rick Stauber video camera
Walter Pluid

#3-"Heyboy" Ken Merryman Klein side scan sonar
Ray Julian 2-Westmar Side scan
Steve Petschel sonar, underwater
Craig Scott video camera
Chuck Haber

04-"Northern Dan Gates Proton II magnetometer
:omfort" Ken Anderson R.O.V., underwater tow

Mike Stich camera
John Stich

#5- Harold Maynard K-350 submarine,
"Lakediver" Mike Mechanical arm, lights

Communications.

#6 (Sub #2) Scott Patterson K-250 submarine
(scratched from
service) Mechanical
problems
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STATE OF NEW YORK)
ss: AFFIDAVIT

COUNTY OF CHEMUNG)

HAROLD W. MAYNARD, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

That on the third dive with my submarine, on October 15,

1990, when I was thirty (30) feet from the bottom. the Ceiger

counter started to click. It was set on the lowe~t ievei and only

clicked about once a second for a tcta' (Di ;-iiickut .Vc'

and then stopped wnen Iput it up against TInc r-Orit. ,i nacw. There

was ;,narre, ~ my right, ahon - .

barrel and triE ccouner startec *,c'.ck >u G

1 c.onsider these vsery low ]evf-, '0a . rp o ~~1 i.1

my- rJv ire to b.e arrelay:~t. ~ fq ia~s lmt ~

io:ked j tse i , -at-~~ ~ c 'u. ~ r Tl :~1- (

rc-uid -epor, *, rr-.- 0cu~~ U'

i en r; n -~u:i as ai-.'- o-- ne -~r .ii;' '

C.-! n r3dirg



STATE OF NEW YORK)
)ss: AFFIDAVIT

COUNTY OF CHEMUNG)

HAROLD W. MAYNARD, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

That on the fifth dive of the day on October 16, 1990, when

a barrel had been found with the underwater camera and buoy placed

on i7., I dove down again with the Geiger counter on and set at T-.F

lowest levei. 1 found a barrel on the edge of a hank, aT r-

hundred and sixty-five (165) feet. i placed my barrel jift r%

de ;Ce on the barre], and locked it jn place. t h-' i rri.urne :

the Esurface, having been down about 30 or 40 minuTrc-.

The !-:. hoat was dispatched Lc Ut) S.-a,_k or, r e ,

the big Tuc was brought over to hoist. the barre! T ,at

" wa- ,r t ne stern Df the tug, and T ohserve. rr'. wc' re in-.

'.c t" I f: t Lhe barrel with a capstan on thc- t. . per-sorla ,

6, ,Ir ' ' , this ;aS i I IUI tPns o sideways .. ri ! he ! -, liu h.

rug was moving when they took tension, it. was all at cnct . f II%-

,- ! ri aLjorl, thil napped the line and oarro, f! irg ,e ',o()

sharp:.:-, cau~irlg the device to either rip from The barrel or crusn

S -;' ~ " is t d , I)e(cf inae! - , . . ) r.t. 30) yet-ars ,i

'oui have waf ak. The barre-i. . mus,: be brough ,  up with s.o.

-e .(vy pr'es sure in the future *,- .t ! hiis *r'-.m happening. f

course, -. s ,s only my personal opinion.

!%1 no ime during this div0--id the Goigcr ounter go off.

/

Pa ~ ~ ~ 4~~ r .C -a ,p I (Harold W. 'layrnarcz

Sworr, to before me this
1 day of October, 1990.

BA .V A" o A - "
New.,.
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October 5, 1990

St. Paul Army Corps of Engineers
1421 USPO & Custom House
St. Paul, Mn 55101-9808
Attn: Bob Dempsey
PO# DACW3790M1118

Attachment "F"
Contractor's Work Schedule

for
Underwater search for Lake Superior classified barrel disposal site

Duluth, Minnesota

General: Hazard Control intends to use the Duluth Army Corps of
Engineers' office and dock area, as it's base of operations. Crew
briefings, docking of search vessels, equipment storage, and other
support will be headquartered at this location. We will have four
surface vessels and at least one (possibly tw submarines.

7. Vessels, equipment and crew:

"essel #1: will be the Boyd, a 45' launch provided by the Duluth
rmy Corps of Engineers. This will be the flag ship of search fleet

and captained by a corps provided pilot. Roger Chapman (of
international Marine Systems, Millwaukee, Wisc.) who is Hazard
Control's 'Director of Marine Operations', will be stationed on this
vessel. He will also operate EG&G side scan sonar from this boat. In
addition, Terry Aldrich (Hazard Control's General Manager) will be on
board for technical support. Terry is also an expert in hazardous
materials, certified medic and fireman. A tow camera may also be
provided to observe the bottom of the lake and video tape as
necessary.

Vessel #2 will be the "Madeline Goodrush", a 33' twin engine (V-8's),
piloted by Jerry Buchanan. Jerry is an experienced Lake Superior
shipwreck discoverer and is highly skilled in water related
electronics. He will have Rick Stauber as his crew member. Rick is
a certified and very experienced scuba diver and also quite familiar
with underwater electronics. The vessel will be equipped with a
'king-sonic' side scan sonar in addition to other various electronic
equipment.

Vessel #3 will be the "Hey Boy". a 31 footer, piloted by Ken Merryman.
Ken is a Lake Superior charter captain, shipwreck searcher, scuba
diver and is highly skilled in water related electronics. Mike Toch
(of International Marine, Milwaukee) will be operating a Westmar side
scan sonar from this vessel. In addition, Ray Julian (Master diver
nd electronic whiz) will be Ken's ist mate. Also, on board will be

oes Deibler of Hazard Control for additional technical support. Ken
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will also have an underwater tow camera for viewing and recording the
lake bottom.

Vessel #4 will be the "Northern Comfort" a 27 footer, piloted by Dan
Gates. Dan is a Lake Superior charter captain, shipwreck searcher,
scuba diver and skilled in underwater electronics. Mike Stich
(President of Hazard Control and +he Corps' Contractor) will be
operating a Proton II magnetometer from this vessel. Ken Anderson (of
Twin City based search and rescue outfit) will be operating a Westmar
section scan sonar. Also, on board will be John Stich, experienced
with the magnetometer and for technical support. This boat will also
have an R.O.V. (remote operated vehicle) for viewing and recording the
lake bottom.

All surface boats will have Loran, for linear navigation, electronic
and/or graph depth finders and be linked by radio communications.

Vessel #5 will be the "lake Di -r" a K-350 model submarine, piloted by
Harold Maynard of Wellsburg, New York. Harold has made more than 5CC
dives with his sub, and over 100 of these to depths greater than 300
feet. His vessel is equipped with directional sonar, hydro-phones,
mechanical arm, four 500,000 candle power lights and has video and
still photo capability.

Search Procedure:

Vessels number 1, 2, and 3 will be the designated search vessels.
Each vessel will be assigned to search one quadrant of the target
area. The target area (see attached map) has been divided into 9
quadrants, lettered from A through I (with A being most likely, and
the least) . Each vessel will follow assigned Loran TD lines in
straight and parallel search patterns. These lines are 500 feet
apart, which will allow a 50 foot overlap based on an effective range
of 300 feet either side of the vessel, using side scan sonar. As the
vessels detect probable targets, the sonar operator will grade the
target, on a level of 1-10, with 10 being a barrel (for sure) and then
descending numerical grading with 1 being least likely. At the same
time a target is sighted and graded, the pilot or support crew will
log the exact location on Loran. The vessel will keep proceeding on
it's designated search pattern with no slowing down or stopping. The
Loran reading of the target will then be transmitted by radio to boat
#4, which will (by using section scan sonar and magnetometer) verify
if the target is metal. if indeed the target is metal, then again the
Loran reading is taken, recorded and the target re-graded by boat #4
as being very likely target (barrel). This procedure will continue
until all 9 quadrants are searched, time runs out, or weather
interferes.

III. Verification:

After the entire target area is searched by surface vessels, the
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verification (visual sighting of targets) process will begin. Vessel
#5 will be brought to the highest graded targets and attempt to make
visual contact with the target. Other surface vessels equipped with
underwater video capability will attempt to verify lesser graded
targets. Should a barrel actually be sighted, a marking buoy will be
dropped on the exact location and additional attempts to locate other
barrels in the area will continue. Upon completion of the
verification process, the last part of the contract will begin.

IV. Recovery:

Should several barrels be sighted, video and still photo's of the
barrel will be taken and studied to try to determine it's contents.
If they prove to be imconclusive, then vessel #5 will attempt to take
samples from barrels that have rusted through and place them into
sample containers, which will be lowered from the surface. These
containers will be DOT approved hazardous containment drums and will
be sealed just under the surface of the water, so as not to expose the
contents to air. If a rusted or deteriorated barrel cannot be found,
than an intact barrel will be located. A barrel device will be
lowered over the barrel from the surface and maneuvered into positio.n
by vessel #5's mechanical arm. The barrel will be slowly raised until
it is approximately 10 feet from the surface and then brought to
shallow water where it will be contained in a 95 gallon over-pack DOT
pproved drum and sealed beneath the surface of the water. The drur

will then be turned over to the Corps of Engineers for further
disposition.

V. Chronology of events and dated work schedule:

October 5, 1990 Contractors work schedule, plan and procedure to
take place at Duluth Army Corps of Engineers office.

October 9, 1990 Contractors equipment to be delivered to base of
operations, corps office Duluth approx. 3-4:00pm.

October 10, 1990 Surface vessels #1-4, crews, and balance of
equipment to arrive at base of operations. Equipment installed,
practice runs made, meeting with crew and corps approx. 9:00am.

October 11, 1990 7:00am search officially begins and scheduled to
run 12 hours. Meeting and review findings afterwards.

October 12, 1990 7:00am search continues and runs 12 hours.
Meeting and review findings afterwards.

October 13, 1990 Search continues, 7:00am and runs 12 hours.
Meeting and review findings afterwards.

-tober 14, 1990 Submarine arrives 7:00am, press invited at 9:ooam.
-amonstration for 2 hours. Then verifications and search for
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additional 8 hours. Meeting and review findings afterwards.

October 15, 1990 7:00am verification, search, recovery (depends on
findings) run 12 hours. Meeting and review findings afterwards.

October 16, 1990 7:00am verification and recovery-should conclude
run 12 hours. Meeting and review afterwards.

October 17, 1990 Site investigations concluded. Review all findings.

VI. Summary:

Hazard Control's intention is to locate and possibly recover at least
one, if not 2 barrels. not only will Hazard Control meet the
requirements of this contract, we will exceed it to the extent that
all parties concerned, including the residents of Duluth, are
satisfied with the effort put forth. Hazard Control intends to search
at least 32 square miles of the bottom of Lake Superior. With 3
surface searching vessels, a minimum of 100 hours will be spent,
electronically searching for targets. The equipment provided far
exceeds the requirement of this contract. Further more, we intend to
have a second submersible available for verification, recovery and
safety reasons, but as of this writing, that has not been confirmed.
the only problem that we could encounter is weather. Should that
terfere with completing this contract Hazard Contrcl will extend

.t's time in Duluth, as long as we financially are able to.

Report completed by Mike Stich, President of Hazard Control, Inc.

*Also attached: 1. Map of designated search area
2. Safety plan

MS/amm
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

SAFETY PLAN

Hazard Control's business is safety and as such we have taken the
following precautions for this contract, even though no diving is
anticipated:

1. Certified and experienced divers with equipment on each vessel.
2. Medical supplies and oxygen on each vessel.
3. Certified medic and 3 licensed hard hat professional divers with
equipment as part of crew.
4. Hazardous materials handling equipment and protective clothing on
each vessel.
5. Personnel experienced in CPR/Ist Aid on each vessel.
6. A second submarine available to support the other.
7. Constant radio contact with all vessels.
8. The following phone numbers distributed to each vessel captain:

Emergency 911
A. Dan (divers Alert Network) emergency 919-684-811

Mpls. 612-588-2731
B. Nearest hyperbaric chamber-Mpls. 612-347-3131

*Notified of operation
C. Hospitals-Duluth, St. Mary's 218-726-4357

St. Luke's 218-726-5616
Mpls. Hennepin Co. Medical Center 612-347-3131
Methodist 612-932-5353

D. Coast Guard, Duluth 218-720-5412
E. Helicopter, Traverse City Mich. Coast Guard

616-992-8214. *Notified of operation
F. Coast Guard, Soo St. Marie 909-635-3231

*Notified of operation, also given coordinates of
search area, they will broadcast warnings during
operational period to keep other craft clear of

our vessels.
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

I\

'A r- -.

Map at Designated Search Area
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

Search Lines for Section A

SW to NE Search Plan
Line Spacing - 500 feet
Line Length - 13750 feet

S1 S2 S1 S2

Line #1 32576.0 45812.0 32565.0 45812.0
Line #2 32576.0 45813.0 32565.0 45813.0
Line #3 32576.0 45814.0 32565.0 45814.0
Line #4 32576.0 45815.0 32565.0 45815.0
Line #5 32576.0 45816.0 32565.0 45816.0
Line #6 32576.0 45817.0 32565.0 45817.0
Line #7 32576.0 45818.0 32565.0 45818.0
Line #8 32576.0 45819.0 32565.0 45819.0
Line #9 32576.0 45820.0 32565.0 45820.0
Line #10 32576.0 45821.0 32565.0 45821.0
Line #11 32576.0 45822.0 32565.0 45822.0
Line #12 22576.0 45823 .0 32565.0 45823.0
Line #13 2576.0 45824.0 32565.0 45824 .0
Line #14 32576.0 45825.0 32565.0 45825.0
Line #15 32576.0 45826.0 32565.0 45826.0
Tine #16 32576.0 45827.0 32565.0 45827.0
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

Search Lines for Section B

SW to NE Search Plan
Line Spacing - 500 feet
Line Length - 13750 feet

S1 S2 S1 S2

Line #1 32587.0 45812.0 32576.0 45812.0
Line #2 32587.0 45813.0 32576.0 45813.0
Line #3 32587.0 45814.0 32576.0 45814.0
Line #4 32587.0 45815.0 32576.0 45815.0
Line #5 32587.0 45816.0 32576.0 45816.0
Line #6 32587.0 45817.0 32576.0 45817.0
Line #7 32587.0 45818.0 32576.0 45818.0
Line #8 32587.0 45819.0 32576.0 45819.0
Line #9 32587.0 45820.0 32576.0 45820.0
Line #10 32587.0 45821.0 32576.0 45821.0
Line #11 32587.0 45822.0 32576.0 45822.0
Line #12 32587.0 45823.0 32576.0 45823.0
Line #13 32587.0 45824.0 32576.0 45824.0
Line #14 32587.0 45825.0 32576.0 45825.0
Line #15 32587.0 45826.0 32576.0 45826.0
Tine #16 32587.0 45827.0 32576.0 45827.0
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

Search Lines for Section C

SW to NE Search Plan
Line Spacing - 500 feet
Line Length - 13750 feet

S1 S2 S1 S2

Line #1 32587.0 45828.0 32576.0 45828.0
Line #2 32587.0 45829.0 32576.0 45829.0
Line #3 32587.0 45830.0 32576.0 45830.0
Line #4 32587.0 45831.0 32576.0 45831.0
Line #5 32587.0 45832.0 32576.0 45832.0
Line #6 32587.0 45833.0 32576.0 45833.0
Line #7 32587.0 45834.0 32576.0 45834.0
Line #8 32587.0 45835.0 32576.0 45835.0
Line #9 32587.0 45836.0 32576.0 45836.0
Line #10 32587.0 45837.0 32576.0 45837.0

Line #I1 32587.0 45838.0 32576.0 45838.0
Line #12 32587.0 45839.0 32576.0 45839.0
Line #13 32587.0 45840.0 32576.0 45840.0
Line #14 32587.0 45841.0 32576.0 45841.0
-ine #15 32587.0 45842.0 32576.0 45842.0
ine #16 32587.0 45843.0 32576.0 45843.0
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

Search Lines for Section D

SW to NE Search Plan
Line Spacing - 500 feet
Line Length - 13750 feet

S1 S2 S1 S2

Line #1 32576.0 45828.0 32565.0 45828.0
Line #2 32576.0 45829.0 32565.0 45829.0
Line #3 32576.0 45830.0 32565.0 45830.0
Line #4 32576.0 45831.0 32565.0 45831.0
Line #5 32576.0 45832.0 32565.0 45832.0
Line #6 32576.0 45833.0 32565.0 45833.0
Line #7 32576.0 45834.0 32565.0 45834.0
Line #8 32576.0 45835.0 32565.0 45835.0
Line #9 32576.0 45836.0 32565.0 45836.0
Line #10 32576.0 45837.0 32565.0 45837.0
Line #11 32576.0 45838.0 32565.0 45838.0
Line #12 32576.0 45839.0 32565.0 45839.0
Line #13 32576.0 45840.0 32565.0 45840.0
Line #14 32576.0 45841.0 32565.0 45841.0
Tine #15 32576.0 45842.0 32565.0 45842.0

ne #16 32576.0 45843.0 32565.0 45843.0
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

Search Lines for Section E

SW to NE Search Plan
Line Spacing - 500 feet
Line Length - 13750 feet

Sl S2 Sl S2

Line #1 32587.0 45844.0 32576.0 45844.0
Line #2 32587.0 45845.0 32576.0 45845.0
Line #3 32587.0 45846.0 32576.0 45846.0
Line #4 32587.0 45847.0 32576.0 45847.0
Line #5 32587.0 45848.0 32576.0 45848.0
Line #6 32587.0 45849.0 32576.0 45849.0
Line #7 32587.0 45850.0 32576.0 45850.0
Line #8 32587.0 45851.0 32576.0 45851.0
Line #9 32587.0 45852.0 32576.0 45852.0
Line #10 32587.0 45853.0 32576.0 45853.0
Line #11 32587.0 45854.0 32576.0 45854.0
Line #12 32587.0 45855.0 32576.0 45855.0
Line #13 32587.0 45856.0 32576.0 45856.0
Line #14 32587.0 45857.0 32576.0 45857.0
Line #15 32587.0 45858.0 32576.0 45858.0
ine #16 32587.0 45859.0 32576.0 45859.0
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

Search Lines for Section F

SW to NE Search Plan
Line Spacing - 500 feet
Line Length - 13750 feet

S1 S2 Sl S2

Line #1 32576.0 45844.0 32565.0 45844.0
Line #2 32576.0 45845.0 32565.0 45845.0
Line #3 32576.0 45846.0 32565.0 45846.0
Line #4 32576.0 45847.0 32565.0 45847.0
Line #5 32576.0 45848.0 32565.0 45848.0
Line #6 32576.0 45849.0 32565.0 45849.0
Line #7 32576.0 45850.0 32565.0 45850.0
Line #8 32576.0 45851.0 32565.0 45851.0
Line #9 32576.0 45852.0 32565.0 45852.0
Line #10 32576.0 45853.0 32565.0 45853.0
Line #11 32576.0 45854.0 32565.0 45854.0
Line #12 32576.0 45855.0 32565.0 45855.0
Line #13 32576.0 45856.0 32565.0 458,6.0
Line #14 32576.0 45857.0 32565.0 45857.0
Line #15 32576.0 45858.0 32565.0 45858.0
Tine #16 32576.0 45859.0 32565.0 45859.0
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

Search Lines for Section G

SW to NE Search Plan
Line Spacing - 500 feet
Line Length - 13750 feet

s1 S2 Sl S2

Line #1 32565.0 45812.0 32554.0 45812.0
Line #2 32565.0 45813.0 32554.0 45813.0
Line #3 32565.0 45814.0 32554.0 45814.0
Line #4 32565.0 45815.0 32554.0 45815.0
Line #5 32565.0 45816.0 32554.0 45816.0
Line #6 32565.0 45817.0 32554.0 45817.0
Line #7 32565.0 45818.0 32554.0 45818.0
Line #8 32565.0 45819.0 32554.0 45819.0
Line #9 32565.0 45820.0 32554.0 45820.0
Line #10 32565.0 45821.0 32554.0 45821.0
Line #11 32565.0 45822.0 32554.0 45822.0
Line #12 32565.0 45823.0 32554.0 45823.0
Line #13 32565.0 45824.0 32554.0 45824.0
Line #14 32565.0 45825.0 32554.0 45825.0
-ine #15 32565.0 45826.0 32554.0 45826.0
.ine #16 32565.0 45827.0 32554.0 45827.0
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

Search Lines for Section H

SW to NE Search Plan
Line Spacing - 500 feet
Line Length - 13750 feet

Si S2 Si S2

Line #1 32565.0 45828.0 32554.0 45828.0Line #2 32565.0 45829.0 32554.0 45829.0
Line #3 32565.0 45830.0 32554.0 45830.0Line #4 32565.0 45831.0 32554.0 45831.0Line #5 32565.0 45832.0 32554.0 45832.0
Line #6 32565.0 45833.0 32554.0 45833.0Line #7 32565.0 45834.0 32554.0 45834.0
Line #8 32565.0 45835.0 32554.0 45835.0
Line #9 32565.0 45836.0 32554.0 45836.0Line #10 32565.0 45837.0 32554.0 45837.0
Line #11 32565.0 45838.0 32554.0 45838.0Line #12 32565.0 45839.0 32554.0 45839.0
Line #13 32565.0 45840.0 32554.0 45840.0
Line #14 32565.0 45841.0 32554.0 45841.0
Line #15 32565.0 45842.0 32554.0 45842.0
>ne #16 32565.0 45843.0 32554.0 45843.0
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

Search Lines for Section I

SW to NE Plan
Line Spacing - 500 feet
Line Length - 13750 feet

S1 S2 S1 S2

Line #1 32565.0 45844.0 32554.0 45844.0
Line #2 32565.0 45845.0 32554.0 45845.0
Line #3 32565.0 45846.0 32554.0 45846.0
Line #4 32565.0 45847.0 32554.0 45847.0
Line #5 32565.0 45848.0 32554.0 45848.0
Line #6 32565.0 45849.0 32554.0 45849.0
Line #7 32565.0 45850.0 32554.0 45850.0
Line #8 32565.0 45851.0 32554.0 45851.0
Line #9 32565.0 45852.0 32554.0 45852.0
Line #10 32565.0 45853.0 32554.0 45853.0
Line #11 32565.0 45854.0 32554.0 45854. 0
Line #12 32565.0 45855.0 32554.0 45855.0
Line #13 32565. 0 45856.0 32554.0 45856.0
Line #14 32565.0 45857.0 32554.0 45857.0
Line #15 32565.0 45858.0 32554.0 45858.0
"ine #16 32565.0 45859.0 32554 .0 45859.0
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

Search Lines for Section A

NW to SE Search Plan
Line Spacing - 500 feet
Line Length - 8240 feet

S1 S2 S1 S2

Line #1 32575.8 45812.0 32575.8 45828.0
Line #2 32575.4 45812.0 32575.4 45828.0
Line #3 32575.0 45812.0 32575.0 45828.0
Line #4 32574.6 45812.0 32574.6 45828.0
Line #5 32574.2 45812.0 32574.2 45828.0
Line #6 32573.8 45812.0 32573.8 45828.0
Line #7 32573.4 45812.0 32573.4 45828.0
Line #8 32573.0 45812.0 32573.0 45828.0
Line #9 32572.6 45812.0 32572.6 45828.0
Line #10 32572.2 45812.0 32572.2 45828.0
Line #11 32571.8 45812.0 32571.8 45828.0
Line #12 32571.4 45812.0 32571.4 45828.0
Line #13 32571.0 45812.0 32571.0 45828.0
Line #14 32570.6 45812.0 32570.6 45828.0
Line #15 32570.2 45812.0 32570.2 45828.0
Line #16 32569.8 45812.0 32569.8 45828.0ine #17 32569.4 45812.0 32569.4 45828.0
-ine #18 32569.0 45812.0 32569.0 45828.0
Line #19 32568.6 45812.0 32568.6 45828.0
Line #20 32568.2 45812.0 32568.2 45828.0
Line #21 32567.8 45812.0 32567.8 45828.0
Line #22 32567.4 45812.0 32567.4 45828.0
Line #23 32567.0 45812.0 32567.0 45828.0
Line #24 32566.6 45812.0 32566.6 45828.0
line #25 32566.2 45812.0 32566.2 45828.0
Line #26 32565.8 45812.0 32565.8 45828.0
Line #27 32565.4 45812.0 32565.4 45828.0
Line #28 32565.0 45812.0 32565.0 45828.0
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

Search Lines for Section B

NW to SE Search Plan
Line Spacing - 500 feet
Line Length - 8240 feet

S1 S2 S1 S2

Line #1 32587.0 45812.0 32587.0 45828.0
Line #2 32586.6 45812.0 32586.6 45828.0
Line #3 32586.2 45812.0 32586.2 45828.0
Line #4 32585.8 45812.0 32585.8 45828.0
Line #5 32585.4 45812.0 32585.4 45828.0
Line #6 32585.0 45812.0 32585.0 45828.0
Line #7 32584.6 45812.0 32584.6 45828.0
Line #8 32584.2 45812.0 32584.2 45828.0
Line #9 32583.8 45812.0 32583.8 45828.0
Line #10 32583.4 45812.0 32583.4 45828.0
Line #1! 32583.0 45812.0 32583.0 45828.0
Line #12 32582.6 45812.0 32582.6 45828.0
Line #13 32582.2 45812.0 32582.2 4582. 0
Line #14 32581.8 45812.0 32581.8 45828. 0
Line #15 32581.4 45812.0 32581.4 45828.0
Line #16 32581.0 45812.0 32581.0 45828. 0
ine #17 32580.6 45812.0 32580.6 45828.Q

Line #18 32580.2 45812.0 32580.2 45828.0
Line #19 32579.8 45812.0 32579.8 45828.0
Line #20 32579.4 45812.0 32579.4 45828.0
Line #21 32579.0 45812.0 32579.0 45828.0
Line #22 32578.6 45812.0 32578.6 45828.0
Line #23 32578.2 45812.0 32578.2 45828.0
Line #24 32577.8 45812.0 32577.8 45828.0
Line #25 32577.4 45812.0 32577.4 45828.0
Line #26 32577.0 45812.0 32577.0 45828.0
Line #27 32576.6 45812.0 32576.6 45828.0
Line #28 32576.2 45812.0 32576.2 45828.0
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

Search Lines for Section C

NW to SE Search Plan
Line Spacing - 500 feet
Line Length - 8240 feet

S1 S2 S1 S2

Line #1 32587.0 45828.0 32587.0 45844.0
Line #2 32586.6 45828.0 32586.6 45844.0
Line #3 32586.2 45828.0 32586.2 45844.0
Line #4 32585.8 45828.0 32585.8 45844.0
Line #5 32585.4 45828.0 32585.4 45844.0
Line #6 32585.0 45828.0 32585.0 45844.0
Line #7 32584.6 45828.0 32584.6 45844.0
Line #8 32584.2 45828.0 32584.2 45844.0
Line #9 32583.8 45828.0 32583.8 45844.0
Line #10 32583.4 45828.0 32583.4 45844.0
Line #11 32583.0 45828.0 32583.0 45844.0
Line #12 32582.6 45828.0 32582.6 45844.0
Line #13 32582.2 45828.0 32582.2 45844.0
Line #14 32581.8 45828.0 32581.8 45844.0
Line #15 32581.4 45828.0 32581.4 45844.0
ine #16 32581.0 45828.0 32581.0 45844.0

Line #17 32580.6 45828.0 32580.6 45844.0
Line #18 32580.2 45828.0 32580.2 45844.0
Line #19 32579.8 45828.0 32579.8 45844.0
Line #20 32579.4 45828.0 32579.4 45844.0
Line #21 32579.0 45828.0 32579.0 45844.0
Line #22 32578.6 45828.0 32578.6 45844.0
Line #23 32578.2 45828.0 32578.2 45844.0
Line #24 32577.8 45828.0 32577.8 45844.0
Line #25 32577.4 45828.0 32577.4 45844.0
Line #26 32577.0 45828.0 32577.0 45844.0
Line #27 32576.6 45828.0 32576.6 45844.0
Line #28 32576.2 45828.0 32576.2 45844.0
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT

Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified
barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

Search Lines for Section D

NW to SE Search Plan
Line Spacing - 500 feet
Line Length - 8240 feet

Sl S2 Sl S2

Line #1 32575.8 45828.0 32575.8 45844.0

Line #2 32575.4 45828.0 32575.4 45844.0

Line #3 32575.0 45828.0 32575.0 45844.0

Line #4 32574.6 45828.0 32574.6 45844.0

Line #5 32574.2 45828.0 32574.2 45844.0

Line #6 32573.8 45828.0 32573.8 45844.0

Line #7 32573.4 45828.0 32573.4 45844.0

Line #8 32573.0 45828.0 32573.0 45844.0

Line #9 32572.6 45828.0 32572.6 45844.0

Line #10 32572.2 45828.0 32572.2 45844.0

Line #11 32571.8 45828.0 32571.8 45844.0

Line #12 32571.4 45828.0 32571.4 45844.0

Line #13 32571.0 45828.0 32571.0 45844.0

Line #14 32570.6 45828.0 32570.6 45844.0

Line #15 32570.2 45828.0 32570.2 45844.0

ine #16 32569.8 45828.0 32569.8 45844.0
.ine #17 32569.4 45828.0 32569.4 45844.0
Line #18 32569.0 45828.0 32569.0 45844.0

Line #19 325686 45828.0 32568.6 45844.0

Line #20 32568.2 45828.0 32568.2 45844.0

Line #21 32567.8 45828.0 32567.8 45844.0

Line #22 32567.4 45828.0 32567.4 45844.0

Line #23 32567.0 45828.0 32567.0 45844.0

Line #24 32566.6 45828.0 32566.6 45844.0

Line #25 32566.2 45828.0 32566.2 45844.0

Line #26 32565.8 45828.0 32565.8 45844.0

Line #27 32565.4 45828.0 32565.4 45844.0

Line #28 32565.0 45828.0 32565.0 45844.0
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

Search Lines for Section E

NW to SE Search Plan
Line Spacing - 500 feet
Line Length - 8240 feet

S1 S2 S1 S2

Line #1 32587.0 45844.0 32587.0 45860.0
Line #2 32586.6 45844.0 32586.6 45860.0
Line #3 32586.2 45844.0 32586.2 45860.0
Line #4 32585.8 45844.0 32585.8 45860.0
Line #5 32585.4 45844.0 32585.4 45860.0
Line #6 32585.0 45844.0 32585.0 45860.0
Line #7 32584.6 45844.0 32584.6 45860.0
Line #8 32584.2 45844.0 32584.2 45860.0
Line #9 32583.8 45844.0 32583.8 45860.0
Line #10 32583.4 45844.0 32583.4 45860.0
Line #11 32583.0 45844.0 32583.0 45860.0
Line #12 32582.6 45844.0 32582.6 45860.0
Line #13. 32582.2 45844.0 32582.2 45860.0
Line #14 32581.8 45844.0 32581.8 45860.0
Line #15 32581.4 45844.0 32581.4 45860.0
"ine #16 32581.0 45844.0 32581.0 45860.0
.ine #1- 32580.6 45844.0 32580.6 45860.0
Line #18 32580.2 45844.0 32580.2 45860.0
Line #19 32579.8 45844.0 32579.8 45860.0
Line #20 32579.4 45844.0 32579.4 45860.0
Line #11 32579.0 45844.0 32579.0 45860.0
Line #22 32578.6 45844.0 32578.6 45860.0
Line #23 32578.2 45844.0 32578.2 45860.0
Line #24 32577.8 45844.0 32577.8 45860.0
Line #25 32577.4 45844.0 32577.4 45860.0
Line #26 32577.0 45844.0 32577.0 45860.0
Line #27 32576.6 45844.0 32576.6 45860.0
Line #28 32576.2 45844.0 32576.2 45860.0
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

Search Lines for Section F

NW to SE Search Plan
Line Spacing - 500 feet
Line Length - 8240 feet

S1 S2 S1 S2

Line #1 32575.8 45844.0 32575.8 45860.0Line #2 32575.4 45844.0 32575.4 45860.0Line #3 32575.0 45844.0 32575.0 45860.0
Line #4 32574.6 45844.0 32574.6 45860.0
Line 15 32574.2 45844.0 32574.2 45860.0
Line #6 32573.8 45844.0 32573.8 45860.0
Line #7 32573.4 45844.0 32573.4 45860.0Line #8 32573.0 45844.0 32573.0 45860.0Line #9 32572.6 45844.0 32572.6 45860.0Line #10 32572.2 45844.0 32572.2 45860.0Line #11 32571.8 45844.0 32571.8 45860.0Line #12 32571.4 45844.0 32571.4 45860.0
Line #13 32571.0 45844.0 32571.0 45860.0Line #14 32570.6 45844.0 32570.6 45860.0
Line #15 32570.2 45844.0 32570.2 45860.0
ine #16 32569.8 45844.0 32569.8 45860.0.ine #17 32569.4 45844.0 32569.4 45860.0

Line #18 32569.0 45844.0 32569.0 45860.0
Line #19 32568.6 45844.0 32568.6 45860.0
Line #20 32568.2 45844.0 32568.2 45860.0Line #21 32567.8 45844.0 32567.8 45860.0Line #22 32567.4 45844.0 32567.4 45860.0
Line #23 32567.0 45844.0 32567.0 45860.0
Line #24 32566.6 45844.0 32566.6 45860.0
Line #25 32566.2 45844.0 32566.2 45860.0
Line #26 32565.8 45844.0 32565.8 45860.0
Line #27 32565.40 45844.0 32565.4 45860.0Line #28 32565.0 45844.0 32565.0 45860.0
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

Search Lines for Section G

NW to SE Search Plan
Line Spacing - 500 feet
Line Length - 8240 Feet

S1 S2 S1 S2

Line #1 32564.6 45812.0 32564.6 45828.0
Line #2 32564.2 45812.0 32564.2 45828.0
Line #3 32563.8 45812.0 32563.8 45828.0
Line #4 32563.4 45812.0 32563.4 45828.0
Line #5 32563.0 45812.0 32563.0 45828.0
Line #6 32562.6 45812.0 32562.6 45828.0
Line #7 32562.2 45812.0 32562.2 45828.0
Line #8 32561.8 45812.0 32561.8 45828.0
Line #9 32561.4 45812.0 32561.4 45828.0
Line #10 32561.0 45812.0 32561.0 45828.0
Line #11 32560.6 45812.0 32560.6 45828.0
Line #12 32560.2 45812.0 32560.2 45828.0
Line #13 32559.8 45812.0 32559.8 45828.0
Line #14 32559.4 45812.0 32559.4 45828.0
Line #15 32559.0 45812.0 32559.0 45828.0

ne #16 32558.6 45812.0 32558.6 45828.0
= ne #17 32558.2 45812.0 32558.2 45828.0
Line #18 32557.8 45812.0 32557.8 45828.0
Line #19 32557.4 45812.0 32557.4 45828.0
Line #20 32557.0 45812.0 32557 .0 45828.0
Line #21 32556.6 45812.0 32556.6 45828.0
Line #22 32556.2 45812.0 32556.2 45828.0
Line #23 32555.8 45812.0 32555.8 45828.0
Line #24 32555.4 45812.0 32555.4 45828.0
Line #25 32555.0 45812.0 32555.0 45828.0
Line #26 32554.6 45812.0 32554.6 45828.0
Line #27 32554.2 45812.0 32554.2 45828.0
Line #28 32553.8 45812.0 32553.8 45828.0
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

Search Lines for Section H

NW to SE Search Plan
Line Spacing - 500 feet
Line Length - 8240 feet

s1 S2 Sl S2

Line 11 32564.6 45828.0 32564.6 45844.0
Line #2 32564.2 45828.0 32564.2 45844.0
Line #3 32563.8 45828.0 32563.8 45844.0
Line #4 32563.4 45828.0 32563.4 45844.0
Line #5 32563.0 45828.0 32563.0 45844.0
Line #6 32562.6 45828.0 32562.6 45844.0
Line #7 32562.2 45828.0 32562.2 45844.0
Line #8 32561.8 45828.0 32561.8 45844.0
Line #9 32561.4 45828.0 32561.4 45844.0
Line #10 32561.0 45828.0 32561.0 45844.0
Line #11 32560.6 45828.0 32560.6 45844.0
Line #12 32560.2 45828.0 32560.2 45844.0
Line #13 32559.8 45828.0 32559.8 45844.0
Line #14 32559.4 45828.0 32559.4 45844.0
Line #15 32559.0 45828.0 32559.0 45844. 0
ine #16 32558.6 45828.0 32558.6 45844.0

.ine #17 32558.2 45828.0 32558.2 45844.0
Line #18 32557.8 45828.0 32557.8 45844.0
Line #19 32557.4 45828.0 32557.4 45844.0
Line #20 32557.0 45828.0 32557.0 45844.0
Line #21 32556.6 45828.C 32556.6 45844.0
Line #22 32556.2 45828.0 32556.2 45844.0
Line #23 32555.8 45828.0 32555.8 45844.0
Line #24 32555.4 45828.0 32555.4 45844.0
Line #25 32555.0 45828.0 32555.0 45844.0
Line #26 32554.6 45828.0 32554.6 45844.0
Line #27 32554.2 45828.0 32554.2 45844.0
Line #28 32553.8 45828.0 32553.8 45844.0
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CONTRACTORS FINAL REPORT
Underwater Search of Lake Superior's Classified

barrel disposal site, Duluth, Minnesota.

Search Lines For Section I

NW to SE Search Plan
Line Spacing - 500 feet
Line Length - 8240 feet

S1 S2 Sl S2

Line #1 32564.6 45844.0 32564.6 45860.0
Line #2 32564.2 45844.0 32564.2 45860.0
Line #3 32563.8 45844.0 32563.8 45860.0
Line #4 32563.4 45844.0 32563.4 45860.0
Line #5 32563.0 45844.0 32563.0 45860.0
Line #6 32562.6 45844.0 32562.6 45860.0
Line #7 32562.2 45844.0 32562.2 45860.0
Line #8 32561.8 45844.0 32561.8 45860.0
Line #9 32561.4 45844.0 32561.4 45860.0
Line #10 32560.4 45844.0 32561.0 45860.0
Line #11 32560.6 45844.0 32560.6 45860.0
Line #12 32560.2 45844.0 32560.2 45860.0
Line #13 32559.8 45844.0 32559.8 45860.0
Line #14 32559.4 45844.0 32559.4 45860.0
Line #15 32559.0 45844.0 32559.0 45860.0
ine #16 32558.6 45844.0 32558.6 45860.0

-ine #17 32558.2 45844.0 32558.2 45860.0
Line #18 32557.8 45844.0 32557.8 45860.0
Line #19 32557.4 45844.0 32557.4 45860.0
Line #20 32557.0 45844.0 32557.0 45860.0
Line #21 32556.6 45844.0 32536.6 45860.0
Line #22 32556.2 45844.0 32556.2 45860.0
Line #23 32555.8 45844.0 32555.8 45860.0
Line #24 32555.4 45844.0 32555.4 45860.0
Line #25 32555.0 45844.0 32555.0 45860.0
Line #26 32554.6 45844.0 32554.6 45860.0
Line #27 32554.2 45844.0 32554.2 45860.0
Line #28 32553.8 45844.0 32553.8 45860.0
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Search Lines for Section A

SW to NE Search Plan

Line Spacing - 500 feet

Line Length - 13750 feet

S1 52 S1 S2

Line # 1 32576.0 45812.0 32565.0 45812.0

Line # 2 32576.0 45813.0 32565.0 45813.0 C'

Line # 3 32576.0 45814.0 32565.0 45814.0 -

Line # 4 32576.0 45815.0 32565.0 45815.0

-7 Line 5 32576.0 45816.0 32565.0 45816.0

Lne 6 32576.0 45817.0 32565.0 45817.0

Line: 7 32576.0 45818.0 32565.0 45818.0

Line a 32576.0 45819.0 32565.0 45819.0

9 32576.0 45820.0 32565.0 45820.0

1ne = 10 32576.0 45821.0 32565.0 45821.0
32576.0 45822.0 32565.0 45822.0

1. = -2 32576.0 45823 0 32565.0 45822.0

-ne = 13 32576.0 45824.0 32565.0 45824.0

Line = 14. .32576.0 45825.0 32565.0 45825.0

1-ne = 15 32576.0 45826.0 32565.0 45826.0 -

L e 16 32576.0 45827.0 32565.0 45827. 0

Vq

iv
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M M M (612) 341-3411H-w 510 NORTH 3RD STREET

[ )11 ]II19[11 MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55401

FIRE & SAFETY SERVICE & SUPPLY

e In~~ D-i'-' ~

.. ',, s a ar . ,'on, -ol's ', roc~ r ,- '-'arine "7nerations' . w il he stat ionie,: 7
-his vessel. He will also operate an 'C and G side scan sonar from this ;oa:.
In addition, Terry Aldrich (Hazard Control's General Manager) will be on boar;i
for technical support. Terry is also an expert in hazardous materials, certiie:
medic and fireman. A tow camera may also be provided to observe the bottom of

the lake and video tape as necessary.

Vessel #2 will be the "Madeline Goodrush", a 33 foot twin engine (V-8's), piloted

by Jerry Buchanan. Jerry is an experienced Lake Superior shipwreck discoverer and

is highly skilled in water related electronics. He will have Rick Stauber as
his crew member. Rick is a certified and very experienced scuba diver and also

quite familiar with underwater electronics. The vessel will be equipped with a

'king-sonic' side scan sonar in addition to other various electronic equipment.

Vessel #3 will be the "Hey Boy". a 31 footer, piloted by Ken Merryman. Ken is a

Lake Superior charter captain, shipwreck searcher, scuba diver and is highly

skilled in water related electronics. Mike Toch (of International Marine,

Milwaukee) will be operating a Westmar side scan sonar from this vessel. In

addition, Ray Julian (Master diver and electronic whiz) will be Ken's 1st mate.

Also, on board will be Wes Deibler of Hazard Control for additional technical

support. Ken will also have an underwater tow camera for viewing and recording

the lake bottom.



Vessel #4 will be the "Northern Comfort" a 27 footer, piloted by Dan Gates. Dan
s a Lake Superior charter captain, shipwreck searcher, scuba diver and skilled

in underwater electronics. Mike Stich (President of Hazard Control and the Corps'
contractor) will be operating a Proton 11 magnetometer from this vessel. Ken
Anderson (of a Twin City based search and rescue outfit) will be operating a
Westmar section scan sonar. Also, on board will be John Stich, experienced with
the magnetometer and for technical support. This boat will also have an R.0.V.
(remote operated vehicle) for viewing and recording the lake bottom.

All surface boats will have Loran, for linear navigation, electronic and/or graph
depth finders and be linked by radio communications.

Vessel #5 will be the "Lake Diver" a K-350 model submarine, piloted by Harold
Maynard of Wellsburg, New York. Harold has made more than 500 dives with his sub.

and over 100 of these to depths greater than 300 fe'c.. .Iis vessel is equipped
with directional sonar, hydro-phones, mechanical arm, 1"'ur 500,000 candle power
lights and has video and still photo capability.

Search procedure:

~ 7jm3? .2. and 3 L,2 be the des:Fnated searcr. ,esses. Eac.
s:e.e se cne quadra...ze~re e t

ee 'v e ;r ' ra.S. e! C

a,- pa r.-e' 1 e ~ I se r , c a er n s _-!-ec _7e a'e -'

5 oot ovt-ria, base- a--. e \('~C

*u e arc-. -'e7 ces. e - r -j~

same :re+ a 'rp :zs -.rtec a,, zacc

- ~ on~e:searc. patterrn 7,( 01. sw:~ ~r S cp~:-
E_ 7k re~ '.11 then be *_ r. nr::ed r rac~r c :

- ~ ca:~sonar and macntn~r ver :trc~ ee
r- -:e arc - is meta', then apain the Loran read.:nc -s taei. recorded a: i

-z re-ccb boat #4 as being o~ verv liel% tarcet barrel ". T h is
rc -:neunti I a] o udrn are searchec rC ruts uo c

e, en'.:' ,arpet area is searched tv surllace %esselsz. Kr\rfcat 1 -,7
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-c'sand atempt tLo rrakp ISLIJJ ( r*.cI th the t~zret
Cr ~ ~~e. ecuipped With under -ater \~ IlC.apahl~ I L W2 II atterrpt tO

':. ese rle: targets. Should a barrel 8aniafll be sightee. a marki3ng
.~- ::e nithe exact location and add;:;n, atemp-rts to locate
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" Recovery:

Should several barrels be sighted, video and still photo's of the barrel will

be taken and studied to try to determine it's contents. If they prove to be
inconclusive, then vessel #5 will attempt to take samples from barrels that have

rusted through and place them into sample containers, which will be lowered from

the surface. These containers will be DOT approved hazardous containment drums
and will be sealed just under the surface of the water, so as not to expose the
contents to air. If a rusted or deteriated barrel cannot be found, then an
intact barrel will be located. A barrel grabbing device will be lowered over
the barrel from the surface and maneuvered into position by vessel #5's

mechanical arm. The barrel will be slowly raised until it is approximately 10

feet from the surface and then brought to shallow water where it will be contained
in a 95 gallon over pack DOT approved drum and sealed beneath the surface of the

water. The drum will then be turned over to the Corps of Engineers for further
disposition.

Chronology of events and dated work schedule:

itcber 5. 1090 - Contractors work schedule, plan and rr,,cee-ure tc take :lace at
.:. ', Crps of Engineers office.

:.tbr' . - Contractors equipment to be de'averec :, 5as of cper" z
.:ce Duluth approx. 3-4pm.

- Surface vessels -- , crews. and ba>:-.ce c ecu:pmert

7 , ,:oterat:ons. Equipment installed, practice r.5 ma,:, meet*r.

: -: o rrx. 9am.

:- - .- oaC _ 7am search official!% begins and schedu-vc tQ rut. .

" a-.c review findings afterwards.

1 1990 - 7am search continues and runs 12 hours. Meet:ng arc revie

s: afterwards.

,ober 13, 19O0 - Search continues, 7am and runs 12 hours. Meeting and rev:ev
"-ndiros afzerards.

c-,-.ber z.. 9Q0 - Submarine arrives 7am, press invited at 9am. Demons-rat:o.
" r r. Then verification and search for additional 8 hours. lee-, . anG

reme, .:nc-nzs afterwards.

-er (5, :o0 - 7am verification, search, recover% (depends on findings', ru:,
nours. Meeting and review findings afterwards.

-ictober 16, 1900 - Tam verification and recovery-should conclude run 1 hours.

-;eetmnc and reve, afterwards.

c-cober V, 1990 - Site investigations concluded. Revie,. all findings.



Summary:

Hazard Control's intention is to locate and possibly recover at least one, if
not 2 barrels. Not only will Hazard Control meet the requirements of this
contract, we will exceed it to the extent that all parties concerned, including
the residents of Duluth, are satisfied with the effort put forth. Hazard Control
intends to search at least 32 square miles of the bottom of Lake Superior. With
3 surface searching vessels, a minimum of 100 hours will be spent, electronically
searching for targets. The equipment provided far exceeds the requirement of
this contract. Further more, we intend to have a second submersible available
for verification, recovery and safety reasons, but as of this writing, that has

nct been confirmed. The only problem that we could encounter is weather.
Snould that interfere with completing this contract Hazard Control will extend

it's time in Duluth, as long as we financially are able to.

neport completed by Mike Stich President of Hazard Control, Inc.

,, : a f des:gnated search area
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: nospitais Duluth, St. 'a~ 1 !
St. Luke's 1--5~

Mpls., Hennepin Co. Mdedical Center 612 347- K'
Methodist 612-932-5353

D. Coast Guard, Duluth 218-720-5412
E. Helicopter, Traverse City Mich. Coast Guard 616-992-8214

*Notified of operation
F. Coast Guard, Soo St. Marie 906-635-3231

*Notified of operation, also given coordinates of search
area, they will broadcast warnings during operational period to keep
other craft clear of our vessels.
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4s UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

OFFICE OF RADIATION PROGRAMS
National Air ana Radiation Environmental Laoratory0 ) 1504 Avenue A. Montgomery. AL 36115-2601

(205) 270-3400 FTS 228-3400

November 27, 1990

Mr. Bob Dempsey
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
St. Paul District
1421 USPO & Customs House
St. Paul, RN 55101
Attn: CENCS-ED-M

Dear Mr. Dempsey;

Enclosed is the final report of our results from the survey
of drums in Lake Superior. This survey was conducted during the
week of Oct. 29 - Nov 2, 1990, under an Army 1AG.

Because the underwater probe is insensitive to the presence
of alpha and/or beta radiation, no conclusions concerning the
presence or absence of radionuclides which are pure alpha or beta
emitters can be made. I would, therefore, recommend that as you
open any recovered drums, you have available an alpha survey meter
and a G-M survey meter with a thin window that is sensitive to beta
radiation. I would also suggest that you provide, or require the
contractor to provide, full face, air purifying respirators and
coveralls for all workers in the area as the concrete is removed.
This will protect from the concrete dust which will be generated
and allow for easy decontamination of workers should any
radioactive or hazardous materials be present.

We appreciate the Army considering us to assist in the
radiological monitoring of these drums, and hope that you will
consider our services in any future efforts involving actual or
potential radioactive wastes.

Should you have any questions concerning the work performed
or results of the data analysis, please call me at (205) 270-3413.

Sincere,~

Mark 0. Semler

Health Physicist

Enclosure

cc: David Roe, EPA/Region 5
Gary V. Gulezian, EPA/Region 5
Brad Benninq, Region 5, OSWER
Richard J. Guisond (ANR-458)
Raymond A. Brandwein (ANR-45S)
Stephanie DeScisciolo (ANR-458)



Introduction:

The National Air and Radiation Environmental Laboratory,
NAREL, received a request from the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers,
St. Paul District, St. Paul, MN, thru EPA's regional office in
Chicago to provide assistance in the radiological assessment of a
series of drums containing waste material dumped into Lake
Superior. These drums, dumped in the late 1950's, were thought to
contain only scrap materials left over from the manufacture of hand
grenades. The contractor, Honeywell, did not have a radioactive
materials license until 10 years after this dumping. However,
there has been persistent concern expressed by the press and
environmental groups over the years that the drums might contain
radioactive wastes.'

The Corps of Engineers previously had employed a manned
submersible to assist in locating the drums and evaluating theircondition. A Geiger-Mueller survey meter was used during this
survey. During one approach to a series of drums, the operator
reported "a continuous series of clicks" from the instrument and
a reading of approximately 20-40 counts per minute on the 0.1x
scale. This would correspond to an exposure rate of 0.1-0.2
mR/hr. During subsequent dives, this reading could not be
duplicated.

Because of the uncertainty which arose in this previous
survey, the NAREL was requested to provide assistance to the Corps
thru an IAG during the week of Oct 29 - Nov 2, 1990. An EPA team
consisting of Dr. David Charters, Environmental Response Team,
Edison, NJ, Mr. Brad Benning, Emergency Response Team, Region V,
Chicago, and Mr. Mark Semler, NAREL, Montgomery, AL, was assembled.
Dr. Charters provided a remotely operated subnersible; Mr. Semler
brought an underwater gamma ray detection system and would be
responsible for interpreting the data gathered, and Mr. Benning
represented the EPA should the site have to be considered for
inclusion on the National Priorities List or require emergency
removal actions under CERCLA guidelines.

Description of Iauinment:

The remotely operated vehicle (ROV) was a Benthos MiniRover,
MK II and had both sonar and video camera readouts. A continuous
recording of the video was made each day of the survey. The ROV
was neutrally buoyant and could move forward and backward, up and
down, and laterally using independently controlled thrusters. The
video camera could be scanned up, down and sideways, independently
of the motion of the ROV, and the side scanning sonar provided a
270" scan forward and to the sides.

The underwater gamma probe consists of a 4" by 4" sodium
iodide detector, photomultiplier tube, and combination high voltage
supply/preamplifier housed in an aluminum cylinder 8" in diameter
and 23" long. It is rated for a working depth of 500 feet. A
single, waterproof coaxial cable connects the probe to a

a



multichannel analyzer located at the surfac. This cable was
negatively buoyant and restricted somewhat the freedom of movement
of the ROV. The detector has an Am-241 alpha source implanted into
it to allow correcting for gain shifts due to changes in ambient
temperatures.

The probe was mounted atop the ROV along the centerline such
that the face of the sodium iodide detector was approximately 6"
from the front surface of the ROV, and the side was approximately
6" from either side of the ROY. The coaxial cable was tied to the
ROV cable every 4-5 feet. The probe was balanced with external
weights to float horizontally with slight positive buoyancy.
Weights were then added to the ROV to achieve neutral buoyancy of
the combined units.

A Canberra model CI-10 multichannel analyzer (MCA) was used
to accumulate spectroscopic data from the gamma probe. It is a
portable, battery operated instrument with a built-in signal
amplifier and 8192 data storage channels. Data was stored on an
external audio cassette tape deck and read out to a serial line
printer. Data for each drum or background was stored in a 256
channel subgroup of the memory and subsequently moved to tape for
evaluation at the NAREL.

The energy response of the system was calibrated using an
external source of Co-60 with gamma energies of 1173 KeV and 1332
KeV. Peaks corresponding to these two energies were located into
channels 117 and 133 of the MCA by adjusting the amplifier gain.
When calibrated the Am-241 implant produced a peak in channel 184.
During the course of the survey, the amplifier gain was adjusted
periodically to maintain this peak in channel 184. This procedure
yields and energy calibration of 10 Key per data channe.. Thus the
energy of an unknown peak could be identified, i.e., a peak
occuring in channel 66 would correspond to an energy of 660 KeV,
characteristic of Cs-137.

The probe is capable of detecting only gamma radiation. Both
alpha and beta radiations would be absorbed by the probe's housing,
the concrete poured around each drum, and by the water separating
the drum and the probe. Thus the data presented in this report is
for the measurement of gamma radiation only. For the measurement
of gamma radiation, however, the probe is extremely sensitive; in
a well-shielded environment such as a lead shield or underwater,
it can accurately measure gamma radiation levels that are a
fraction of the naturally occuring background on land.

sa=liag Procedure:

The drums had previously been located using a towed, side-
scan sonar. They were arranged in a rough line stretching
approximately North-South in 150-170 feet of water. The mid point
of the line was marked by a buoy; a Corps contractor also had
marked a position near a drum just shoreward of the midpoint
marker. Figure 1 is a map of the area showing the approximate



locations of the drums.

The ROV and probe were lowered into the water from the stern
of the boat and allowed to sink to the bottom. Drums were then
located on the sonar scan and the ROV moved to them. The ROV was
positioned approximately 6" from each drum, either along side or
at the center of the end; then a 5 minute acquisition of data was
made. The summation of counts in channels 2 thru 160 was
continuously displayed on the MCA. At the end of the analysis,
this summation was logged and the spectral data stored on cassette
tape.

Background analyses were made in the same depth of water as
the sampled drums. These counts were taken at the end of the day
on Tuesday and Thursday at approximately 150 feet with the probe
10-20 meters from the line of drums. Backgrounds were also taken
in shallower water for two drums which had been moved.

A summary of the drums sampled is presented in Table 1. The
column labelled "Tag No" is an identifier stored with each spectrum
on tape or printed out. These tag numbers were started at 1 on
Tuesday, 21 on Wednesday, and 31 on Thursday. The columns "Date"
and "Time" are the time and date of the start of each analysis;
"ROV Time" is the elapsed time that the ROV controller has been
running, and this value is recorded by the VCR along with the video
signal from the ROV camera. A brief description of the location
of the probe and the drum being sampled is also given.

During the sampling of drums on Thursday, three were noted to
have a slightly higher summation of counts in channels 2-160. The
analysis period for these three drums was extended to 10 minutes
to accumulate more spectral data for later analysis. One final
spectral sample was acquired on Thursday with the probe on the deck
of the boat.

Each time the ROV was returned to the boat after being in the
vicinity of drums, it and the cables were surveyed for possible
radioactive contamination using a Ludlum Measurements Model 19
micro-R meter. This instrument, serial number 69362, had recently
been calibrated by Ludlum using Cs-137. The background exposure
rate on the boat over water measured 1.5-2 uR/hr. No contamination
was found during these surveys.

Analysis of Data:

A printout of each spectrum is included as Appendix I. A
discussion of the format is at the beginning of this appendix.

A preliminary analysis of the summation of counts in channels
2-160 indicated that the two measurements in 50 feet of water and
the two in 30 feet of water were significantly different from those
at 140-160 feet. Thus, these four measurements, tag numbers 23,
24, 31, and 32 wore analyzed separately. Likewise the data for the



probe on the deck of the boat was excluded from the analysis of
drum and background measurements.

The summation of data in channels 2-160 provides a measure of
the total gamma activity measured by the probe. The energy
spectrum was then subdivided into a series of smaller regions to
look for indications of the presence of specific radionuclides.
This data is given in Table 2. The energy regions selected are:

2 - 14 Primarily higher energy gammas which have lost some
energy passing through an absorber such as concrete
or water.

15 - 35 Primarily naturally occurring Ra-226 and Th-232

decay product gammas.

36 - 54 A non-specific region.

55 - 70 Cs-137 from fallout or man-made sources, and an
important Ra-226 decay product gamma.

71 - 94 Decay product gammas from Th-232.

95 - 109 Gammas from a decay product of U-238.

110 - 160 Man-made radionuclides and naturally occurring K-
40.

160 - 200 Am-241 implant peak and high energy gammas.

The region 160-200 was analyzed to determine if any spectra
had counts significantly above or below the mean. This %ould
indicate a malfunction of the detector system or the presence of
high energy gammas. Uranium-238 was specifically mentioned in one
report as a suspected radioactive waste in the drums; the region
95-109 was selected to look specifically for U-238. If it were
present, U-235 would also be present and be detected in the region
15-35, along with the decay products of Ra-226 and Th-232.

For each energy region the mean and standard deviation for the
drums and backgrounds were calculated. Each drum was then tested
for inclusion within the range of ± 2 standard deviations from the
mean. The population of drums was also tested against the
backgrounds as being equal.

Drum at 50 feet: Tag numbers 23 and 24 are the spectra and
data for the drum which had been moved into 50 feet of water and

a background measurement approximately 10 feet from the drum.
There is no difference between the two groups of data for any of
the energy regions analyzed.

Drum at 30 feet: Tag numbers 31 and 32 are the spectra and
data for the drum which had been moved into 30 feet of water and
a background measurement approximately 10 feet from the drum.



There is no difference between these two groups of data for any of
the energy regions analyzed.

Drums at 150-170 feet: With the exception of drum #11, tag
10, no drums monitored had gamma levels significantly different
from background in either the full energy region 2-160 or in any
of the discrete energy regions. Drum #11 had slightly elevated
gamma levels in the full energy region and the lower 4 discrete
regions. There was insufficient data accumulated in the individual
channels of the spectrum to make determination of the identity of
any gamma emitting radionuclides. The increase in measured gamma
activity for this drum was very small and was noticable only
because of the low ambient background present. It is probable that
this increase would not have been detectable for measurements made
on land where the background gamma activity is more than twice that
at 150 feet underwater.

The exposure rate for drum #11 can be estimated using the data
taken with the probe on the deck of the boat. The exposure rate
on deck was 1.5-2 uR/hr as noted above. The summation of counts
in the full energy region for the on deck spectrum, tag 42, is
16624, which corresponds to an exposure rate of 2 uR/hr. The mean
of the summation of counts for the 3 background spectra and for
drum #11 are 6289 and 7820, respectively. This indicates a
background exposure rate at 150 feet of 0.8 uR/hr, and an increase
over background at drum #11 of 0.2 uR/hr.

At the request of the Corps of Engineers, the following
examples are provided to compare the increase over background of
drum #11 with naturally occuring or man-made exposures.

o The average exposure rate on land ranges from 7 - 15 uR/hr.2

o The current annual exposure permissible at the fenceline of
a nuclear generating station is 5,000 uR. This would be
approximately 1 uR/hr above background for a person living at
the fenceline, assuming an occupancy of 16 hours per day.

o The natural background from cosmic radiation increases by 0.11
uR/hr for every 100 feet above sea level.

o The estimated annual eposure from weapons testing fallout is

4000 uR, or 0.4 uR/hr.

o A typical chest x-ray exposure is 9000 uR.
3

During the monitoring on Thursday, three drums, tags 33, 37,
and 38, were noted to have slightly higher total counts in the full
energy region. The analysis period for these three was extended
to 10 minutes to accumulate more data. Analysis of these spectra
at NAREL resulted in the conclusion that there is insufficient data
present for radionuclide identification. It was further concluded

4 that an analysis period of 2-4 hours per drum would be needed for
such identification because of the extremely low levels of



radioactivity present. It should be pointed out that the exposure
levels for these three drums does not differ significantly from
background.

Conclusions:

The following conclusions can be made based on the results of
the data analyses following the survey of drums.

o The results of this survey are applicable to radionuclides
emitting gamma radiaiton only; the probe will not detect alpha
or beta radiation. Good radiation safety practices would
dictate that monitoring for alpha, beta, and gamma
radioactivity be performed if any of these drums are opened
to evaluate their contents.

o The two drums moved to shallower water were monitored and
found not to have gamma exposure rates above background.
These drums pose no radiological health hazard from external
gamma radiation to people handling them or to people in their
vicinity.

o Of 24 total drums monitored, only one had an elevated gamma
level, which was only marginally greater than background. As
noted above, this increase is quite small and only detectable
in a low background environment. Handling of this drum would
pose no radiological health hazard from gamma radiation.

o The increased gamma exposure rate, 500 - 1000 times greater
than background, detected in a previous survey using a G-M
instrument was not found in this survey.

o Drums 33, 37, and 38 had marginally elevated gamma exposure
rates within the variation of background. There were
insufficient data for these drums, or drum 11, to allow an
identification of any radionuclide. An analysis period of 2
to 4 hours would be required to determine what specific
radionuclides, if any, were resulting in these marginally
elevated exposure rates.



1. Personal conversation with Mr. Bob Dempsey, U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, St. Paul District.

2. Environmental Radiation Data, Report 59, July-September 1989;
Environmental Protection Agency report EPA 520/5-90-003; 1990.

3. Peacetime Radiological Training for Firefighters, Paramedics,
and Law Enforcement Personnel; Pacific Northwest Laboratory;
August, 1987.



Figure 1i. Area map with Drum- Site
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Table 1. Summary of Drums Surveyed with the
NAREL Underwater Probe.

Spectrum
Tag Count
No. Length Date Time ROV Time Description of Sampling

Tuesday, October 31, 1990
Site -100-150 south of marked drums

1 5 Min 10-31 13:55 5:03:31 1st drum, -Ift from rim on
concrete end of drum

2 o " 14:53 6:01:57 2nd drum, -ift from
concrete end

3 i " 15:12 6:19:05 3rd drum, -ift from
concrete end

4 o " 15:25 6:33:18 4th drum, -ift from
concrete end

5 o " 15:41 6:44:55 5th drum, -ift from
concrete end

Boat relocated, anchored between markers

6 16:35 7:43:20 6th drum, Metal sides clear
of growth, - ift from
concrete

7 " 16:50 7:57:37 7th drum, -ift from side
near concrete

8 " 17:00 8:07:07 8th drum, -Ift from rim,
metal cap end rather than
concrete end

9 17:17 8:25:00 9th, 10th drums together,
-ift from concrete end of
one, -ift from side of 2nd
one

10 17:31 8:38:30 lth drum, -ift from rim on
concrete end, unsure of id
in sonar scan

11 " 17:39 8:46:10 lth drum, backed off - 2ft
12 " 17:55 9:02:44 Background, 15-20 meters

from drums
13 18:02 - Background, same position,

readjusted amplifier gain

Wednesday, November 1, 1990
At a marked drum, continue with Tuesday work

21 5 Min 11-1 10:52 1:59:30 12th, 13th drums together,
-ift from point where 2 met,
"706" inscribed in one



concrete cap, metal clean
and "bluish"

22 " 11:17 2:25:00 14th drum, -lft from
concrete end, drifting and
had to stop and reposition

Could not hold anchor, pulled anchor to reset location.
When roy/probe put in water, blew a thruster fuse.
Retrieved and replaced fuse; then had to reseal a leak.
Finally moved to a drum moved into 50 ft of water.

23 5 Min 11-1 15:57 7:07:21 15th drum, -2ft from side,
57 ft deep

24 " " 16:05 7:53:20 Background, -30 feet from
drum 15

Thursday, November 2, 1990
Located drum in 30 feet of water

31 5 Min 11-2 09:45 0:51:30 16th drum, -lft from middle
of drum

32 " o 09:56 1:03:30 Background, -20 feet from
drum 16

Reposition to deeper water and continue searching for
drums in the "line." About 100 yards south of marked
drums, in 150 feet of water.

33 10 Min 11-2 10:34 1:41:30 17th drum, -lft from
midside

34 5 Min " 11:01 2:09:30 18th drum, -ift from
concrete end, clean cap with
gouge in middle

35 " " 11:39 2:47:40 19th drum, -ift from
concrete end

36 " " 11:47 2:56:25 20th drum, -ift from metal
end cap

37 10 Min " 11:58 3:06:48 21st drum, -ift from
concrete end, "765"
inscribed in concrete

38 10 Min " 12:17 3:26:20 22nd drum, -Ift from side,
clean metal sides and metal
end

39 5 Min " 12:39 3:49:20 23rd drum, -ift from side
40 " " 12:50 3:58:10 24th drum, -Ift from

concrete end, buried -3-4
inches in mud

41 " " 12:59 4:09:50 Background, -10 meters from
drums

42 " " 13:13 - Background, Probe on deck
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Appendix I

On the following pages are printouts of the spectral data for
each drum or background sample taken during the week of 29 Oct -2
Nov 90. The format of the printout is:

o Eight (8) lines of header information.
TAG A sequential number stored on tape to identify

each spectrum.
LIVE TIME The length of the analysis period, corrected

for the time required to acquire and store each
detected gamma.

COLLECT STARTED The date and time of the start of
sampling.

o Data, channel by channel. Each channel represents an energy
increment of 10 KeV. Thus, channel 60 corresponds to an
energy of 600 KeV.

The live time and clock time for each analysis are stored in
data channels 0 and 1, respectively. The data for the implanted
Am-241 alpha source are in channels 160 - 200.



TAG NO. 1 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:00 PAGE
MEMORY- 1/16 LIVE TIME- 300 SECS TRUE TIME- 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 30 OCT 90 AT 13:55:17
AMP: INPUT= POS TC=SLOW GAIN= 12.285
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN= 512 OFFSET= 0 ZERO= 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET= 300s LT
HVPS: + 0V OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 152 146 133 103 124 91
8 87 95 103 88 81 77 74 73

16 78 56 59 47 52 50 55 46
24 41 42 51 36 38 32 36 44
32 33 24 31 31 24 37 29 27
40 31 31 34 24 24 20 21 32
48 31 30 34 22 28 29 29 35
56 29 18 24 16 25 23 29 16
64 18 18 27 13 21 17 31 20
72 24 21 26 28 27 23 19 24
80 26 20 21 16 18 17 23 24
88 26 30 23 38 34 48 29 37
96 36 50 52 63 48 43 44 52

104 45 32 49 49 36 32 28 30
112 29 29 25 22 31 21 23 30
120 34 28 23 24 23 17 20 27
128 30 22 30 17 19 31 23 42
136 21 32 23 27 23 25 28 27
144 21 25 23 34 33 20 25 39
152 30 41 39 35 36 39 29 46
160 31 52 45 40 46 58 79 76
168 105 180 238 332 411 684 948 1159
176 1538 1913 2146 2532 2827 2970 2868 2747
184 2248 1922 1457 1005 713 461 304 181
192 88 63 38 17 19 10 8 7
200 7 5 2 3 0 4 0 1
208 3 1 1 0 2 1 1 0
216 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 2
224 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
232 1 0 2 2 0 0 1 0
240 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0
248 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1



TAG NO. 2 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:02 PAGEMEMORY- 2/16 LIVE TIME= 300 SECS TRUE TIME= 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 30 OCT 90 AT 15:02:02
AMP: INPUT- POS TC-SLOW GAIN- 12.285
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN= 512 OFFSET- 0 ZERO- 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET- 300s LT
HVPS: + 0V OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 128 167 105 120 112 948 93 83 94 67 83 55 58 76

16 81 56 56 62 45 51 55 5724 41 51 46 42 37 46 39 3632 34 38 34 36 34 25 33 2240 38 33 27 33 16 36 20 24
48 24 26 20 30 24 25 27 2856 20 25 24 17 22 24 20 2764 21 18 23 17 29 21 30 2872 26 16 23 13 20 25 17 1980 17 24 14 25 18 26 25 2388 18 28 39 20 39 30 36 30
96 44 43 54 48 44 48 41 43104 46 23 32 45 28 38 30 38112 30 31 33 32 23 24 25 26120 33 30 19 24 22 28 26 24128 21 20 28 21 16 25 34 20136 24 23 18 18 27 25 25 26144 25 25 29 38 25 36 27 38152 26 34 32 30 28 47 33 39160 35 45 33 42 36 52 44 66168 63 84 103 159 217 313 446 590176 862 1064 1328 1650 1864 2144 2480 2694

184 2746 2677 2415 2216 1788 1364 989 683192 477 304 170 110 63 38 22 9
200 8 9 1 3 8 1 2 2208 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 1216 3 0 1 1 1 1 1 2224 3 0 0 1 0 1 1 0232 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1240 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0248 1 0 3 0 2 0 1 0

(4



TAG NO. 3 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:04 PAGE
MEMORY- 3/16 LIVE TIME- 300 SECS TRUE TIME- 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 30 OCT 90 AT 15:11:51
AMP: INPUT- POS TC-SLOW GAIN- 12.285
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN- 512 OFFSET- 0 ZERO- 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET- 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 157 170 159 136 128 116
8 107 101 95 101 76 88 76 81

16 82 63 59 50 54 60 52 48
24 53 56 43 57 39 27 34 37
32 34 36 37 33 35 36 31 32
40 30 37 33 31 29 33 23 24
48 28 24 22 39 27 22 27 27
56 32 26 36 25 35 23 25 19
64 23 29 27 22 20 15 17 21
72 13 25 15 29 23 16 30 16
80 18 16 17 18 24 26 24 29
88 18 22 26 29 28 31 33 42
96 38 41 45 41 48 53 41 56
104 45 42 41 46 39 29 35 43
112 39 29 22 35 25 31 30 30
120 19 30 22 24 28 29 26 24
128 17 31 28 32 23 18 19 31
136 21 28 27 24 29 28 19 25
144 19 26 35 24 26 36 35 21
152 28 26 28 41 36 24 43 45
160 46 41 43 47 36 32 51 53
168 69 59 82 96 139 211 284 441
176 635 892 1070 1347 1631 1833 2203 2437

184 2675 2762 2724 2478 2143 1745 1356 1030
192 685 431 274 175 93 62 38 23

200 18 15 6 7 3 2 4 4

208 1 0 2 2 1 2 3 0

216 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 0

224 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0

232 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

240 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
248 0 0 0 2 1 1 2 1



TAG NO. 4 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:06 PAGE 1
MEMORY- 4/16 LIVE TIME- 300 SECS TRUE TIME- 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 30 OCT 90 AT 15:25:39
AMP: INPUT- POS TC-SLOW GAIN- 12.285
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN- 512 OFFSET- 0 ZERO- 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET- 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 169 186 169 141 136 132
8 126 99 104 103 94 76 79 73

16 82 80 85 72 62 51 49 48
24 44 47 60 47 42 57 36 47
32 44 35 43 40 39 39 25 38
40 42 32 40 34 28 35 32 34
48 24 41 28 27 35 27 25 24
56 32 32 32 35 26 26 32 29
64 27 27 23 24 26 21 22 32
72 21 23 29 18 15 27 22 19
80 24 26 20 13 22 27 12 23
88 31 26 23 33 26 31 40 27
96 37 38 51 45 49 47 63 41
104 37 42 44 37 36 42 35 41
112 39 23 25 43 22 24 25 22
120 35 29 23 25 22 16 26 26
128 21 28 21 20 25 20 23 33
136 21 25 30 26 24 25 32 20
144 24 29 34 24 23 37 24 32
152 39 29 27 46 26 33 40 33
160 36 36 49 43 48 35 53 51
168 57 53 79 81 109 136 251 377
176 488 620 901 1112 1422 1653 2001 2306
184 2567 2727 2714 2716 2320 1983 1623 1283
192 849 573 422 229 158 82 48 24
200 23 15 5 6 6 2 4 2
208 4 2 2 2 2 2 3 2
216 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
224 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 2
232 2 1 0 0 4 0 1 1
240 1 0 2 0 1 1 1 0
248 0 0 3 2 1 2 1 0



I
TAG NO. 5 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:08 PAGE
MEMORY- 5/16 LIVE TIME= 300 SECS TRUE TIME- 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 30 OCT 90 AT 15:41:23
AMP: INPUT- POS TC-SLOW GAIN- 12.028
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN- 512 OFFSET- 0 ZERO- 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET- 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 194 177 134 146 131 103
8 98 117 81 105 73 91 75 75
16 74 63 60 66 56 65 48 50
24 41 49 56 36 47 46 40 40
32 40 35 42 35 34 45 36 35
40 37 23 31 26 39 32 27 32
48 31 26 22 27 23 28 30 24
56 38 17 22 31 21 29 26 21
64 34 35 26 17 26 30 18 21
72 17 22 23 20 16 20 22 20
80 19 19 17 24 25 29 23 29
88 28 24 33 26 30 52 40 34
96 51 43 55 55 67 49 46 42
104 52 36 43 35 38 29 31 29
112 37 28 25 28 30 21 26 28
120 18 22 24 24 26 17 20 36
128 18 25 29 16 26 21 25 24
136 14 31 25 32 22 33 29 20
144 24 26 27 27 23 30 31 37
152 30 33 32 42 39 34 44 33
160 34 37 49 46 50 60 69 68
168 97 161 213 325 444 637 855 1168
176 1328 1702 1972 2262 2564 2822 2774 2623
184 2410 2051 1704 1206 872 628 369 230
192 134 95 60 26 20 10 10 4
200 4 1 2 7 1 7 0 3
208 0 3 0 1 1 0 2 3
216 0 1 3 0 0 1 0 0
224 1 2 0 2 0 0 0 0
232 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
240 0 2 1 0 1 1 1 1
248 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

... ..... .......... ..



TAG NO. 6 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:10 PAGE
MEMORY- 6/16 LIVE TIME= 300 SECS TRUE TIME= 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 30 OCT 90 AT 16:35:48
AMP: INPUT- POS TC=SLOW GAIN- 12.028
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN- 512 OFFSET- 0 ZERO- 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET- 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 168 133 137 144 131 119
8 96 112 94 88 97 77 84 69

16 79 61 63 58 55 58 46 40
24 50 51 37 67 46 31 44 30
32 35 32 28 26 40 31 29 32
40 35 29 37 20 23 22 27 34
48 25 26 34 32 31 30 23 22
56 30 19 25 28 24 25 20 25
64 28 17 20 24 23 18 20 21
72 22 19 23 19 16 19 24 15
80 21 26 24 24 25 29 33 22
88 37 23 31 36 34 23 42 45
96 41 35 51 54 50 53 38 42

104 50 39 48 39 40 44 41 29
112 25 26 37 25 22 33 28 25
120 26 23 22 29 25 18 24 20
128 18 34 27 21 28 23 24 33
136 21 19 25 31 24 24 24 19
144 32 23 33 31 30 30 34 25
152 29 31 37 43 40 32 36 33
160 42 41 32 45 42 41 56 58
168 90 102 139 194 317 423 648 888
176 1188 1484 1728 2073 2408 2585 2722 2803
184 2675 2455 2045 1527 1184 839 551 345
192 222 113 71 47 32 20 8 8
200 9 8 6 5 2 3 1 0
208 1 0 3 2 1 1 0 0
216 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
224 1 3 0 1 0 0 0 0
232 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 0
240 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0
248 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 1

I-



TAG NO. 7 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:12 PAGE
KEMORY- 7/16 LIVE TIME= 300 SECS TRUE TIME= 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 30 OCT 90 AT 16:50:07
AMP: INPUT= POS TC=SLOW GAIN= 12.028
SCA: LLD= 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN- 512 OFFSET- 0 ZERO= 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET- 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 173 170 168 120 125 106

8 125 102 106 77 64 79 83 61

16 85 64 54 61 54 44 51 56

24 30 44 62 36 43 41 41 29

32 31 38 38 32 23 42 39 32

40 28 28 31 27 34 24 32 27

48 37 27 22 27 20 26 19 23

56 30 26 21 27 12 21 18 18

64 20 23 23 15 21 25 17 24

72 18 17 33 15 15 19 19 18

80 22 24 16 26 28 19 24 26

88 27 26 26 40 33 40 44 34

96 45 49 45 50 40 56 45 47

104 43 36 43 48 46 33 41 30

112 28 32 33 29 28 29 21 21

120 22 29 23 25 8 26 26 19

128 27 23 18 24 23 25 29 27

136 25 23 25 27 23 27 20 29

144 27 23 25 25 33 35 28 30

152 30 38 40 33 36 40 49 38

160 37 46 57 57 44 69 41 60

168 60 88 120 145 223 364 490 663

176 873 1185 1581 1936 2205 2608 2927 3044

184 2875 2568 2302 1840 1335 1040 740 479

192 255 178 110 60 25 12 13 10

200 5 4 7 4 4 6 2 2

208 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 1

216 2 1 3 2 2 0 0 4

224 4 3 1 1 1 0 1 0

232 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0

240 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0

248 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 1



TAG NO. 8 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:14 PAGE
MEMORY- 8/16 LIVE TIME= 300 SECS TRUE TIME= 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 30 OCT 90 AT 16:59:36
AMP: INPUT= POS TC=SLOW GAIN= 12.028
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD= 110.0%
ADC: GAIN= 512 OFFSET= 0 ZERO= 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET= 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 173 148 143 138 119 108
8 114 89 105 89 97 73 72 72

16 64 76 73 59 58 55 38 64
24 43 45 43 43 33 42 50 38
32 43 34 31 29 26 25 30 23
40 33 38 25 28 27 32 35 30
48 23 28 21 28 31 28 28 34
56 26 28 19 25 27 29 19 18
64 22 21 34 24 16 20 22 17
72 20 14 22 14 21 21 17 14
80 18 13 18 26 17 20 24 23
88 19 22 20 28 38 30 32 32
96 32 47 45 52 53 56 60 47
104 44 34 40 38 40 35 43 33
112 25 25 27 24 40 19 26 24
120 26 23 23 22 38 24 24 23
128 12 31 25 20 27 25 25 17
136 21 21 18 28 22 25 33 30
144 26 17 23 27 30 17 36 26
152 31 30 32 35 34 33 40 49
160 33 33 38 43 42 45 56 57
168 45 69 71 95 128 213 310 418
176 620 937 1273 1714 2145 2608 2872 3118
184 3157 2914 2458 2101 1660 1179 796 490
192 328 230 115 69 31 21 16 20
200 6 7 2 4 3 1 2 5
208 1 4 2 2 1 0 2 0
216 2 0 4 1 3 0 0 0
224 1 0 1 1 1 0 4 1
232 4 1 2 1 0 1 1 1
240 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
248 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1



TAG NO. 9 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:16 PAGE
MEMORY= 9/16 LIVE TIME= 300 SECS TRUE TIME= 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 30 OCT 90 AT 17:17:35
AMP: INPUT- POS TC=SLOW GAIN= 12.028
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN= 512 OFFSET= 0 ZERO- 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET= 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 173 181 154 179 133 123
8 108 131 101 90 97 83 82 84

16 90 66 63 60 56 50 61 45
24 44 70 49 48 41 43 41 42
32 42 34 29 45 30 35 40 26
40 29 28 33 17 35 28 29 31
48 25 31 31 26 23 28 22 26
56 35 32 31 28 24 28 24 18
64 18 23 26 20 18 20 26 20
72 18 21 17 22 18 18 25 17
80 20 17 18 21 20 15 31 23
88 23 19 24 28 31 32 48 42
96 37 41 51 40 63 45 58 56

104 57 43 40 40 47 42 29 31
112 31 33 39 21 41 28 32 28
120 26 24 14 33 27 22 25 25
128 24 28 23 26 17 31 27 26
136 19 22 22 25 25 23 25 32
144 32 31 18 27 31 23 24 39
152 41 24 41 30 38 33 37 54
160 43 43 44 34 41 42 57 46
168 52 59 70 69 93 136 230 343
176 489 672 1042 1402 1881 2358 2792 3046
184 3109 3124 2797 2398 1879 1420 1004 631
192 426 278 139 71 51 30 12 18
200 6 5 6 6 1 1 0 2
208 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2
216 0 3 2 1 1 0 2 0
224 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 2
232 1 2 2 0 2 1 0 1
240 0 0 1 2 1 1 0 0
248 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 0

..... .......



TAG NO. 10 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:18 PAGE
MEMORY=10/16 LIVE TIME= 300 SECS TRUE TIME= 300 SECS

COLLECT STARTED ON 30 OCT 90 AT 17:31:05
AMP: INPUT= POS TC=SLOW GAIN= 12.028
SCA: LLD= 1.000% ULD= 110.0%
ADC: GAIN= 512 OFFSET= 0 ZERO= 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET= 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 266 261 227 213 189 168
8 143 173 126 142 126 116 123 107

16 114 110 96 88 90 94 70 67
24 73 63 65 61 60 62 65 70
32 40 47 38 50 39 35 38 50
40 40 34 39 42 36 25 41 29
48 41 34 32 34 36 35 34 37
56 33 44 24 21 33 35 36 20
64 32 35 31 30 25 31 21 25
72 31 22 18 21 26 27 27 25
80 33 21 24 20 26 20 31 26
88 24 31 30 27 29 43 44 38

96 48 55 59 43 44 58 50 43

104 59 42 52 41 46 47 39 25

112 34 45 30 26 27 24 39 24

120 25 24 21 23 26 28 24 24

128 29 22 31 24 24 11 41 29

136 36 36 20 19 19 33 24 25

144 19 27 23 21 36 26 28 37

152 32 26 38 38 36 31 33 34

160 43 43 45 40 41 49 47 50

168 31 59 68 83 86 110 215 272

176 438 637 909 1289 1691 2212 2633 2954

184 3202 3174 2845 2551 2062 1566 1070 790

192 517 321 205 98 70 42 23 21

200 13 9 7 7 3 2 1 0

208 2 1 2 1 3 1 3 0

216 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 0

224 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 2

232 1 1 2 3 1 1 0 2

240 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0

248 0 1 3 1 0 1 0 0



TAG NO. 12 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:20 PAGE
MEMORY-12/16 LIVE TIME= 300 SECS TRUE TIME= 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 30 OCT 90 AT 17:55:14
AMP: INPUT- POS TC=SLOW GAIN= 11.772
SCA: LLD 1.000% ULD= 110.0%
ADC: GAIN= 512 OFFSET= 0 ZERO= 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET= 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 182 181 159 163 151 131
8 106 109 104 91 103 86 90 98

16 69 76 73 68 52 61 51 63
24 50 60 60 45 36 48 40 32
32 39 35 27 45 34 35 37 36
40 42 19 26 34 27 35 33 36
48 36 29 25 26 25 '4 26 26
56 21 23 26 19 21 23 22 25
64 20 19 26 18 21 14 28 20
72 19 21 34 31 31 25 23 22
80 22 20 22 23 21 15 19 18
88 23 22 33 39 24 47 35 42
96 40 46 44 35 55 47 67 43

104 55 53 47 49 32 41 34 43
112 46 35 39 28 19 23 27 36
120 23 29 22 18 31 29 27 26
128 26 23 21 27 21 24 22 28
136 28 17 22 24 27 24 24 20
144 29 31 23 23 29 31 28 20
152 35 31 28 30 37 38 36 37
160 34 25 35 45 47 42 42 47
168 51 54 66 74 89 110 159 254
176 333 507 751 1018 1423 1974 2411 2707
184 3067 3172 3013 2712 2324 1793 1397 997
192 665 416 281 173 99 46 29 12
200 11 8 4 3 2 5 2 1
208 1 3 2 4 3 1 1 3
216 3 0 2 2 3 2 1 1
224 3 2 3 1 4 0 1 0
232 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
240 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
248 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0



TAG NO. 13 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:22 PAGE
MEMORY-13/16 LIVE TIME= 300 SECS TRUE TIME- 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 30 OCT 90 AT 18:02:34
AMP: INPUT- POS TC=SLOW GAIN= 11.772
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD= 110.0%
ADC: GAIN= 512 OFFSET= 0 ZERO- 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET= 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 186 153 178 141 153 137
8 103 116 117 104 99 96 69 71

16 75 72 63 52 72 70 65 36
24 60 40 38 36 63 38 39 33
32 44 56 45 43 53 24 27 30
40 29 32 33 32 33 31 33 36
48 32 26 25 28 25 35 33 21
56 41 23 28 34 18 25 22 19
64 16 21 18 26 30 17 18 22
72 24 16 17 22 22 18 21 16
80 22 24 18 22 22 23 28 28
88 29 30 30 36 27 42 37 47
96 39 51 44 49 44 53 46 51

104 47 55 42 34 36 32 33 47
112 40 26 31 18 38 23 32 19
120 24 24 32 23 23 26 27 20
128 27 26 27 26 23 31 14 22
136 33 17 30 30 23 29 24 31
144 29 25 36 32 37 37 40 24
152 27 40 34 36 41 37 53 31
160 47 36 46 39 47 46 55 55
168 89 91 140 152 219 347 544 774
176 1106 1512 1998 2448 2969 3146 3201 3055
184 2716 2157 1724 1178 817 588 366 212
192 127 74 39 16 17 13 6 4
200 4 5 6 1 1 2 1 3
208 0 2 1 0 2 1 1 1
216 0 2 2 0 0 1 0 0
224 2 1 3 1 0 1 0 0
232 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 3
240 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
248 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0



TAG NO. 21 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:24 PAGE
MEMORY- 1/16 LIVE TIME= 300 SECS TRUE TIME= 300 SECS

COLLECT STARTED ON 31 OCT 90 AT 10:51:49
AMP: INPUT- POS TC=SLOW GAIN= 12.142
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD= 110.0%
ADC: GAIN- 512 OFFSET= 0 ZERO- 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET= 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 191 191 174 146 140 125
8 109 109 109 107 77 84 78 96

16 87 71 66 62 71 52 57 52
24 53 53 60 45 48 42 38 35
32 43 32 30 43 35 32 31 29
40 44 34 22 37 38 34 32 28
48 22 21 31 30 27 29 28 20
56 27 20 21 22 23 21 20 20
64 19 20 22 26 19 20 20 23
72 28 23 21 26 21 21 31 20

80 19 23 17 25 21 24 29 21
88 29 29 31 42 42 29 40 44
96 48 41 44 46 36 41 53 52
104 47 36 46 46 45 35 41 36

112 21 23 27 22 29 18 33 30

120 29 27 33 32 27 16 23 29

128 20 29 32 26 20 23 19 25

136 24 17 29 42 28 35 34 25

144 29 35 36 30 27 24 26 31

152 30 48 38 37 53 32 42 55

160 44 51 53 58 62 61 75 101

168 133 146 204 330 481 689 923 1196

176 1436 1719 2031 2242 2440 2596 2696 2680

184 2456 2045 1671 1274 877 609 351 254

192 134 78 49 32 14 10 7 3

200 5 3 4 3 1 2 3 3

208 2 3 1 0 1 1 0 2

216 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 2

224 1 0 0 1 2 1 1 2

232 1 1 1 1 0 2 0 0

240 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

248 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2



TAG NO. 22 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:26 PAGE
MEMORY- 2/16 LIVE TIME= 300 SECS TRUE TIME- 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 31 OCT 90 AT 11:24:58
AMP: INPUT- POS TC-SLOW GAIN- 12.142
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN= 512 OFFSET- 0 ZERO- 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET- 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 153 144 131 124 ill 89
8 100 83 79 81 81 73 72 71

16 51 54 55 67 54 47 55 48
24 39 41 31 41 34 41 34 41
32 40 40 34 33 28 25 26 26
40 30 17 33 18 42 30 18 26
48 20 30 33 29 26 32 28 25
56 23 27 19 20 23 28 21 22
64 18 24 21 20 23 23 18 22
72 24 21 23 17 19 20 18 29
80 18 24 20 25 23 14 26 23
88 34 28 25 34 29 28 42 48
96 34 45 57 42 54 48 55 47

104 46 45 36 39 45 44 34 38
112 38 36 26 30 25 28 27 22
120 19 10 15 21 30 23 31 21
128 24 19 17 26 28 24 24 26
136 23 28 21 26 29 24 26 20
144 26 23 33 22 28 21 33 28
152 27 31 41 28 38 39 67 36
160 33 36 54 53 56 55 64 54
168 77 108 153 210 297 411 577 845
176 1062 1378 1662 1984 2148 2440 2684 2665
184 2703 2510 2221 1746 1382 1062 679 466

192 294 201 98 52 42 19 16 8

200 5 10 3 0 3 1 2 1

208 1 3 4 1 2 0 2 2

216 3 1 1 0 2 0 1 0

224 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1

232 1 2 0 0 1 0 2 0

240 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0

248 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 0



TAG NO. 23 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:28 PAGE 1
MEMORY- 3/16 LIVE TIME= 300 SECS TRUE TIME= 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 31 OCT 90 AT 15:59:16
AMP: INPUT= POS TC=SLOW GAIN- 12.142
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN- 512 OFFSET= 0 ZERO= 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET- 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 144 108 81 94 87 81
8 77 68 69 60 76 56 50 55

16 47 65 44 48 35 47 65 34
24 35 30 46 28 46 31 20 28
32 34 29 31 27 35 30 36 19
40 25 36 37 25 23 26 19 19
48 19 14 30 31 27 22 20 21
56 15 22 23 17 12 17 19 20
64 16 16 18 16 19 13 21 21
72 16 19 21 20 20 22 18 18
80 31 22 15 21 22 16 26 28
88 26 29 22 27 35 41 39 35
96 37 48 52 40 64 49 42 46
104 51 38 52 31 45 39 28 35
112 35 29 31 26 31 23 21 31
120 17 27 26 22 21 15 8 26
128 21 23 29 19 24 31 19 29
136 22 26 23 24 24 17 22 18
144 20 18 23 19 33 27 32 33
152 36 33 34 29 34 39 34 39
160 49 38 39 38 47 57 58 49
168 80 94 98 169 218 349 524 709
176 939 1230 1502 1861 2266 2520 2809 2802
184 2740 2598 2339 1923 1449 1075 673 510

192 315 180 101 44 30 36 11 9
200 6 9 3 4 4 0 3 2
208 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 2

216 3 0 0 1 1 3 2 1

224 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

232 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0

240 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 1

248 0 1 1 4 0 3 0 0



TAG NO. 24 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:30 PAGE
MEMORY- 4/16 LIVE TIME- 300 SECS TRUE TIME- 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 31 OCT 90 AT 16:07:35
AMP: INPUT- POS TC=SLOW GAIN= 12.142
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN- 512 OFFSET- 0 ZERO- 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET- 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 145 114 105 116 103 124
8 84 95 73 74 72 69 56 71

16 63 81 52 49 44 42 30 39
24 42 36 41 36 36 34 28 29
32 20 33 29 29 29 20 28 24
40 18 22 24 24 19 26 33 23
48 32 20 22 23 20 32 26 26
56 29 21 23 28 16 24 15 32
64 18 14 23 25 12 18 20 20
72 15 16 23 18 13 22 17 18
80 24 22 22 24 19 19 22 26
88 20 23 22 13 29 36 32 39
96 45 36 48 42 37 46 37 67
104 46 36 42 30 34 35 27 32
112 24 36 30 31 21 25 33 24
120 28 23 22 30 28 18 23 27
128 35 25 25 24 27 26 26 20
136 18 26 24 23 22 24 26 24
144 28 19 34 26 20 23 19 26
152 34 42 39 42 37 40 43 42
160 29 36 37 39 43 45 60 66
168 82 87 114 177 259 409 531 746
176 1031 1333 1652 1938 2272 2499 2855 2854
184 2820 2580 2243 1775 1394 962 672 418
192 273 171 103 74 31 23 8 9
200 11 6 4 2 7 4 0 3
208 2 0 0 0 1 0 3 3
216 2 1 2 3 0 2 0 2
224 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
232 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
240 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 0
248 2 1 2 1 0 0 1 0

f



TAG NO. 31 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:32 PAGE
MEMORY- 5/16 LIVE TIME- 300 SECS TRUE TIME- 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 01 NOV 90 AT 09:44:07
AMP: INPUT- POS TC-SLOW GAIN- 12.142
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD- 10.0%
ADC: GAIN- 512 OFFSET- 0 ZERO- 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET- 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 134 140 120 107 108 91
8 96 78 83 75 67 47 62 61

16 67 59 39 42 49 34 35 31
24 39 37 41 46 27 37 27 34
32 29 21 24 20 27 36 29 27
40 25 20 25 26 28 31 24 24
48 24 21 28 29 25 17 19 30
56 21 24 20 17 20 13 19 21
64 17 22 31 12 15 23 24 12
72 13 17 27 17 15 24 25 22
80 21 22 13 17 20 27 18 22
88 27 21 30 26 41 30 33 31
96 39 48 52 53 55 62 50 39
104 42 38 48 44 43 39 42 41
112 35 30 23 22 26 19 14 22
120 23 22 24 28 19 18 20 33
128 21 34 19 26 20 22 14 25
136 35 22 16 25 36 28 23 23
144 29 29 26 26 28 12 33 18
152 24 32 29 23 34 41 34 39
160 31 32 42 48 44 48 47 52
168 44 54 77 87 122 170 263 385
176 545 810 1172 1523 1931 2335 2717 3001
184 3069 2913 2624 2196 1866 1414 1003 705
192 438 263 181 105 63 46 23 9
200 8 10 8 3 5 2 5 3
208 2 1 0 2 2 0 3 0
216 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 1
224 0 2 2 1 0 0 1 1
232 0 2 0 3 1 1 2 0
240 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 0
248 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1

(



TAG NO. 32 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:34 PAGE
MEMORY- 6/16 LIVE TIME- 300 SECS TRUE TIME- 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 01 NOV 90 AT 09:56:04
AMP: INPUT- POS TC-SLOW GAIN- 12.142
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN- 512 OFFSET- 0 ZERO- 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET- 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 96 97 93 79 68 66
8 83 61 59 50 53 74 57 57

16 58 49 49 50 30 36 31 38
24 31 33 33 39 25 35 25 27
32 34 30 23 31 28 32 25 21
40 27 31 22 32 33 35 19 21
48 18 22 25 25 17 21 37 16
56 23 22 17 22 29 21 18 22
64 16 9 22 16 15 22 26 15
72 15 19 18 20 12 22 19 27
80 18 20 21 15 22 21 27 15
88 24 26 26 39 30 40 40 47
96 49 36 41 48 51 59 58 55
104 43 36 35 38 46 30 35 41
112 20 16 32 17 22 14 20 28
120 31 20 17 23 17 26 24 19
128 21 22 31 22 26 15 24 29
136 21 20 20 22 27 22 16 19
144 28 20 36 32 20 25 27 29
152 29 27 30 32 32 41 46 38
160 43 42 49 47 34 56 53 70
168 69 81 117 183 254 380 554 858
176 1060 1506 1929 2359 2700 2993 3150 2941
184 2811 2337 1878 1345 1005 669 430 259
192 145 91 51 30 21 8 7 4
200 2 11 5 1 1 1 2 3
208 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 2
216 2 0 0 0 2 1 0 0
224 0 0 1 2 0 2 2 0
232 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
240 1 0 0 0 1 3 0 0
248 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 1

(



AG NO. 33 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:36 PAGEMEMORY- 7/16 LIVE TIME= 600 SECS TRUE TIME- 601 SECSCOLLECT STARTED ON 01 NOV 90 AT 10:39:49
AMP: INPUT= POS TC-SLOW GAIN- 12.142
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN= 512 OFFSET= 0 ZERO= 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET= 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 600 601 448 420 361 323 311 2768 269 234 231 223 230 216 178 19216 179 152 139 143 109 121 125 10324 125 106 116 98 107 90 90 9832 85 85 67 94 78 83 70 5740 72 64 61 79 80 54 58 8048 62 58 61 59 55 67 52 6356 61 56 53 55 57 57 62 5664 47 62 39 43 45 53 36 3872 53 36 65 38 64 52 46 4780 47 49 48 32 38 54 44 5188 64 61 57 66 79 80 89 8496 93 106 102 109 102 109 109 105104 104 91 86 89 102 88 79 61112 61 59 51 59 49 48 47 57120 49 31 50 61 58 65 44 52128 47 43 41 59 51 46 43 55136 54 49 41 51 41 65 53 35144 62 56 56 81 78 59 64 69152 70 70 70 72 73 69 68 87160 79 84 77 76 88 96 94 118168 118 144 202 225 319 465 709 1094176 1468 2036 2890 3563 4541 5096 5813 6015184 6101 5651 4817 3778 2989 2252 1508 975192 608 424 230 120 87 51 25 19200 10 11 7 7 3 6 7 5208 3 5 3 3 2 2 4 3216 4 4 3 4 1 1 2 2224 4 1 1 3 2 2 1 1232 1 2 1 3 2 0 1 1240 3 3 0 2 2 0 2 3248 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 2

4
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TAG NO. 34 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:38 PAGE
MEMORY- 8/16 LIVE TIME= 300 SECS TRUE TIME= 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 01 NOV 90 AT 11:02:03
AMP: INPUT- POS TC=SLOW GAIN= 12.142
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN- 512 OFFSET= 0 ZERO= 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET= 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 168 174 155 137 135 113
8 120 92 92 84 87 67 73 82

16 82 65 59 38 55 44 43 48
24 64 44 40 33 52 38 27 26
32 35 37 28 31 30 20 25 34
40 31 38 29 26 19 46 34 31
48 35 28 27 28 25 22 16 21
56 24 28 27 17 22 20 28 25
64 21 22 28 16 23 20 25 11
72 17 16 15 16 26 23 19 17
80 20 19 21 19 18 17 25 17
88 33 30 29 32 29 46 41 34
96 45 39 39 40 43 45 43 50
104 42 47 51 51 48 42 44 34
112 31 20 33 23 30 27 26 17
120 27 27 20 34 23 31 26 30
128 22 31 32 27 24 29 31 23
136 25 27 24 26 32 19 26 28
144 28 25 20 35 22 33 25 33
152 32 33 25 23 37 29 45 45
160 50 44 40 43 48 48 58 52
168 42 65 63 86 98 177 215 345
176 522 774 1067 1377 1770 2179 2601 2987
184 3066 3142 2805 2423 1940 1534 1137 810
192 501 332 208 139 56 32 17 24
200 22 9 6 2 4 4 2 2
208 6 2 2 1 3 2 2 0
216 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2
224 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
232 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 0
240 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
248 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 1



I

TAG NO. 35 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:40 PAGE

MEMORY- 9/16 LIVE TIME= 300 SECS TRUE TIME- 300 SECS

COLLECT STARTED ON 01 NOV 90 AT 11:40:14

AMP: INPUT- POS TC=SLOW GAIN= 12.142
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN- 512 OFFSET- 0 ZERO= 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET= 300s LT

HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA

0 300 300 146 137 130 115 114 99

8 99 88 86 70 64 82 63 64

16 61 56 72 55 52 47 45 41

24 45 41 39 33 35 28 38 26

32 31 32 40 40 31 29 25 30

40 38 34 23 22 27 24 27 29

48 18 23 21 31 14 22 27 23

56 23 35 21 16 19 20 16 20

64 24 27 24 16 34 21 18 19

72 13 21 24 14 21 19 28 19

80 20 12 23 12 23 19 21 26

88 25 20 25 19 31 32 34 33

96 37 40 36 54 49 43 54 72

104 50 46 57 36 44 35 34 36

112 24 34 47 20 33 23 24 28

120 17 22 29 26 25 21 31 22

128 23 38 28 26 23 23 28 23

136 20 21 26 14 31 25 27 22

144 31 21 29 21 26 27 30 30

152 29 29 30 27 40 45 32 35

160 44 36 49 50 51 49 54 45

168 39 48 66 78 85 135 150 243

176 308 449 697 1006 1310 1719 2112 2494

184 2794 3035 2995 2776 2456 2031 1709 1122

192 806 545 348 229 127 76 54 30

200 22 14 3 4 8 4 4 2

208 1 1 3 1 1 0 1 4

216 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

224 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0

232 0 0 1 2 1 0 2 0

240 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

248 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 1

(



TAG NO. 36 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:42 PAGE
MEMORY-10/16 LIVE TIME- 300 SECS TRUE TIME= 300 SECS
COLLECT STkRTED ON 01 NOV 90 AT 11:48:59
AMP: INPUT- POS TC=SLOW GAIN= 12.142
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN- 512 OFFSET= 0 ZERO= 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET- 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 174 173 154 135 133 119
8 116 100 100 97 78 76 81 91

16 75 72 68 54 73 46 52 48
24 44 52 43 43 40 42 28 36
32 49 41 32 38 37 21 24 26
40 35 36 49 34 40 44 31 20
48 32 24 20 27 36 24 25 35
56 28 26 32 22 27 26 19 25
64 30 19 30 24 30 21 21 18
72 20 26 20 21 19 22 22 23
80 28 22 24 24 18 23 22 24
88 31 22 31 30 24 22 44 41
96 47 50 49 55 45 62 40 47

104 46 51 37 36 39 39 52 32
112 34 24 29 29 22 22 25 27
120 30 27 27 8 30 28 29 29
128 28 22 28 22 22 21 21 23
136 18 28 36 26 31 22 24 24
144 29 25 30 30 29 25 34 25
152 39 37 47 22 45 37 34 36
160 39 48 47 53 55 48 43 44
168 63 78 104 152 198 302 444 668
176 1037 1371 1724 2089 2632 2893 3131 2923
184 2864 2500 2090 1561 1172 706 486 328
192 185 104 74 44 23 9 12 6

200 3 2 5 1 2 5 2 3

208 1 1 3 2 3 1 0 2
216 1 1 2 0 1 1 0 2

224 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0

232 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 0

240 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

248 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

Ii .



TAG NO. 37 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:44 PAGE
MEMORY=11/16 LIVE TIME= 600 SECS TRUE TIME= 601 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 01 NOV 90 AT 12:04:45
AMP: INPUT- POS TC=SLOW GAIN- 12.142
SCA: LLD= 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN= 512 OFFSET= 0 ZERO= 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET= 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 600 601 492 448 437 376 365 350
8 293 248 250 256 238 216 225 205

16 187 189 179 180 170 146 139 143
24 118 93 106 114 120 108 99 98
32 98 84 70 94 67 91 96 74
40 75 78 86 74 66 70 68 77
48 75 52 64 72 64 69 59 47
56 46 47 57 53 50 59 60 60
64 50 49 47 63 49 47 46 53
72 47 53 56 49 50 49 43 45
80 43 41 42 55 59 56 46 62
88 54 55 50 59 77 61 91 65
96 105 106 87 108 104 102 106 88
104 98 85 98 94 74 87 82 69
112 62 65 62 55 70 47 51 50
120 47 49 39 50 46 55 46 62
128 48 43 61 48 60 69 51 53
136 51 63 55 40 49 57 53 49
144 63 60 69 63 54 77 55 65
152 66 67 81 78 77 77 88 91
160 98 93 88 77 83 98 94 108
168 128 145 187 269 380 513 764 1130
176 1755 2350 3065 3945 4751 5557 6001 6177
184 5893 5338 4682 3557 2678 1868 1319 777
192 497 293 175 93 60 33 26 18
200 12 12 15 6 8 3 2 5
208 4 6 3 3 3 2 3 2
216 1 2 1 3 4 3 1 1
224 1 6 4 4 3 3 0 1
232 0 2 0 3 2 2 1 2
240 1 4 1 1 1 1 3 2
248 1 2 4 1 3 0 1 0



TAG NO. 38 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:46 PAGEMEMORY-12/16 LIVE TIME= 600 SECS TRUE TIME- 601 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 01 NOV 90 AT 12:26:34
AMP: INPUT= POS TC=SLOW GAIN= 12.142
SCA: LLD= 1.000% ULD= 110.0%
ADC: GAIN- 512 OFFSET= 0 ZERO 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET= 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 600 601 477 441 368 346 346 314
8 257 246 253 226 209 210 191 19316 180 166 169 165 150 112 140 11824 119 114 112 107 134 112 94 8232 101 63 73 105 105 66 87 7640 89 66 70 72 62 70 55 6848 51 76 69 58 67 61 59 7256 68 50 65 72 62 49 52 5464 51 49 50 58 55 64 43 4872 40 62 47 45 37 42 44 4480 47 54 37 46 43 63 55 4588 56 45 60 57 82 75 77 9296 83 98 101 122 86 98 97 101104 105 98 83 84 80 77 71 73112 75 74 66 71 64 46 45 49120 43 59 53 49 59 49 39 43128 64 45 55 51 45 51 62 59136 49 51 49 44 61 55 55 43144 76 61 55 63 73 58 63 65152 81 74 67 60 77 94 71 68160 82 79 87 109 87 99 102 99168 121 136 172 212 296 456 706 1051176 1516 2089 2827 3816 4497 5384 6060 6150184 6096 5557 4694 3650 2825 1968 1400 871192 537 340 199 115 66 31 20 18200 17 18 5 7 7 3 5 5208 2 3 6 6 2 2 3 3216 3 5 2 2 1 3 1 1224 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 0232 1 3 1 3 2 1 0 0240 1 1 0 2 1 2 0 1248 2 0 0 0 3 1 0 4

.1



TAG NO. 39 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:48 PAGE
MEMORY=13/16 LIVE TIME= 300 SECS TRUE TIME= 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 01 NOV 90 AT 12:46:19
AMP: INPUT= POS TC=SLOW GAIN= 12.142
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN= 512 OFFSET= 0 ZERO= 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET= 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 204 188 140 150 119 139
8 129 132 91 119 82 89 80 93

16 73 80 70 71 57 63 51 54
24 69 50 52 49 58 44 41 44
32 41 32 43 33 47 46 36 30
40 44 29 29 29 34 23 25 33
48 24 21 31 26 26 32 32 23
56 22 29 25 26 18 24 32 25
64 24 26 22 18 21 21 23 27
72 21 16 26 33 20 8 31 23
80 18 15 31 25 20 29 27 24
88 28 30 33 34 30 30 38 33
96 42 48 45 47 51 55 53 41

104 45 58 52 36 45 41 31 36
112 21 27 26 26 30 35 23 24
120 24 22 21 27 24 13 25 22
128 23 15 21 15 26 26 23 22
136 27 17 22 18 24 29 20 36
144 23 20 35 24 34 26 21 28
152 38 34 40 25 42 41 33 24
160 27 48 40 32 48 39 53 55
168 54 70 65 94 116 176 273 359
176 565 789 1181 1531 2058 2456 2841 3109
184 3223 2954 2550 2156 1606 1300 840 617
192 366 223 131 90 50 17 12 14
200 6 3 7 1 2 3 5 1
208 0 1 4 1 1 1 1 1
216 0 1 3 1 1 1 0 0
224 2 1 1 3 0 0 0 2
232 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
240 2 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
248 3 0 1 2 0 0 0 1



TAG NO. 40 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:50 PAGE
MEMORY=14/16 LIVE TIME= 300 SECS TRUE TIME= 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 01 NOV 90 AT 12:51:Q4
AMP: INPUT= POS TC-SLOW GAIN= 12.142
SCA: LLD= 1.000% ULD= 110.0%
ADC: GAIN= 512 OFFSET= 0 ZERO= 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET= 300S LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 229 197 212 136 158 162
8 125 118 118 128 107 114 102 98

16 94 87 84 67 57 57 55 59
24 65 44 43 57 46 54 47 47
32 57 38 43 37 36 42 34 27
40 41 45 39 43 27 39 36 29
48 37 27 24 25 24 32 36 31
56 27 27 32 24 37 22 35 25
64 15 19 22 31 27 33 29 18
72 23 24 20 17 24 23 20 31
80 32 30 21 24 19 19 25 23
88 28 32 29 28 28 35 42 38
96 41 36 50 56 43 57 45 49

104 59 53 56 39 53 49 31 45
112 43 28 35 35 36 27 30 22
120 23 27 28 32 21 23 21 27
128 24 32 27 27 29 28 22 29
136 21 23 31 21 31 25 20 25
144 29 30 28 25 28 38 34 32
152 24 21 32 27 35 39 48 39
160 47 42 38 43 43 42 43 54
168 70 55 59 104 123 169 273 356
176 568 893 1133 1514 2002 2510 2796 3063
184 3157 3079 2684 2270 1755 1285 977 619
192 378 246 141 91 41 32 20 7
200 7 7 4 3 5 3 1 3
208 5 2 1 0 3 0 2 0
216 1 2 1 0 4 2 1 0
224 0 0 2 2 0 1 0 3
232 1 1 0 3 0 0 0 1
240 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 0
248 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0



TAG NO. 41 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:52 PAGE
MEMORY-15/16 LIVE TIME= 300 SECS TRUE TIME= 300 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 01 NOV 90 AT 13:02:24
AMP: INPUT= POS TC=SLOW GAIN= 12.142
SCA: LLD= 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN= 512 OFFSET= 0 ZERO= 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET= 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA
0 300 300 155 152 140 128 119 115
8 93 86 98 61 84 62 77 68

16 64 66 55 63 47 40 57 43
24 48 45 46 38 34 55 30 22
32 34 30 37 34 28 22 27 35
40 38 33 24 22 24 22 37 27
48 30 23 31 21 26 27 18 24
56 17 26 36 26 23 32 16 24
64 17 19 22 17 10 21 19 22
72 28 16 26 32 21 21 21 19
80 24 18 13 24 20 28 24 27
88 21 18 32 23 28 32 26 41
96 49 40 40 52 47 46 60 45
104 59 46 46 38 38 43 36 33
112 29 36 23 34 31 35 19 28
120 26 20 24 23 24 23 31 24
128 21 21 21 31 25 31 20 19
136 27 26 23 19 28 27 18 21
144 19 26 21 38 31 26 33 31
152 34 37 32 43 24 34 38 38
160 44 24 38 39 40 50 48 39
168 52 60 71 88 119 165 233 284
176 468 735 1035 1405 1867 2413 2826 3026
184 3220 3034 2787 2336 1936 1414 981 689
192 458 238 149 84 50 27 26 11
200 13 2 3 5 5 1 5 1
208 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
216 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 2
224 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 5
232 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
240 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
248 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 0

I



TAG NO. 42 SERIES 10 05 NOV 90 16:54 PAGE

NEMORY-16/16 LIVE TIME- 300 SECS TRUE TIME- 301 SECS
COLLECT STARTED ON 01 NOV 90 AT 13:13:38
AMP: INPUT- POS TC=SLOW GAIN= 12.142
SCA: LLD- 1.000% ULD- 110.0%
ADC: GAIN- 512 OFFSET- 0 ZERO- 2.00%

PHA ADD PRESET= 300s LT
HVPS: + OV OFF STABLZ OFF

CHANNEL# DATA

0 300 301 706 659 629 618 512 491

8 494 435 381 341 376 347 340 320

16 294 293 266 224 239 228 208 213

24 204 178 157 181 154 121 134 121

32 107 109 114 105 108 80 76 79

40 79 99 84 91 104 91 104 90

48 65 84 61 74 76 78 84 91

56 79 78 67 75 59 49 49 50

64 46 50 36 40 53 36 40 45

72 43 47 45 39 55 40 48 36

80 39 30 46 29 38 28 36 33

88 41 47 38 53 47 49 51 53

96 62 50 47 50 65 71 65 64

104 58 67 57 62 54 55 54 47

112 55 39 41 41 37 34 50 30

120 42 34 40 35 44 33 31 40

128 40 29 26 33 28 32 48 34

136 28 34 31 30 28 24 28 31

144 46 42 39 43 34 36 38 49

152 35 31 42 38 39 48 43 55

160 48 44 59 40 46 53 53 51

168 59 75 109 113 178 246 347 504

176 677 1010 1269 1775 2245 2541 2946 3001

184 3116 2791 2465 2020 1502 1131 779 518

192 321 193 123 83 49 22 20 19

200 12 7 12 6 5 5 8 4

208 0 7 5 2 1 4 4 5

216 6 6 3 3 4 1 5 3

224 8 2 6 6 4 5 4 3

232 1 0 2 4 5 5 1 2

240 2 2 4 1 2 2 2 4

248 2 1 5 6 1 2 1 5



APPENDIX D



pace. REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS

t. Paul Ccrps of Engineering December 31, 1990
1411 USPO & Custom House PACE Project
St. Paul, MN 55)01-98ua Number: 901130506

Attn: Ms. Debbie Peterson

10047

PACE Sample Number: 10 0468517 10 0168525 10 465-
Uate Collected: 11/27/90 1112710g 11/27/90

Date Received: 11128/90 f/28/90 1/28190

P A afttL1, fj i 1- - -

INCRC, ANIC ANAI YTTS

'NDIVYDUAL PARAMETERS
garium Ifg'L 0.O1 0.02 0.02 0.02
Cadinl un mg/L 0.0005 0.001 0.001 0.002
Chromium mg/L 0.005 ND ND 0.011

Copper ,,g/L 0.005 0.012 0.015 (.030
Lead mg/L 0.005 0.020 0.028 ND
Nickel mg/L 0.025 NU ND ND

!CMS FOR VOLATILE ORG;ICS-240

Date AnalyzeJ 5 12/03/90 8 12!03i90 B 2,03iC
,Ci 1o~rethane ugiL 4.7 ND ND ND
,rciromothae - uglL 7.1 NO ND NO
'iryl Chlor'te ugiL 6.0 ,iD ND ND
Chloroethane ug/L 4.1 lID ND NO
Methylene chloride ug/L 10 NO ND NO

Acetone ug/L 10 ND D NO
Carbon disulfide ,ug/L 5,0 NO NO NO
,I-01chlor'oethylene ug/L 6.5 ND ND ND
I,1-Dichloroethane ug/L 4.4 ND ND NO
Vran--,2-dicnloroetnylene ug/L 3.7 NO ND ND
Chlo1 11form ugIL 4.5 ND ND ND

I. 2-Dchloroethane ug/L 3.9 ND ND ND

2-Butanone (MEK) uglL 10 NO NO NO
:,1,l-Tchloroethane uglL 4.3 NO ND ND
Carboti tetrachlouide ugiL 3.8 NO ND NO
Vi.v) acetate uv/L 2.8 NO NO NO
Brom .,ichloronethane ug/L 4.3 ND NO NO

& Method Detection Limit
NO Not detected at or above the MDL.



REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS

is. Debbie Peterson December 31, 1990
Page 2 PACE Project

Number: 901130506
10047

rACE Sample Num.ber: 10 0468517 10 -468525 10 O 5"5z
Date Collected: !1/27/90 l1/27/90 11/27/19
Date Received: 11128190 11/28190 1l11I28/

parflitio. U i t _ L- I-)- - i- 2

(1('.ANIC ANALYU(!;

GC.s rOR VOLATILE ORGANICS-8240
..1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ug/L 2.5 NO N ND
I.2-Dichloropropane ug/L 3.0 NO NO NO
Trans-l,3-dichloropropene cg/L 2.1 NO ND ND
T'ichloroethylene ug/L 3.5 NO ND ND
Dihbvomochloromethane ug/L 3.0 NO NO ND
,I,Z-Trlchloroethane ug/L 3.1 NO ND NO

Benzene ug/L 2.7 NO NO NO
Cis-1,3-dich1nropropene uglL 1.4 ND ND NO
2-C loroethyl)vii'y ether ugiL 6.3 ND ND ND
? mofoi1'm uglL 4.0 ND ND nD

exanone .ig1L 10 ND ND ND
4-Mett1y1-2pentanone (MISK) ug/L I0 NO ND ND

Te t rachIo-ethyIene ug/L_ 2.2 NO NO ND
TOltuene uq/L 4.3 NO NO ND
hl ocbprzene ug/L 2.5 NO ND ND

Etri 1 benzene ug/L 4.2 ND ND ND
Styrene ug/L I.7 NO ND ND
xylene, total ug/L S.0 NO ND ND

METHU'D bO-PESI CIDES AND PCBS IN wATER
Date Analyzed NA NA G 12113190
,.ate Extracted - 12/4/90
a-BHC ug/L 0.002 - NA -
a-BHC uqiL 0.0022 - - ND
a-BiC ug/L 0.040 NA -
b-BHC ug/L 0.014 - NA -

h-8HC ug/L 0.015 - - ND
b-firHC u,4/L 0.28 NA -

g-611C (Lindane) ug/L 0.002 - NA

MnL Method Detectlon Limit

Not detected at or above the MDL.
A Not analyzed due to laboratory accident.

_ 0I0II40ii i i ii I I I I II -
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Page 3 PACE Project

Number: 901 130506
10047

PACE Sample Number: 10 0468517 10 0468525 10 0J4685
Date Collected: V1/127/90 11/27/90 111271i9C
Oate Received: M12/0 f28/90 128/9^1

,IETtiaO i$O-PESTICIDES AND~ P055 1N WATER
g-SHC (Lindane) ug/L 0.0022 -- ND
g-SHC (Lindane) Lq 0.040 NA -

(d-81C uqI L 0.001 - MA
O-fcug!'L 0.0011 - NO

O-SHC ug/L 0.020 NA--
Heptachlor ug/L 0.001 - NA-

Paptach 1 c ughL 0.00H - - ND
HeotACAlor ug/L 0.020 NA -

Idrtn ug/L 0.055 - NA-
Idrin uq/L 1.1 NA--

HeptaChlJCr epoxide ug/L 0.1103 - MA-
Hepta-11110 epox'ldf ug1L 0.060 NA -

Erldosulfiln ', L,9/L 0.00 - INA-
Endost')farl A, Ug/L 0,060 NA-
Dielirin UY/L 0.003 - NA
Si elId rin Ug/L 0,0033 - -N

£O1eldriti ug/L 0.060 NA--
Enrnug/L 0.007 - NA-

Inrnug/L 0.0077 - H D
Endrin -ug/L 0.14 NA -

4,4-000 ugIL 0.006 - NA
4,4-000 uq!L 0.0066 - ND

Endosulfan 11 ug/L 0.10 NA-
'1.4-DD ug/L 0.009 - NA-
4 ,4-D)T uti/L 0.0099 - ND
414-D11T uylL 0.18 NA--

flu Metttod Detection LOmit
M-it dietectedi at or above the MOL.

NA Not aiialyzed dite to laboratory accident.
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Ms. Debbie Peterson Cecember 31, 1990
Page 4 PACE Project

Number: 901130506
10047

PACE Sample Number: 10 0468517 10 0468525 10 046A.
Date Collected: 11/27/90 11/27/90 11'29/-
Date Received: 11/28/90 11/23190 11/28i'JO
PU,',,pr ML 1-1 1-2 Z-

nRpr,ANTC ANAIyST,

METIIO0 608-PESTICIDES AND PCBS IN WATER
4,,4-DDE ug/L 0.007 - NA -
4,4-DE ug/L 0.0077 - - ND
,, 4-ID E ug/L 0.14 NA - -
Endrin aldehyde ug/L 0.20 - NA -

Ei-drin aldehyde ug/L 4.0 NA - -

Cndosulfan .uifate ug/L 0.056 - NA -

EndcSsulfan sulfate ug/L 1.1 NA - -
xaphei e ug(L 1.0 - NA o

-,xaphene ug/L 20 NA - -
PCB-1016 ugL 0.10 - NA -
PCB-1OI6 Ug!L 0.11 - - ;D
PCB-1016 ug/L 2.0 NA - -

PCB-1221 uglL 0.10 - NA -

OCO-1221 ug/L 0.11 - - ND
piB-1221 ug/L 2.0 NA - -

'OCB-1232 uolL 0.10 - NA -
PCB-1232 ug/L 0.11 - NO
PCB-1232 ug/L 2.0 NA - -

PCB-1242 ug/L 0.-10 - NA
PCB-1242 ug/L 0.11 - - ND
PCB-1242 ug/L 2.0 NA - -
PCB-1248 ug/L 0.10 - NA -
PCB-1249 ug/L 0.11 - - NO
PCB-1248 ug/L 2.0 NA - -

PCB-12154 ug/L 0.10 - NA -
PC8-1254 uq/L 0.11 - - NO
PCB-1254 ug/L 2.0 NA _
PCB-1260 uglL 0.10 - NA -

IIDL Method Detection Limit
IA Not analyzed due to laboratory accident.
NO *lot detected at or above the MUL.
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Page 5 PACE Project

Number: 901130506
10047

PACE Sample Number: 10 0468517 10 0468525 10 04685-

Date Collected: 11/27/90 11/27/90 11127/90
Date Received: 11/28/90 11/28/90 i1/28!0

OR)-ANIC ANAIYUIS

METHOD 608-PESTICIDES AND PCBS IN WATER
PCS-1260 ug/L 0.11 - - ND

PCB-1260 ug/L 2.0 NA -
Chl Iordane (tech) ug/L 0.10 - NA -

Chlordane (tech) ug/L 0.11 - - ND
ChIoriane (tech) uglL 2.0 NA -

VInL Method Detection Limit
Not oetected at or above the MDL.
,Not analyzed due to laboratory accident.

I
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Number: 901130506
)0047

PACe Sample Number; 
10 0468541Date Collected: 
11/27/90

Date Received: 
11/28190ear.ifmip .r t iS- 2-2

INIRrA TC ANAl "JY

INDIVIDUAL PARAMETERS
Barium mg/ L 0.01 0.02
Cadmi um ",gIL 0.0005 0.002Clromi um mg/L 0.005 0.010CooDer mg/L 0.005 0.027
Lepad mg/L 0.005 ND
Nl Cke 1 mg/L 0.025 ND

QRGA6TC AJ A Y T

MiS FOR VOLATILE ORGANICS-8z40
,te Analyzed 

8 12/05/90Chlorcrmethane _ ug/L 4.7 NOC *o 0io(ie tIane ug/L 7.1 NDV'inyl chloride ug/L 6.0 NDChloroe thane uglL 4.1 NOtlethy lene chloride ugiL 10 ND

Acetone ug/L 10 NDCarbon disulfide ug/L 5.0 NO1,l-Dlchloroethylene ug/L 6.5 NO* !-Oichloroethane ug/L 4.4 NDTrans-1,2-cdchloroethylene ug/L 3.7 NoChloroform ug/L 4.5 NO

I .2-O chiloroethane oq/L 3.9 NO2-Butanone (MEK) ugiL 10 NDI.I.l-Tichloroethane ug/L 4.3 NO
Carbon tetrachloide Ug/L 3.8 NOVinyl acetate ug/L 2.8 NOBrorodichloromethane ug/L 4.3 NO

1.lZ,2-TetraChloroetlane uq/L 2.5 ND!,2-01 chlorooropane ug/L 3.0 NO

40L Methou Detection Limit
NlO Not detected at or above the MDL.
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Number: 901130506
10047

PACE Sample Number: 10 0468541
Date Collected: 11/27190
Date Received: 11/28/90
D i vrip tpr Z1ni m 2-)

,ANT .NAL'(aLqS

GCMS .R 'OLAIILE ORGANICS-8240
Tras-I.3-dI hloropropene ug/L 2.1 ND
" lci loroethylene uglL 3.5 ND
DibropmcchlorometIarne ug/L 3.0 ND
1,1,2- Trlchloroethane ug/L 3.1 ND
'nzene ug/L 2.7 ND

,is-1 .3-dichlorop; cpene ug/L 1.4 ND

^-ChlorCeth-/,'nyl ether ug/L 6.3 ND
roKforir ug/L 4.0 NO

2-HeAanone ug/L 10 ND
4-Methy-2pent.naone (HIBK) ug/L 10 ND
Tetiachlorcethylene ug/L 2.2 ND
loluene ug/L 4.3 NO

Ch I orobenzene uglL 2.5 ND
Ethyl benzene ug/L 4.2 ND
S tyrene ug/L 1.7 NO
Xylene, total ug/L 5.0 NO

METHOD 608-PESTICIDES AND PCBS 
41t WATER

Date Analyzed G 12113/90
Date Extracted 12/4/90
a-8C ug/L 0.0022 ND
b-6HC ug/L 0.015 NO
g-BHC (Lindane) ug/L 0.0022 NO
d-BHC ug/L 0.0011 NO

Heptach lor ug/L 0.0011 ND
.'nfeldrtn ug/L 0.0033 NO

JrIn ug/L 0.0077 NO
4,4-000 ug/L 0.0066 NO
4,4-DOT uglL 0.0099 NO
4.4-ODE uglL 0.0077 NO
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Number: 901130506
10047

PACE Sample Number: 10 0468541

Date Collected: 11/27/90
DAte Received: 11/28/90
pArailletpr 11n te tAD -2

M')lfANTr ArJALf'TS

IETHQOD 6u8-PESTICIWES AND PCBS It., WATER
PCB-1OI16 ug/L 0. 11 NO
PCB-1221 ug/L 0.11 ND
PCB-1232 ug/L 0.11 ND
PCB-1242 ugh 0.11 ND
PCB-1248 ug/L 0.11 ND
PCB-1254 ug/L 0.11 ND

PCB-1260 ug/L 0.11 ND

Chilordane (tech' ug/L 0.11 NO

?gL FMetod Detection L. mit

N L) Not detec-.d at cr above the .'DL7

-I _ _ _
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Number: 9011305!)6
10047

PACE-Sanple NJumber: Io 0466576 10 0468592 70 0 ,

Date Collected: 11/27/90 11/27/90 11/Z90~
Date Receivied: 11/28/90 11,128/,90 11 2 89

M-l M-2 Cl+9

(2) 2MC
LULEGAN IC 8ftAl YSTU

;NDIV1&UAL PARAMETERS
Mie)cr mg Cu L 0.0008 NO ND ND

PCRA rfOX!CIT, METALS
A\rsen ic mg/L 0.094 NO NO
Bar t Im in / L 0.006 0.43 0.9S

10.006 N
Chi-oli um ingiL o0o Zi iiii ND

Id mg/L 0.045 0.10 ND
, e n ium mg/L 0.081 ND NDND

Siliver ing/L 0.005 ND ND ND

TCLP SEMIVOLATILES
Cate Analyzed C 12112/90 C !2/12/90 C 12111i90
C'ate Extracted 12/i0/90 12/10/90 12/10;90
')- Cr e S aI mg/L 200 ND ND ND
m-Cresol mg/I 200 NO NO NO
p-Cresol rn9IL 200 ND ND ND
1,4-Dichlorcbenzene mg/L 7.5 NO ND NO

2,4-Dinitrotoluene mg/L 0.13 ND ND NO
IeXaLlflorobenzene mglL 0.13 ND NO ND
;exachloro-l,3-hutadiene mg/L 0.5 ND NO ND
iexactloroethane mg/I 3.0 ND ND ND
Nltrobenzene - mg/L 2.0 ND NO NO
Pentachloivophenol mg/I 100 ND ND ND

Pyridine tig/L 5.0 ND ND ND

All analysis performed on Toxic Characteristic Leachate.
All analysis pet-formed on Toxic Characteristic Leachate for Volatiles.

MDL method Detection Limit
ND Not detected at or above the MOL.
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Page 10 PACE Project

Number: 901130506
10047,

PACE Saniple 1"Umber: 10 0468576 10 0468592 10 344190-
Date Collected: 11/27/90 1H/27/90 111'27/90
Date Recei!.'ed: 11/28/90 1!/28/90 11/28!9,j

M-1 M-2Cl+2

,'C(2) AA (2) (2)

TC'LP SEMI VcLATILES
24,5-TTIcho,opIie.,))' m i aL 40C') NO ND NO
.6 - rr i I or o ph e rol g/ iL 2.0 ND ND NO

TCLP VOLATILES
.te Analyzed B 12/13190 B 12/13/90 8 1 3

f.erzene 'TCLP Cequlatory, I-st) ug/L 27 ND ND ND
Carton tetra~h),-ride (TtLP Reg. List)/ ug/L 38 ND NO NO
UTilc!obenzene 7CLP Reg~ator-Y List) ug/L 25 ND HD

04t-ne~ EK) (TCLF RegUlatCory LiStl Ug/iL 100 ND ND2
t' c:eiy ne ( TCLP Reg. Li st) lug/L 71 ND NO ND-

T',,-IorcstIy'er,2 (TCLP Riegulatory List) ug/L 35 ND NO IN 1
Clorcj-QFCM (TC'LP Regulatory List) uy/L 45 ND ND ND
1 .2-Dich',oroethane(TCIP Regulatoi-y List) ug/L 39 NO, NO ND
1 ,!-D''ichloroethvlene (TCLP-Reg. List) ug/L 65 ND NO NO
Vinyl chloride "(7CLP Regulatory List) ug/L 60 ND ND ND

(1) All anailysis performed on Toxic Characteristic Leachate.
(2) All analysis nerformed on Toxic Characteristic Leachate for Volatiles.

,MDL Method Detection Limit
QD Not detected at or above the I-DL,
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VOtATILE HYDROCAEBONS (Code 465)

5MI7Z~ 11/27/90 LAD SAMPLIV4' 9100023
ANALYSUDS 01/04/91
'EPORTEDt 01/06/91 FIELD SLANE #: WON&

REPORTING AMOUNT &SPORTIN4G AMOUNT
LIMIT rOUNo LIMIT rOUN=

)MPOUND (UG/L) (UO/L) COMfomN (UO/L) (UG/IL)

<ao~hn 2.0 123-Trichulorepropan* < 0.5
mnyl Chloride < 1.0 B romobansone < 0.2

;'aosethasne < 2.0 2-Chlorotoluofte (0.5
<cothn 1.0 4-Chlorotoluene < 0.5

:choreflucomeethons 1.0 1,3-Dichloraonsons < 0.2
:ichlorofluotomethent < 2.0 14-Vichlorobousene < 0.2
:Lchloro- 1,2-Dichlorobez~sene < 0.2
trifluoroothane < 0.2 2,2-Dibroso-

.1-Dichloroothens 0.5 3-Chloropropan* < 2.0
11yl Chloride < 0.5 124-Ttichlocobeitent 0.5
4thlions Chloride < 0.5 Neuechlorobutudisme < O.$

1-Dichlocoetheme < 0.1 123-Trichlorobonsone. 0.5
I-Diehlorothone < 0.2 tlthyl Ecther c2.0
2.dichlaropropane < 0.5 I Acetone 20

~.2Dichloroothene <0.2 IMethyl tortiary-
*loraform < 0.1 uy to < 2.0
omochloroethane < 0.5 uth tyl t: 1
,.,ITrcehloroothene < 0.2 Ketohdofrito < 10
1-Dichloropropea* < 0.2 leonhene < 0.2
fbon Tottachloride <0.2 Me~thyl Isobutyl Retono< 5.0
r '-htloroethane < 0.2 IToluene < 0.2
i- roethone < 0.3. Ethyl Bson*if < 0.2

2-Dichlorogropat < 0.2 amp-xyloao 0.2 0.4
-omodich3@oaethone < 0.2 a-Xylone < 0.2 0.2
bromommethane <1.0 Styrene < 0.2
-1,3.Dichloropropene < 0.2 I1sopropyl Denson* < 0.5
.,3-Diehloropropeua < 0.2 nPoyImee40.
1.2-Trichloroethano 0.2 1135-TC ibethylbenson. 0.5
3Dichloropefte < 0.2 Itert-autyl benzene c0.5

itahaoteo <0.2 124-Trimethylbeasono < 0.5
..orodibromaothease 0.5 we-butylbeusone 0.5
2-Dibromoothant 1.0 lp-Isopropyltaluefte 0.5

~1oobnutm 40.2 In-autylbertuene 40.5
.12-Tetrachlcroathane < 0< shL1n 0.5
raoors < 1.0
--------------------------------- --------- aa .-------------------

CONMNT~s

e*gend:
< 0 101e than

V9 - peak present



'02 .4 MINNESOTA DEPANTMiZNT OF HEALTH -CHW1:CAL LABORATORY
VOLATILE HYDROCARBONS (code 465)

SAXPLZV: 11/27/90 LAD SAMPLE #t 2100024
'1,kyW9D 01/04/91

j RTEDi 01/08/91. FIELD BLANK ZI ONt

REPORTING A14OUNT REP02INGl AMOUNT
LIMIT rouNa LIMIT FOUNID
(UG/L) (UG/L) COMPOUND (UO/L) MU/L)

*.mmWWeW@ UbeUU@inUinU~a..........mmm.......~m

.:horo~f~orniehae< .Q1122-TetraChloroethafto< 0 .2
n1oromethene < 2.0 1123-Trichlocopcopano 0.5
.ny2. Chloride < 1.0 lbromaoenvene < 0.:
fomsuethane < 2.0 2-hoooun t0.3
.hloro~thans < 1.0 Clrotolue < .
ichloroflucroaethane < 1.0 !1,3-bichloroben~fle < 0.i
:±ehlorofluoroumthane <2.0 12,4-01chlorao xoe < 0.2
richloro- I1,2-Dichlorobonsono, 0.2

trifl.iamethafte (0.2 11,2-Dibroma-
'I-Dichloroethene 0.5 3-Chioropropfle <2.C
-1 1 Chloride 0.5 1124-Trichloraoasen. 0.5
ithylent Chloride < 0.5 k~exaehlorobutadioeft < .5

,-I~2.f.tnn 1 4123-Trichlorebonbene e .
.:-Dichlovoothaie < 0.2 IEthyl Ether <21
.2-dicti1oropropano < 0.5 I ACOtafte < 0
-1 , 2 ichlarootheftm < 0.2 !Methyl tertiary-
.1oroferm <0.1 1 butyl Ether < 2.C

:oohooehn 0.5 jMethyl Eth I Ketone < 2.0
.,ii-Tr.4ehlor*the < 0.2 ITetrahydroluran < in~
.1-Vichloropropete < 0.2 Jsensofte < 0.2

i' Tetrachloride < 0.2 Imothyl. Isebutyl Noe"*<~ 5.0
z.,4;h1oroethane < 0.2 IToluene <0.2

4_.:loroothono < 0.1 !Ethyl Bensent 0.2
.A-Dichloropropans < 0.2 Im+p-zylone < '.0.2 0.4

~mdcho<etat 0.2 *-Xyleno C.1
-broaamethar* < 1.0 S8tyrfc ( 0.
-1,3-Dichloropropono < 0.4 11sopropy. 3eoiune (0.5
-l;3-Dich2.oaopona < 0.2 in.Propjyl IsonUs (n 0.3

:,-rbhorohn 0.2 i15-Tr..sethylbonvono C-5
3-;rcoropropeng < .2 itert-Butyl Sonsnne < 0.5
trac otheo 0.2 j124-Triaothy.bofsent < 0.5

h1crodibromosethane < 0.5 lsec-Butylbonsene < .S
2-Dibromoothafts <1.0 P-Isopropy2.tolueng 0.5

hlorobonsen* 0.2 r-Butylbenson* < 0.5
!.1-Tetrachloroethane < 0.2 1,Nphtbslone < C.5
rouoform < 1.0
----------------------------------------------------------------
COMEMiT:

Legentd:
< - loss than~

7P - peak present
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Coros awards contract for Lake Superior banel search

WHO: St. Paul District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Paul, Minnesota

WHAT: Has awarded a contract to Hazard Control, Inc. of Minneapolis, Minn., in the amount of
$16,950.00 to conduct a search of the Lake Superior bottom near Duluth, Minn., for barrels dumped
into Lake Superior by the U.S. Army between 1959 and 1962. The 1,437 barrels contain metal
scraps produced during the research and manufacture of classified munitions.

The search operation has three phases. First, the contractor will conduct an electronic search of the
20-square mile target area using sonar and electro-magnetic detection systems. The second phase of
the search involves a search of possible barrel locations based on historical records and data from
the electronic search. The second phase will use a two-person submarine provided by the contrac-
tor to attempt to locate and photograph as many barrels as possible. The contract allows for approxi-
mately five days of search operations. If time permits within the contract, a third phase might
include closer inspection of located barrels and an attempt to recover one or two barrels. Any barrel
recovered will be sealed in an over-sized container and sent to an independent laboratory for analy-
sis of the contents.

WHERE: The search operation will be conducted in an approximately 20-square mile area off the
North Shore of Lake Superior between the Lester River and the Knife River. Records indicate that
the barrels were dumped in water greater than 100-300 feet in depth.

WHEN: The contract was awarded on September 28, 1990. The search is tentatively scheduled
to begin on Thursday, October 11, 1990, weather permitting.

WHY: The barrel search poject is being conducted under the Defense Environmental Restoration
Program, a Department of Defense subsection of the EPA Superfund Program. One aspect of the
restoration program includes finding and inspecting sites formerly owned or used by DoD. Once
located, the sites are inspected for hazardous debris, munitions or toxic materials related to the op-
eration of the site by DoD. Since the barrels contained material generated by a DoD contractor
working on a classified defense munitions contract and the disposal was directed by an Army or-
ganization, the barrel disposal site qualifies for review and analysis under the Defense Environ-
mental Restoration Program for Formely Used Defense Sites. The curent contract will provide data
to be used by the Corps in determining the need for any future remedial action.

MEDIA ARRANGEMENTS: Media arrngements (news conferences, equipment demonstration,
Duluth media center telephone number, etc.) will be announced on October 9th.

CONTACT: Ken Gardner or Joan Guilfoyle at 612/220-0201. US Army Corps of Enlgineets, 1421
US Pos Office, St. Paul MN 55101-90. The project's media center will open at the Corps'
Duluth Area Office on Thursday, October Ilth.
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Around Minnesota

Minneapolis company to search for barrels
dumped into Lake Superior 30 years ago
AK Minneapolis company has been miniature submarine will then
hired to lead a search for barrels move into the area, take photos and

-dumped into Lake Superior 30 pull one barrel near the surface if
* years ago. there's time, said Corps spokes-

woman Joan Guilfoyle. A second
,Th" Army Corps of Engineers contract to pull up a 55-gallon bar-

* awarded Hazard Control Inc. a rel could be awarded if they're lo-
$ (h,950, five-day federal contract cated, she said. The barrel would be
Tuesday for the search, expected to sent to a lab for testing.

.begin Oct. 12.
•-"., The 1,437 barrels came from de-
The seven-year-old business sells fense work done by Honeywell Inc.
products and services to help other at the Twin Cities Army Ammuni-
companies handle hazardous mate- tion Plant in Arden Hills. They
nals. but its aquatic division is only were dumped into the lake between
.a few months old. 1959 and 1961 to keep a top- secret

grenade design out of Soviet hands.
"This is a fairly new venture for us. corps officials said.
but we've done extensive previous
tnvestiption regarding these bar- Since then, rumors about the bar-
rels," said owner Mike Stich. rels' contents have persisted. A

-- We've done a very thorough job as barge crew member reported a
firas research goes." sludge oozing from a barrel; radio-

active materials also have been sug-
In-,the search's first phase, sonar gested because Honeywell used de-
and other electronic equipment will pleted uranium in some of its de-
be used to look for the barrels. A fense work.



Ex-spollution control chief
criticizes recovery efforts
Pegors says finding barrels should be top priority
eyll OGUWI rein could contain heavy metals

A fomerstae Ofical bastd -"~-~ ~and depleted uranium. which
A fomer tat offcia blatedHoneywell used In some of Its de'

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers I as work. The corps conducted
Friday. claiming it isn't putting Ian unsuccessful search for the bar-
enough priority on finding barrels roba In the late 1970s.
dumped in Lake Superior 30 yams If. tihe barrels do contain hazard-
ago. outca waste, the resuiting cleanup

Although the projec is One Of would be placed on a Department
200 sites in Minnesota and Wisco- of Defense list whose funds are re-
sin named by the Department Of .stricted. Gardner said.
Defense for cleanup, it isn't a pri- The search should be oversee
ority because the barrels are't by EPA or PCA officials and
known to co tain hazardous sub- workers should be trained In haz-
stances, Said Ken Gardner. Public rosmtiasecvyPgs
affairs officer for the corps' St sawn SOV~ Pgr
Paul dlstrICL "Hazard Control Inc. of Minne-

Corps offilcials sy the barrels s'' 5 s in being paid S16.950 for the
contain scrap metal. but runirs__ weeklong underwater search. The
suggest they could contain toxic company is using four boats
wastes or other hazardous materi- equipped with sonar, vkdeo am-
als. ersand magnetomneters. A submua-

"his* cleanup costs would be In- jehn pages rine in be added Sunday.
fnltesimal compared with the po- Video released fromn Thtursday's
tential contamination of the priority. it seems to me your top search revealed the lake bottom
world's largest body of fresh wea- brans are aslep at the switch or and some logs, but no barrels. The
ter." sid John Pegors. former they don't know the value of the sonar detected 40 to 50 targets
head of the Minnesota Pollution lake out there. that could be barrels. and workers
Control Agency's Duluth regional U.S. Environmental protection returned to those areas Friday.
office. "I think thin in a terrible Agency reports indicate the bar- Gardner said.
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Coming up empty5

Barrels.
* Searchers fail

Fromt Page 1A

/~'-: ho71 brrels. which contain scrap mectal
and concrete from bomb-making
operations at lioneywell Inc. The
barrels are rumored to hold radio-
active materal because Hloneywell
used depleted uranium in some of
its defense work.

lI*Zfld Control had a one-week
- contract to find the barrels and. if

time permitted. bring one to the
oaw demgra, surface. The contract expired

Submrin opeato Haold a~nd ~Tuesday. and it was unclear Tues.Suomroge ohprantor Harld Mayar eptlined ftstuto, nVWbtomoiLk day night whether a search will
to Rger hapan feft andBobDempseiy after an unsuccessfuli dive to retrieve a barrel continue at A later time.

dumped 30 years ago. Chapman Is the salvage dive coordinator and Dempsey Is a supervisor On Saturday, searchers found a
from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Z000.foot-long string of about 100

barrels one mite off1 the North
hore from n h Lkeview Cagtle

restaurant and mtel. Photos andSearchers fail to recover barrel ;ieoae hw tebe ;t in
gret shape." Guilfoyle said.

Sy Marianne Refine setback during the third dive Ins sumrine. Th crew had to wait until Mon-
.r." W . mid-afternoon when the subma- "The general consenasus is thae day to Inspect the barrels because
Searchers In Lake Superior rine's battery failed and hd to 134 the claming1 drice on this sub. the submarine couldn't dive In

failed to hang onto a mytr recharged, said Joan Guifoyle. marine Is not strong enough' Sunday's choppy waters. Mon-
barrel long enough to recover it U.S. Army Corps of Engineers sWad Guilfoyle. dyssac ~e rbeswe
Tuesday - their last scheduled spokswomain. The Army Corpe of Engineers the clamp wouildn't grp and the
day of work. A final subnarline dive In the apparently underestimated the video camnera refused to work.

The search team dived four evening was a nar hit. when the weight of1 One Wmres. wihsear- Hazard wilt take photoraphs
times In a submarine 10 mites searcph team finally got a line at- Hier was reported at 600 to a00 and videotape of the barrels to St.
northeast of Duluth to retrev tached toea barrel at 190 feelt. The pounds. -Mh clamp la a strong Paul, where they will be studied.
any of more than 1.400 barrels plan was to tow the barrel to cIMamp. We know now the barrel Guilfoyle said Tuesday morning.
dumped 30 year% ago to keep a shallow waterandputlti nacon. Is heavy - At least 1.000 The seamb crew% then will
top-.secret grenade design out of tMer for trsasporting to the sur- pound s."od Bob Dempsey. en- make further recommendations
Soviet hands. face. Then It would be taken to a gluee manager for the prolec at about what should be done next in

Searchers took phtographs laborator where Its cOtnt the Corps. termts of finding the barrels.
and videotpe of one barrel dur- could be Analyzed. The towing The Corps of Enginees h ired "it's disappointing." said
Ing the first dive but found noth- was unsucessful, however. Harard Control inc to fMW the Dempsey. "We'd like to answer at
Ing during the second dive, when the barrel slipped from a last ono of the 150 questions we

The team suf fered a 21/2-hour mechanica arm attached to the Plaisse Illi le, bec pa" have - that I&. what's in at leas
one barr."*
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Barrels
Coadamvel fro pae Il

operation, crew using sonar, magne-
meras discovered one of the seven
areas into which the Army and Hon-
eywell secretly dumped barrels be- e co wI
tween 1959 and ;1962, to get rid ofi R ewhat'= '= they no sam etsrp ea
from a classified explosives project. pc
Some critics say they worry that the . .. t-.U L.
barrels may have contained radioac-
tve material or hazardous waste be- iI ,I
cause t of uraium and 1- 1, m ain g'
wastes have been found in the floor
drains of the building where Honey-
well worked on ammunition and ex- fe d s. yplosive projects for the Army at its -

Arden Hl lsammunition plant.

The discovery site, which searohhers ., r M .- C .5 -dn.
say was used by the barrel dumpers .. _
in 1961. is about a mile off the Tal- Aluthe _. y

madge River mouth, on Lake Suaei- Although they cam. upempty-hand-
or's North Shore near Duluth, in ed. fearal offic y iiU g to recover
about 160 to 180 feet of water, sd some of the 1,4372bwrk of military

Dempsey. refuse dumped itotkeSuperior 30.
years ago say the effort was a s .

The search found and mapped 105 o t- cov:
balrs in apparently good condition, Bob r nip r the Army Corps of"

sitting on sandy silt in an area of cr pect fir.te Amy Cpo
about 2 square miles,Engineers, said Wednesday that even
G 2 mlr-cou redings Dam Tos- though the project ran out of money
day by a e arch tier rin "dida't and stalled Tuesday without recover-
detect even a race" of radio nivity, ing a barrel it was a success because
he said. searchers accomplished their main

he goal of finding and photographing

Searchers made four submarine dives some of the barrels.
Tuesday to try to pull up one of the
barreLs, estimated -to weigh at least Dempse said theyll try to ge the

1,100 pounds. The effort was defet- permission and money necessary toad b a sbmaine owe Wur, cntinue a quest this fall to recover
ed by a subminlte pored vi- some of the barrels, dumped in 1961
heavy bottom it that obitpect vi by the Army and Honeywell Inc. -'sioa aad adampthatslippedofftha .... ;

barrel when a tugboat tied to raise it, : hcrew members said. Extremely high waves on the western
end of the take starting Wednesday

"We didn't expect to &W them (the would -have madi continuing the
barrls) so deep md we didn't exect project yesterday impossible anyway,
them to be so dan heavy," said Mike officials said.
Stick of Hazard CoUtrol IncO, the
Minneapolis firm that was awarded a On Saturday, the third day of the

five-day, 317,000 contract to Dane'continued se paar3Dh
for them.

The P ojec, financed by the federal
pollution-abtement "superfund,"
will be oa bohd until the corps can
secure m momy and permiison
fivon Washinpo. said Dempsey, a

enierin fth corps' SL. Paul dis-

"We have to tak it Ong sp at a
time, but for mow we would relly
like to recover a representative sam-
pie of tho 105 barrel," he said.
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From PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICENEWS CLIPS
WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 7. 1990 SAINT PAUL PIONEER PRESS

Suspect barrels recovered from Lake
D-e able to test them." the barrels' weight which is be-

S Large yellow plastic containers tween 600 and 1,00 pounds
RNA". holding the barrels were hoisted apiece.

The Army Cap of Engineers from a barge in the corps vessel More than 1,400 barrels were
- workers retrieved and opened two yard as reporters and other spec- dumped into Lake Superior 30

cement-filled barrels from Lake tars looked on. The barrels' lids years ago by the corps for Hone-
Superior on Tuesday, but the full were removed to reveal concrete- ywell Inc., a defense contractor.
story on the barrels' enti topped contents inscribed with Honeywell officials and records
won't be known for several numbers. The co said will indicate that the 55-gallon drums

"I think everybody here is hap- take two weeks to out is contain scrap metal from top-se-
py," said Dole Maur, eA within the concre ho a cit grenade desgnsEnrnme-cop er ein g mnanagement Officials speculated the um- talarenrnete barrels

branch. the barrels up to bers on the concrete could indicate might contain radioactive materi-

-7D

Superior, contents still unknown
ala. Preliminary tests over the tic containers over them. The bar- more barrels next spring, a Mnne-
weekend bad shown that the two rels then were hoisted onto a sota Pollution Control Agencyoffi-
burrels recovered Tuesday aren't barge and towed to the Duluth-Su- cial who accompanied the corps"
radioactive. perior harbor. One barrel was in- on its searches said two barrels

Corps divers worked for about fairly good condition and the other isn't a large enough sample.:
three hours Tuesday to lift the was "pretty corroded," Mazr "Certainly we need more than
barrels. which rested in about 30 said. two," said Ron Swenson of the-
feet of water off the Lake Upei The corp will award a contract agency's groundwater and solid.
or shore near Lakeview Castle, for testing the barrels' contents waste division "Were not sure
about 10 miles northeast of Du- within the week, and results what the magic number is, but:the
luth. should be available in another technology is bere and it's proven

Divers followed lines attached week. Although corps officials itself. We certainly should gO.out
to the barrels and fitted the plas- aren't sure whether they will test there and look for more.

The above article also ran in the 11-7-90 Duluth News-Tribune with the following addition:
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Barrels
opened for
analysis

Two barrels pulled from Lake
Superior several weeks ago were
broken apart Tuesday to help ana-
lyze their contents for hazardous
substances.

Workers from OHM Corp. of S
New Hope. Minn.. used a carbon B arrels:
saw and backhoe to rip the meul
barrels from their concrete-en- From Page 1A
cased contents, and then break the
concrete into small chunks. tive materials or other hazardous

Preliminary tests with a hand-
held Geiger counter indicated no The two barrels' contents were
r £dkosve contenta. checked for radiation with a small

The barrels had been stored in hand-held Geiger counter, and
large yellow plastic containers in workers wore several layers of
"ie US. Army Corps of Engineers protective clothing to protect
Sesel Yard at Park Point sine themselves from chemicals. oils or

Nov. 7. OHM Corp. was lired by gaseL The operation took most of
the Corps to break apart the bar- the day and into the night.
relL. A glass jar filled with brownish

The barrels had been retreved paper packing material and small
from Lake Superior last month by gray metal parts from the first bar-
Workers from Hazard Control I= rel was displayed at about 6 p.m.
They're part of a group of more The parts resembled gears.
than 1.400 dumped into Lake Supe- Springs, timers and scrap metals
rimr 30 years ago by the C s foro that could be from the grenade de-
Honeywell Inc., a defense contrac- sips Honeywell said they had
tor. Honeywell officials and dumped into LAke Superior to
recoris indicate that the 5 cum ram & keep them out of Russian hands.
drums contain scrap meal from "I think this would be consistent
top-secret renade eis but - Bob Dempsey of the U.S. Army Corps of with what Honeywell said was in
viroomentalists are concerned tha Engineers on Tuesday held a jar filled with the barrels," said Corps spokes-
the barrels might contain radloac- metal scraps and packing material taken man Ken Gardner.

from a barrel dumped In Lake Superior 30 Workers broke the second bar-
Plem on Iller , back fpo ym ago. r merel apart at 9-.30 pm. Gardner said

P kp years ago. "quick hazard tests" for explo-

... .... . sives, flammable gasm and radi-
ation indicated that the barrel
contained no hazardous sub-
stances. He expected to have sam-
ples from it to look at later Tues-
day night.

Both barrels' contents will be
shipe to Pace Inc. environmen-
tal lab in Minneapolis for analysi.
Remlts are expected In about four
wea

The Corps hasn't decided
w hthe to bring up more barrels.
but inesota ofutON ControlL
Agency official said they'U urge
them to do o to i a repre-
sentative sampl
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ROLL OUT THE BARRELS
A fter 30 years. the U. Army Corps of Engineers is dump site is a DERP site - it's just one on a list.
/4 getting wround to cleaning up the Defense Depart- "The ecological and environmental awareness of the

ment's messes. More than 1,400 55-gallon barrels, whole country has changed since the 1960s:' Guilfoyle
whc ca m rm Honeywell Inc~s defense work with the says. "I can't imagine anyone who would consider doing

army were dumped into Lake Superior in 1959 and 1960. this today The Department of the Army is trying to
and the Army Corp. go back and clean
of Engineers is now things up!#
taking steps to deter- Over the years. ru-
-iime if they are caus mars have started

& any pollution. All that perhaips the bar-
indications are that rels contain some-
the barrels contain thing more toxic

nothig mor thanthen scrap metal. "In
the srapetalthatogle of the buildings

they aresupposed to that Honeyweill
contain. used, they cleaned

"Historical rcrd out the sewers and
show theyawe fog of found PCBs and oth-
scrap meta left over er hatardous materi-
from whatwnethen ala in the sewers"
classified "e~W Guilfoyle says. "But
say Joan Guilfoyle theres no evidence
of the U. Army that theres anything
Corps Of Engineers other than grenaide
Public Affairs Office saps Fin the bar-
in St. FtuL "Honey- __p moo Bo D-w rk 4AwCpo hp maWt uilt es
well was under con- pke 11 rm wus wi tin Cap. imwuotd nowe rttl' 1.40 w.*e bwvkdla Wh asfl found
tract to produce the ad i Lalke Supmno h Hoaeuawiad 114e Army~ in 1959 and 1960. on November 27,
grenades, and the 1990, supports that
leftovier parts started piling up. They didn't know what theory. Although the OHM Corpoaton which opned the
to do with them and it was important to keep all the barrels, took extreme precautions in the procedure. the
pieces classWied They asked the Department of the Army barrels appeared to contain only parts for fuses from, gre-
to find a means of disposal. (Dumping them in the lake) ades says Dale Mazar, chief of engineering management
was the solution because it was cheap. branch with the Army Corps of Engineers in St. PauL

"In 1965," Guiffoyl says. "the Defense Environmen- "There was a lot of speculation:' says OHM site super.
.Restoration Program (DERPI required us to go back visor Randy Potter. "For our workers' safety we treat it

and look at all the formerly used and owned Department as a worst -case scenerio, but basically we found exeaty
of Defense sites to determine if there are any materials what the Army Corps told us. We were pleased not to find
left over that should he cleaned tip or removed. This '11V kinknowns.'
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Corps writes
new chapter
in barrel saga

o -I -1 . Vlisli 7

Sop. .. to hou , w. , .,.
-to I~ Ifs , -s s , .1 i it, ,i l. it iiii 5

Ii llfi -S l..', i iiiliii, I '

11 I hoioi CL~i-Ified 11iunii ons A rusted burnf I is checked for radiation. I Photos courtesy St. Paul Disict)

m i . , , .. ... ... li con la ll , t ,the

Si-n 1is ii 1ion Plant in the late tinder DEIt. 
t

rps districts art charged with ions scrap
d- .o \l i1 The contents of the Iwo bar- locating and inspecting sites formerly owned or In the mid-0s. DERP was iii ated As I

i ,, t I,1.ii iil rord which indicated usd by the Department of Defense. lie St. Paul result. St. Paul District compiled it It( of t+ l |mr
(ooI..' i iii-il strati from msuniliioii Pro- Dtitict is responsible fir liicating and inspecting defense sites in Ninonesota and XWis siin. III- i.

former t) tsites in Minnesota and Wisconsin. cluding the Lake Superior barrel dipi'al itr
li s.- onii I .... k le i n the dock (if the Accirding to Boh Dempsey. engineer manager In Seitember. a contract was awarded to I Lt/

I n,-i-l siltui"n ItuIi (in Nov- 27 In a coordinating the DERP project for the district. ard Control. Inc_ at Ninnesota firm. ii. liu- iIi

,I.il.. i ii e Iith salet *v zones, a St Paul District has located and surveyed close many of the barrels as possible Uling a iir-l, .,.,
sit .i...i Lo 1in area and workers in protective to 200 former defense sites in the two states dur. of equipment including side-scan sonar. undvr ,-1

-0 t p...olI Corp u i carbon saws ing the past six years water TV cameras, and a small two-pein siit- p- "
I. i,,i.,- i li tI biarrcls metal skiii and a opening the two barrels is the latest action in marine, the company hwaled one sIrIing it ltn'iii hi.,
hIrk hi -t, inonash the concrete surrounding a controversy which started in the mid-TOs when 105 barrels located in 150-190 feet of water III

a L.ake Superior fisherman snagged a barrel in miles up the north shore from Duluth -i,'
\lh, oiiihii. and air monitiiring equipment his fishing net. Amid rumors that they might During a dive to inspect and videotape the bar tti

lvi ,d i; he contents were not radioactive, contain toxic, hazardous, or even radioactive rels. the submarine operator reported that a s
i... --.r.... ii. ise. samples from the two material, the Army Material Readiness Com Geiger counter carried on the sub as a safelt i.,

.. ,1 ,r-. t- rle, -d in glass jars; and shnn In mand conducted a study of the barrels in the measure registered increased radiatinn.
It- Flo iample, -re Itter t;keni is mid-7s Divers tried to locate some of the 1.4:37 tater dives with two Geiger counters ionboad Iiii

, I1I, tir chemical analysis barrels, but were unable to innd any. found no unusual radiation readings and th-
I he, 'i-I io huaie and recover several bar. The Army study was completed in 1977. It con- search team decided to continue the effort t I,
I- s- vi if) l i ew nation-wide I)efense cluded that there was no evidence the barrels recover one iir two barrels How-ever, an attleintt Iii.-

I . o.o, lt It-A iloin Prigram 1I)KI'i I cintained anything other than classified muni- to bring n barrel up was unsuccessful when ;a
clamp attached to one barrel by* the submaioci
apparently let Imin. leaving the half-tnn hvrrr i-I c
iii Ito' ltiiii i

Bad weather and the end ol the cool i; ct.cilil I.
that phase of the operation Oct I? ,,
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U S. Environmental Protection Arernc t. take t,;,
remote radiological readings iif the barr-Is .1
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resuls indicated no radiatiin hazid \i ,,
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ATTACHMEN4T 2

of Lake Silticriur %%he ic sonic 22 ha:'- U]~o I*~.~i i~ dofc'nse ws cw

located by tire Corps of Lngincers on Dec. 4 LI~.wdtUed frrc fcunl

sarripics taken upstream.

According to a summnary of an analysis rclatcd to the St. Paul

District by tile Envirtonmcental Protection Agcncy, Enidronmental iRcscar'1i

Lab, DUulth, coniccntrations of mutal at the dumnp site were within thle

range of values ob~scrvccl in thc westorn tip of Lakc Superior, thle sUI-nrn-.rv

pointis out.

The repurt statud that rigid precautions were taken to avoid

contarniination of thc samples by containers and cquipirent used, and that tire

plan of evaluation was to comnpare water directly in the dump arca and

ambient water.

Tests werc made of the samples for 11 metals and a number of

organ-ic chemicals which could be harniful, or dangerous in concentrated

amiounts. In its conclusion the sumr.ry states that the water quality

around the barrels is good "and we find no detectible contributions from

them by the elements and chemicals wo- are able to measure routinely.

The summary also states beta atid gamama-emitting radio

nuclteids showed no difference between samipling points. According to the

St. Paul District, a search of Department of thc Army records will continuo

in all e *rt to determine accurately thc metallurgical composition of about

1400 r sor tho scrap disposed of in Lake Superior more than 15 years

ago. to prove conclusively that the contents are not harmful.

The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency anid the Dcparimentsi

of Natural Resourccs of both Wisconsin and Nlichigan have inforined Lhc

St. Pauil fli.;trict Coups of 1:1111,i lice'-, that diey eoncUv with this yra

(111U1I
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ov~ r tlic bart'c .9, i-ceflLdy .SoCIIV( i '.:I] 7L.c L 1or 0111 -1', U ~t

a forniici Arm~y officer v'.'1o .. upcrvi s(-'i pro !itc-L (o irfc~~idmu

by Ifoacywcl la~c. fr'om 1 UG2 -64. [In his stateijocnt, 1im ran said that he

1kucvw ot no special ti'cal iwnt in tlec procuctiori which would have cmnIpioycd

radioactivo Vr1terial or dcenicals 01 meital cou1poundconsi~f~dered !iarniful.
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LAKE SUPERIOR MYSTERY BARREL SEARCH
YIELDS MYSTERY WRECK
by THOM HOLDEN and KEN MERRYMAN

The A.CA Mamzwa 1a mph- slcrPad tg thduth A*Coadin m he lte U

early 30 years ago, the Army Corps of Engineers Minnesota. Subsequent visual confirmation of the ano-

secretly dumped barrels containing classi maly by a video camera mounted in a Remote Operated
scrap metal from production of grenades into Vehicle (ROV} indicated vessel wreckage, and not a

Lake Superior along the Minnesota shore, since no eco- mound of barrels. The Corps of Engineers promptly
nomic alternative disposal method eisted at the time. notified Minnesota state historic preservation officials of
These mystery barrels remained out of sight and out of the discovery.
mind until the mid-1970s when rumors surfaced that they This is believed to be the first time in western Lake Su-
might contain nuclear waste or other hazardous sub- perior that new wreckage was located by sidescan sonar
stances. A search of the lake bottom at that time resulted and confirmed by ROV video
in what were simply called "barrel tracks:' furrows in the Initial verbal reports based on the ROV video were of
bottom, but no barrels, a relatively small wooden vessel, steam powered, possibly

Amid persistent rumors and growing public concern for sidewheel. Historical records of shipwrecks in the area
the barrels and their pollution potential, the Corps mount- elicited several vessels as possibilities. One was the 96-
ed another attempt in October and November 1990 to foot wooden fish tug Thomas Rfant, presumed lost be-
locate some of the barrels and eventually recovered two tween about 12 miles off Knife River, Minnesota, and
of them for analysis of their contents. The analysis proc- about 9 miles off Port Wing, Wisconsin, after being ice
ess is currently under way. Visually, the contents of two cut in January 1924. Another was the 76-foot former
recovered barrels appears to be only what historical sidewheeler E.T CaninRto. which had been reduced to
documentation indicates was supposed to be in them. a barge by the time she was lot in August 1907 while in

The limited sidescan sonar and magnetometer barrel tow toward Duluth by the freighter Arudwck it VA& She
search was successful in the discovery of more than 100 foundered when less than 18 miles out. The little propelf -"he 1,437 barrels dumped. During the search, other lerA. Booth wassuggested as another posibility. She had

ins on the lake floor were also reported and investi- been wrecked in late August 1886 at Grand Marais, Min-
gated. In the course of those investigations, a previously nesota. thought to have been salvaged, and later found.
uncharted vessel was located 100 to 120 feet deep about ered en route to Duluth. The 147-foot scow-schooner
A-mile off the mouth of the Lester River near Duluth. Mayflower lost off the Superior entry in June 1891 was

LAWeautuv NSoo~ .. M .. , Norembeb-|am 1991 3



another of the as yet unlocated possibilities. rain. The vessel also was listed hard to starboard with the
The prized. but ever elusive and historically significant, starboard rail near the forward end nearly buried in the

Bel P Cross was also among the early runners, even sand. Near there, the letters 'AMS" were observed and
though she was reportedly wrecked at the mouth of the appeared to be part of the vessel name or possibly that

oseberry River where her 153-foot hug was badly of the company which owned her.
beaten in a late April 1903 storm. Much of her machin- As these observations were processed, the list of ship-
ery was later recovered, but disposition of the remaining wrecks previously developed began to quickly shrink to
hull is unknown. nothing. The kseyobservationsof missin machinery parts

Following completion of the Corps' barrel search con- and the plugged shaft hole began to strongly indicate an
tract, several divers, including Ken Merryman of the abandoned vessel, not one which met catastrophic end
HeybW and Ray Julian and Mike Stich of the Northern in some clasic north shore nor'easter.
Ccobm all of the Minneapols-St. Paul metropolitan area, Records of abandoned vessels are scant, so a computer
made dives on the new discovery, search of nearly 6,000 vessel names associated in one

As the divers began to amass firsthand observations of capacity or another with Lake Superior was searched
the new wreckage, they determined the length from the using the key letters, 'AMS" Only a handful of new pos-
stem to rudder post to be approximately 60 to 62 feet. The sibilities were developed, among them the tug A.C
hull was indeed wooden, but was at least partially Adam& Meanwhile, additional diver observations began
sheathed with tin or light steel. The vessel's engine was to surface. Fimally, indisputable identification was made.
in place, a one-cylinder unit with several pieces missing Carved into one of the deck beams in the small hold was
such as the crank shaft, connecting rod and cylinder head. the official registry number and a tonnage figure. The of-

-mom

S.

77,W inwd pmok *ew ofa rtp ammi tg srum tho wm= muuI an bru rnIda, ta m aw( m thg AC Mn This p lm
nw'u'W the Juw V Oki 6. I n I/S at Itak Now lbvk. Sae Om of for paf that are mimgbW ili tfm Adams wrek.

The cylinder appeared to be 16 to 18 inches in diameter. ficial number was 105994 and the report indicated the
The boiler was also in place and of an "okler" design. The tonnage figure was 90 and xx/lOO tons. Frame by frame
divers also observed that the rudder was askew, but in review of video documentation showed the tonnage to be
place, while the shaft and propeller were misin and the carved with rather flourishing numbers and actually 20
shaft hole definitely and deliberately plugged. The bow and 88/100 tons.
was intact while the stern was beginning to come apart. Records in the Corps of Engineers Canal Park Marine
There was gren paint remainn oan part of the bow. Hull Museum were consulted and the vessel's identification
construction seemed to be reaonab hevy for the over- positively confirmed as the tug A.C Adams, built in 1681

size of the vessel, but the limited cabin structure was at Buffabo New York, by the Union DryDock Company.
osent or entirely coilapsed. Her official number was 105994 with a gross registered
The vessel rested in a depression on a hard sand bot- tonnage of 41.76 tons and net tonnage of 20.88 tons. She

tom. standing seven to 10 feet above the surrounding ter- was built of oak with a one-cylinder, high pressure, non-
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condensing steam engine. The engine cylinder diameter the A.C Adams was indirectly a Great Lakes Towing
was 18 inches and its stroke was 20 inches. Further rec- and assumed, over the years, its still familiar red
ords indicated this vessel was officially abandoned dur- green livery.
ug the year prior to June 30, 1923, probably in the fall Alexander C. Meakin's definitive history of Great Lake

of 1922 or early spring of 1923, although there is no pres- Towing notes that the Adams was converted to a "floating
ent documentation of the abandonment procedure, shop at Duluth about 1906:' Just what this meant is not

Many of the documents of enrollment for the A.C certain, but frequently a vessel no longer suited to tow-
Adamis were available in the collection of the Canal Park ing would be used primarily as a steam generator to be
Marine Museum in Duluth. Missing in the ownership rec- used by vessels wintering in port that needed to operate
ord were her first several years. These documents show winches or other machinery without the necessity of fir-
that in March 1890 the Adams was owned one-third each ing up the ship's main boiler. She might also have been
by Frederick W. Smith, John W. Fee and Edward S, Smith. similarly used to steam frozen ore in the late season. It
all of Duluth. Prior to that time she had been registered is assumed that the 1905-06 season largely concluded her
in and operating out of Marquette, Michigan. and before active role as a working tow vessel.
that at Buffael New York. The Adams appears in a few instances in Dr. Julius F

Thu oLlowing spring, in April 1891, ownership was WNolff Jr~s ecmprehensive Lake Sus".ior Shipwrecks -s
listed as the Smith-Fee Company (or Smith-Fee Towing both a vessel assisting in time of casualty and as victim.
Company of Duluth). B.B. Inman acquired the vessel in In 1887 the A.C Adams towed lifesavers to the wreck of
October 1893 and continued to operate it out of Duluth. the Gere Sherman on the shoals off Shot Point, 12 miles
Ownership was changed to Inman 7hg Company in April from Marquette, Michigan. In 1888, just a year later, the
1897. Then in November 1899, the Adams was acquired Adams was nearly successful in dragging the sinking Reed
by Union Towing & Wrecking Company where it re- Case into the Portage Ship Canal.
mained until abandoned. The following year, the Adams was at the other end of

The 1923 Merchant Vessel listing for the fiscal year a shipwreck. That June she was towing the schooner
which ends on June 30, 1923, notes the A.C Adams as Monterey about 15 miles northeast of Whitefish Point in
"abandoned" without notation on where, when or why. dense fog. Both vessels ended up on the shoals near San-
One is left to presume age and condition played key roles dy Island, the Adams suffering a broken propeller while
in the decision. the Monterey was initially abandoned, only to be recov-

The last owner of record prompted a small detour in ered and sail beyond the turn of the century. Wolff
.he search for more of the vessel's history. Prior to the chronicles the Adams again in June 1892 when she suf-
turn of the centur a host of small, independent com- fered some damage in a collision at Superior, Wisconsin.
panies such as Smith-Fee and Inman operated tugs, Further research will undoubtedly add many more details
salvage equipment and lighters throughout the Great to the life of this little vessel operating in and out of the
Lakes. Competition was fierce, sometimes violent, and Twin Ports for more than three decades.
vessel owners were hit with a barrage of confusing rates. C. Patrick Labadie. curator of the Corps' Canal Park
Their vessels were at the mercy of the tug companies, Marine Museum and an authority on Great Lakes wood-
sometimes with costly delays of several days or more. en vessel construction, provided the initial diving crew

Things began to change on July 7, 1899. On that date with an inboard profile plan for a tug similar to that of
Great Lakes Towing was incorporated in New Jemy to the AC Adons for orientatio. This particular vessel plan.
"provide harbor and other towing servie, as well as that ot the Juhan V O'Brien, is of a very similar tug also
wrecking and salvage service throughout the Grett Lakes, built in Buffalo and just a few years after the Adams. The
their connecting and tributary waters:' The numerous O'Brien was slightly larger, but the plan provides an ex-
smaller companies began being bought out by the new cellent likeness to the Adami The plan clearly shows the
corporation and its subsidiaries at what was termed fair, arrangement of the house, machinery and boiler as well
but conservative, prices. Sellers also signed restrictive as construction details.
agreements barring them from re-entering the tug and Minnesota Historical Society (MHS) has not publicly
salvage business for several years. Inman Tbwing was disclosed the wreck location, and divers report that even
among those independent tug companie acquired by the when returning to the wreck with Loran C coordinates,
growing corporation. it is not easy to locate due to the surrounding bottom ter-

Great Lakes Towing grew rapidly to a fleet of 150 or rain. MHS is currently formulating plans to include the
more tugs. lighters, wreckers and other work craft oper- A.C Adams in a new contract for complete on-site docu-
ating in virtually every harbor and river on the Great mentation during 1991 along with a few other vessels in
Lakes. Subsidiary companies were quickly formed, the Minnesota waters of Lake Superior. The Corps of
among them the Union Towing & Wrecking Company, a Engineers recently completed an initial archaeological
West Virginia corporation chartered on September 12, survey of the schooner Satuel P My at Two Harbors in
!899. Great Lakes Towing owned 995 of the 1,000 cor- cooperation with MHS, data which should be available
porate shares, with the few remaining shares presented during the 1991 dive season, while MHS is currently
as courtesy shares to various individuals instrumental in analyzing data gathered this past summer on the Madetra
forming the subsidiary and its parent corporations. Thus. and Thomas Wilson wrecks. /I U
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SMedia Relations Plan for Barrel Search/Recovery

1. The Lake Superior Barrel Project created extensive interest among
Duluth area residents and media, as well as among Twin Cities media.

2. Public Affairs and Engineering Division spokespersons had 20-25 media
contacts each day of the operation. Many of the contacts were made during news
conferences which usually had 8-10 reporters in attendance. Other contacts
included in-person and telephone interviews and telephone contacts not
involving an interview.

3. Based on earlier experience when the barrel search contract was
awarded, Public Affairs anticipated this high level of media interest and
prepared a media plan to address media issues during the initial barrel search
operation. This plan was based on the following concepts:

a. There would be high public and media interest in the project. We
needed to be available and responsive to media needs in order to
tell the Corps story.

b. Space limitations on the search boats would not allow media to
accompany the search team. To help compensate for this limitation,
an equipment demonstration would be held at the beginning of the
search and daily media briefings would be held to keep media and
the public informed on the progress of the search.

c. Contractual arrangements were made to have quick photo processing
and videotape duping available in Duluth to provide media with copies
of photos/videotape taken during the search. In addition, a
television newsclip service was located in Duluth and a contract was
arranged for copies of all Duluth television news coverage of the
barrel project.

d. A media center would be established at the Duluth Area Office. A
least one public affairs specialist would be in Duluth during the
entire project. An answering machine would be used at the media
center to record messages from media who called while the Public
Affairs representative was out of the office.

e. All media requests for interviews would be directed to Public
Affairs. This was to include interviews with both Corps and
contractor personnel.

4. While we tried to anticipate media relations requirements during the
initial search in our media plan, the barrel search and recovery operations
were dynamic and often unpredictable. This unpredictability required a

flexible public affairs posture and rapid response to ever-changing
situations. Several news conferences were called on short notice. Media needs
varied greatly and our ability and willingness to make a Corps spokesperson

available helped develop and maintain a positive working relationship with
reporters covering the project.

5. This good relationship was a significant factor during the barrel

opening. Reporters, some who were on the scene before 7 am., maintained a
day-long vigil at the opening site, until the first barrel was opened in the
e~early evening. tven though they were there for as long as 10 or 12 hours,14



they remained calm and generally positive about the Corps efforts in the
project.

6. As with any effort of this magnitude, there were public affairs
activities that went "right" and some things that could have been improved.
Here are some of each:

a. Providing media advisories at the beginning of each operational phase
gave reporters advance notice of what was happening and what media
arrangements they might expect.

b. By coordinating with the Duluth Area Office for media center space, we
had work space waiting for us when we arrived in Duluth and we were able to
provide media center telephone numbers in advance. Locating the media center
at the Duluth Area Office generally worked well. For the initial search
operation we had our own office space; for later operations, we used an empty
desk in the administrative area of the area office. Being situated in the Area
Office, we were readily available to media, close to the Maritime Museum
conference room where most of the news briefings were held, and close to the
Corps Vessel Yard from which all of the search/recovery operations were
staged. We also had access to long distance telephones, fax and copiers and
the office staff could take messages for us when we were out of the office
which was an important consideration since most of the time there was only one
Public Affairs representative staffing the media center.

c. The initial equipment demonstration for reporters and photographers
was held on Sunday morning ( October 14) rather than prior to (or at) the
beginning of the search operation. The demonstration provided a good
opportunity for them to shoot file footage of the mini-subs, underwater
cameras, and sonar equipment and to talk to all of the technical experts.
Ideally, this should have been scheduled at the very beginning of the
operation (Wednesday) but the mini-subs were not available until Sunday.

d. Having a large map of the search area was a useful tool during the
news briefings and individual interviews.

e. Having a spokesperson available and willing to talk to media allowed
us to meet reporters' needs while maximizing our opportunities to tell the
Corps' story on the barrel project and DERP in general. On several days, we

did our first interview live on radio at 7 a.m. and finished the day after 10
p.m.

7. We learned an important lesson in this area. If the Corps does not
have a spokesperson readily available, the media will more than likely find
someone else with whom to talk. In one situation, where the boat returned
later than expected and the Corps was not available when a reporter thought we
would be, the reporter interviewed a local activist. This television report
was very one-sided and contained a number of inaccuracies. While we can't stop
the media from interviewing biased or unreliable sources, we try to insure
that a Corps spokesperson is readily available to present the Corps
perspective and the facts.

2



8. Our willingness to be available and responsive to reporters laid the
groundwork for a good working relationship between the Corps and media.

9. Scheduling daily media briefings worked extremely well and reduced the
number of requests for individual interviews each day during the initial
search in October. During later operations, we held news conferences at the
beginning and at the end of each operation and called special news conferences
to announce special events or activities. However, daily news conferences were
not required in the later operations. All news conferences were well attended
by Duluth media (three television stations, 2-3 radio stations, Duluth and
Superior, Wis., newspapers, and the Duluth correspondent for the Minneapolis
Star-Tribune). Some news conferences, especially during the search operation,
were attended by Twin Cities television crews.

10. The lack of good, reliable communications between the media center on
shore and the project coordinator on the search vessel made getting
information difficult. During the first phase of the search, we were able to
use a contractor-owned celluar telephone and reimburse the contractor through
the contract for the government use. Without the contractor's cellular phone,
we were limited to ship-to-shore radio which was awkward to use, often had
poor reception and was subject to monitoring by other boats, media and
individuals with similar radios or scanners.

11. This communications arrangement became complicated during the initial
barrel recovery effort when reporters on-board the Corps tug wanted to use the
contractor's cellular phone, agreeing to reimburse the contractor for their
use. The contractor submitted the bill for the Corps and the media's use of
his cellular phone several months after the event, requiring the Corps to
contact the reporters for reimbursement. In the future, the district should
purchase or lease several cellular telephones to provide communications during
events similar to this. This would have significantly improved public affairs
and operational communications and, possibly, decision-making throughout the
barrel project.

12. Our initial media mailing list missed several smaller but important
media outlets. In the future, we need to make sure that all appropriate media
are included on the initial media mailing list. This can be accomplished by
checking the newspaper and broadcast media directories.

13. In a project as sensitive as this, there needs to be closer
coordination and control of contractor contact with the media. While there
were not any serious incidents in this regard, the potential existed.
Representatives of the search contractor, Hazard Control, Inc., were asked to
refer all questions to one of the Corps representatives.

14. In summary, we anticipated the high level of public and media
interest in this project and planned a media relations program to meet that
interest within the public affairs resources available. Our success was based
on anticipating media roquirements, keeping media representatives informed of
planned activities, being open and being available.

( A positive and responsive media relations effort contributed to the success
of the overall project.
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